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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

It has been nine years since publication of the first, by now

almost classical, special issue of the Proceedings of the IEEE [57] on

computer-aided design of circuits. That issue marked the beginning of

a trend to use the computer as an active partner in design rather than

simply in a passive role for simulation. The circuits at that time

might be described as being in the infancy of integrated electronics.

The most complex integrated circuit chip might have consisted of ten

devices; it was still somewhat feasible to use breadboarding techniques

as aids in the design.

During the ensuing nine years, several more journals have been

devoted to the subject of computer-aided design of circuits, among them

[58-61], and integrated electronics has matured to the point where large-

scale integrated circuits which contain thousands of devices can be

manufactured. Breadboarding of circuits has generally ceased to be very

useful as a design tool, and the computer has become indispensable in

the entire design process. The computer is being used at many stages,

and for many different purposes, during the design of circuits. We will

be concerned with the use of the computer to optimize a circuit by vary¬

ing some designable parameters in order to achieve the design objectives.

In circuit optimization, a scalar performance function representing

the design objectives is minimized. There are two principal computation¬

al steps in this procedure. First, a numerical minimization algorithm

-1-
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must be employed to adjust the designable parameters in order to mini¬

mize the scalar performance function. Minimization algorithms begin

from an initial point, a guess to the optimum set of designable para¬

meters, to generate a sequence of points which hopefully converges to

the minimum of the scalar performance function. Most minimization

algorithms require the numerical values of the performance function and

its gradient with respect to the designable parameters evaluated at

several points during the minimization procedure. The number of func¬

tion and gradient evaluations required is generally proportional to the

computational cost of the minimization.

Second, the evaluation of the scalar performance function and its

gradient generally involves analysis of the circuit equations, a rather

large set of nonlinear algebraic and differential equations. The large

number of circuit equations is not only due to the increased circuit

size, but also due to the use of more complex device models for improved

accuracy.

The goals of this research were to improve the efficiency of the

two computational steps described above. The major accomplishments were

the derivation of a very promising new minimization algorithm, and a new

iterative method to solve the nonlinear algebraic equations that arise

in the analysis of circuits.

The main contribution of this research is the development of a new

minimization algorithm. Although the new algorithm has some short¬

comings, numerical results on several examples show that it is quite

accurate, and more efficient than other existing algorithms for the

majority of the examples tried. From a theoretical standpoint the algo¬

rithm has two novel new features: 1) it has a variable order of
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convergence up to order four, and 2) it has a novel scalar search at

each iteration which may be along curved trajectories in the space of

the independent variables.

A second contribution of this research is an iterative method for

solving the nonlinear equations that arise in the transient analysis of

the circuit equations. Modest improvements in efficiency were obtained

when the new iterative method was implemented in an already very effi¬

cient transient analysis program.

Other minor contributions can be summarized as follows:

1) A potentially useful Taylor series expansion of the solution

point of a system of nonlinear equations. Different forms of

the series, when truncated, yield different iterative methods.

An iterative method was used to obtain dc solutions of the cir¬

cuit equations.

2) A modified Cholesky factorization of a symmetric matrix, the

hessian, which in effect modifies the matrix when it is not

possitive definite. The new factorization is a modification of

a previously proposed technique [36].

3) An apparently novel scheme for computing difference approxima¬

tions to first and second derivatives, the gradient and the

hessian. The scheme automatically takes into consideration

errors that may be present in the function values that are used

in the difference approximations.

4) A new method of describing minimization algorithms to account

for other than straight-line directions of search. Existing

theorems are extended to the new description.
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The organization of the chapters is the following. In Chapter 2

we offer a brief theoretical and computational view of computer-aided

circuit design. In that chapter a brief historical review of minimiza¬

tion algorithms is also given. In Chapter 3 the new minimization

algorithm is derived and its theoretical properties are established.

In Chapter 4, implementation of the new algorithm is described. In

addition, several examples and comparisons with other algorithms are

reported. In Chapter 5 the concepts used in the derivation of the mini¬

mization algorithm are used to derive iterative methods for finding

solutions to nonlinear equations. Finally, Chapter 6 offers general

conclusions and some suggestions for further research.



CHAPTER 2

A VIEW OF COMPUTER-AIDED CIRCUIT DESIGN

A successful approach in using the computer as a circuit design

tool has been to minimize a scalar performance function, which repre¬

sents the design objectives, by adjusting in some suitable fashion the

designable parameters. This procedure requires many steps which will

be briefly outlined in this chapter.

The first step in using optimization for circuit design is to

recast the problem into a nonlinear programming problem by character¬

izing the qualitative design objectives by a scalar performance function

with constraints. This step is quite heuristic and requires great

insight on the part of the circuit designer. After this initial step,

the computer takes over by approximating the solution of the nonlinear

programming problem.

The derivation and the computational steps involved in the evalua¬

tion of the scalar performance function and its gradient, needed for

solving the nonlinear programming problem, will be briefly outlined.

The chapter ends with a brief historical review of existing methods for

solving the unconstrained minimization problem which results from the

nonlinear programming problem.

2.1 Nonlinear Programming Circuit Problem

Although there have been some fairly successful attempts at synthesis,

-5-
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where a circuit is "grown" to meet specifications [43,6], it may be

safely stated that this problem has not been solved satisfactorily.

Thus it will be assumed that a circuit which somewhat adequately meets

the design objectives is available, e.g. from a catalog of circuits. It

is then desired to change parameters of this circuit to improve its in¬

tended objective.

The design objectives of a circuit are usually specified in a

somewhat qualitative manner. Some of the objectives are to minimize

certain quantities, such as power dissipation, time delays, circuit size,

or minimizing the difference between a desired voltage or current curve

with the actual curve. Other objectives may be described as constraints

on the solutions or on the designable parameters, such as voltage or

current levels less than (or greater than) some value, propagation

delays no larger than some value, low and high limits, called box con¬

straints, on the designable parameters, etc. It is the circuit design¬

er's job to translate the usually unspecific design objectives into a

set of specific scalar functions. Often this specification step yields

several scalar functions to be minimized, several constraint functions,

and box constraints on the designable parameters.

Most circuit optimization programs require that all the scalar

functions to be minimized be combined in some manner to obtain a single

scalar performance or objective function to be minimized. The simplest

technique for accomplishing this combination is to choose a performance

function which is a weighted sum of all the functions to be minimized.

The general form of such a performance function is

T
f = / e(w, q, x, t) dt

^ 'V ^

0

(2.1)
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where w is a vector of branch voltages, branch currents and node volt¬

ages of the circuit; q is a vector of capacitance charges and inductor
'Xj

fluxes; x is the vector of time-independent designable parameters, e.g.'Xj

geometries of each device in the circuit; and t is time. The scalar

function e represents a numerical compromise of the design objectives

in that a different combination of the functions to be minimized yields

a different function e, and thus a different minimization problem. As

published applications have shown [28,12,5], this numerical compromise

implies that circuit design carried out in this manner may require

several minimizations to achieve the best design, as interpreted by the

circuit designer.

The minimization of (2.1) must be carried out subject to the circuit

designer constraints and subject to the circuit equation constraints,

which is a nonlinear programming problem. This problem may be described

as follows

T
minimize f(w, q, x) = / e(w, q, x, t) dt (2.2a)

subject to u(w, q, x, t) < 0 y (2.2b)

l ;
x < x < x

H
(2.2c)

% ~ % ~ n.

H(w, q, x, t) = 0
'X* 'Xj 'Xj 'Xj 'Xj

(2.2d)

(2.2e)

where (2.2b) are the designer's nonlinear constraints, (2.2c) are the

box constraints, and (2.2d) with (2.2e) represent the circuit equations.
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The circuit equations, which can also be expressed by

F(w> 3’ 3’ ?» c) =r\j *\j Oj 'V

H(w> 3’ ?»% % % %

E w - q
'll 'll

0, q(0) =q (x) , (2.3)
'u ^ i,U <v>

where the initial conditions <Jq(x) may be functions of the designable
parameters, consist of Kirchhoff-laws equations and the branch consti¬

tutive equations [15,17].

The box constraints (2.2c) are usually handled by transformations

[8], or directly as done by the algorithm to be given in Chapters 3 and

4. The nonlinear constraints (2.2b) are usually made part of the e

function in (2.2a) by using penalty functions as described in Chapter 4.

Therefore we will discuss the numerical and theoretical considerations

in solving the problem given by

T

/ e(w, q, x, t) dt , (2.3a)
q 'Xj % 'Xj

^ 'Xj ^

subject to H(w, q, x, t) = 0 , (2.3b)'ll 'V 'b o< 'll

minimize

w,q,x
f(w, q, x)

'Xj 'Xj 'Xj

E q - q = 0, q(0) = q„(x) , (2.3c)
% r\j % 'Xj fXj 'W f\j

where without loss of generality t 0
0 is assumed.

2.2 Derivation of the Gradient

Any solution of (2.3) must satisfy the necessary condition that the

first variational (or gradient) or the Lagrangian vanishes [8,29]. The
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Lagrangian is given by

L(w, q, x, w, q) = / [e(w, q, x, t) + wT H(w, q, x, it)
'yj 'b 'X/ 'Xj 'Xj ~ % 'tf 'Xi 'Xj 'Xj r\i r\i ^

+ q (Ew - q)] dt ,
^ O» O» ^

(2.4)

where w(t) and q(t) are the Lagrange multiplier vectors which are func-
O. 'Xj

tions of time. The first variational of L is given by

T 3H
6L = J + wT + qT e) 6w dt +'■ow 'v 3w a, <v %

U 'x, 'v,

9H
r (3e “T , ¡Ti , -TJ 1^77 + y + óqdt-q 6q
n '9q 'v 3qU f\j r\j

% ^
+

T
^ .T BH

/ (t- + W —;) 6x dt +1
r, 3x ^ 3x' a,U 'x, a,

T T
'T „ . r „»T/ 6w H dt + / <5q (E w - q) dt

0 ^ <v q a. 'v,'x>
(2.5)

where the variational term in (2.4) involving q is obtained using in¬

tegration by parts as follows

6 (/ - q^ q dt) = -/ Sq"*’ q dt - J qT <5q dt
q 'b Or q ^ rl» q 'b O»

= -/ óqT q dt + / qT6qdt-gT
0 ^ ^ 0 ^ ^

'V
6q

T

0
(2.6)

In order to satisfy the necessary conditions one must find time-dependent
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A 7V a ** a A

vectors w (t), q (t), w (t), and q (t), and a time-independent vector
o, n»

*
x to satisfy
'u

6L = 0 (2.7)

The problem of satisfying (2.7) normally has an extremely large

dimension. The dimension can be reduced substantially if one makes two

assumptions. First, if the circuit equations can be satisfied at all

k k k
values of x, then given an x = x , we can obtain w (t) and q (t) such

% 'Xj 'Xj 'Xj %

that the circuit equations

!J(Sk’ ük' - S ■ <2-8a>

3>> ' üo(£k) • (2-8b)

are satisfied. Second, if the Jacobian operator of the circuit equa¬

tions given by

%

E

<V/

9q

-l —
a. dt

(2.9)

is invertible in the interval 0 £ t _< T, then the Lagrange multiplier
a A A

vectors w (t) and q (t) can be computed from
% 0/

It k
, T 3H . T 9H - k
*k 'b

+ ¿va>
*b 8e

w
'b dw

'Xj
9q 3w 9 (2.10a)
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9e

3q
'Xj

q (0) = o (2.10b)

where t = T - t (note that qk(t = 0) = qk(t = T)).
O, %

(2.10) may be written in matrix form as follows

The equations in

9Hk
Od

9Hk
%

T

~k
r 3kT i

9w
a,

w
% 3w

'Xj

E
a,

1 z\°-
1

~k

J _

kT9ek
- J

a.

(2.11)

which can be solved because of the second assumption. Observe that the

solution to (2.11) is carried out in t, where t = T - t, which is back¬

wards in the original time variable. These two assumptions are reason¬

able since the designable parameters are normally constrained by the

box constraints, so that an actual physical circuit is always obtained,

and therefore the circuit equations should always have a solution.

With the preceding two assumptions, using (2.8) and (2.10), the

variational 5L in (2.5) at x = x becomes
'Xj 'Xj

, T _ k , T 9Hk , . T .6Lk = / (|S- + wk Sxk dt + qk (0) 6qk(0) . (2.12)
n dX ^ dX ' O. 'V r*,
L) o< 'v

This variational may be expressed as the gradient with respect to x

k
evaluated at x by

9L
3x
'\j

= 1 ('9e9x + w

9H
%

3x 0 dt
-k

2 (0)
3qk(0)
_2i

3x
%

(2.13)
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since x is not a function of time. This expression implies that the
'Xj

problem has been reduced in dimension. We can now use any unconstrained

minimization algorithm which would vary only the designable parameters

by using function and gradient values of the Lagrangian now effectively

a function of only x.

2.3 Computational Flow

Most iterative minimization algorithms require that an initial

guess to the solution point be given, and that the values of the func¬

tion and the gradient be supplied to the algorithm at points generated

by the algorithm (the next section and Chapters 3 and 4 offer a more

detailed description of minimization algorithms). Thus at any value of

x = x given by the minimization algorithm, one must supply L and the

gradient of L with respect to x, both evaluated at x = x . Using the
'Xj 'Xí 'Xi

derivation in the preceding section, the computational flow will be

described now. For notational convenience, the superscript k will be

dropped.

STEP 1. Determine q(0). These are the initial conditions. There

may be three possibilities, 1) q(0) = q^, where q„ is a
'v vU 0/0

constant vector; 2) q(0) = q , where q is part of the
r\j VU

designable parameters as in a periodic steady state problem

[13]; and 3) <^(0) is computed from a dc analysis of the
circuit equations. That is, q(0) and w(0) satisfy

H(w(0)
v a,

E w(0)

, q(0), x) = 0
o> V V

= 0
V

(2.14a)

(2.14b)
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In Chapter 5, dc analysis is discussed further where a

new algorithm is given.

STEP 2. Compute an approximation to w(t) and q(t) by a transient
'h 0/

analysis from t = 0 to t = T of the circuit equations to

satisfy

H(w, q, x, t) = 0 , (2.15a)
'Xj •Xj 'Xi fXj 'Xj

E w - q = 0 , (2.15b)
% % % 'h

with q(0) obtained from STEP 1. In this transient anal-
o.

ysis, the value of the Lagrangian (2.A) can be computed,

which due to (2.15) is now given by

T

L = / e(w, q, x, t) dt . (2.16)
_ 'Xi l\j 'll

Transient analysis of the circuit equations is described

in more detail in Chapter 5.

STEP 3. Compute an approximation to the Lagrange multipliers w(t)
Oj

A A A

and q(t) by a transient analysis from t=T-t=Oto

t = T - t = T (i.e., t running backwards) to satisfy

3H 9H
3e

+ nT _jb _

3w
+ q

0. 3q 3w
O, %

(2.17a)

-T
w
a,

3e
(2.17b)

with q(t = 0) = 0.
a.

In this transient analysis, compute

the vector
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STEP 4

m
'•Sx' DY

,v

- / (—l3x w

3II

3xJ dt (2.18)

which is the dynamic portion of the gradient (see (2.13)).

Compute the equilibrium portion of the gradient given by

(—1^3xJEQ
„T

= q (0)
3q(0)

9x (2.19)

The initial conditions q(0) are determined by one of the

three possibilities outlined in STEP 1. The value of

(2.19) therefore has also three possibilities, 1) if

q(0) = q , where q is constant, then the term (2.19) is
'W 'W

zero; 2) if g(0) = c[^, where c[q is obtained from a subset
of the designable parameter vector [1,16], that is, if

( d xT
5 ‘ (i ■ So>

with q(0) = q_, then

'•3xJ EQ
(0, qT( t = 0))
%

in this case; and 3) if q(0) is computed from a dc anal-
0/

ysis satisfying (2.14), then this term requires additional

work. Differentiating (2.14) with respect to x, and ex-
r\>

pressing the result in matrix notation yields

~

3H
1Ipx
i

~3w(0) “
i

I IPX
1

9w *1 dx Dx
O/

i

PM 8.
3q(0)
O»

L J 8
.

(2.20)
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which is a matrix-matrix linear equation. Since we want

(2.19), if the system

,-T -T,(í: s >
9H 3H

3w 3q
'b

E 0
0/ 'X,

= (0 q (0))'u Oj
(2.21)

is solved for the vectors w and <j, then after multiplying

both sides of (2.20) by (w^ g^), and using (2.21),
we obtain

qT(0))
'Xj

3w(0)
% ,-T —Tv= (w q )

Oi a.

r 3h

9x 9x

3q(0)
0, 0
9x a»
% —'

which yields

T 3q(0)
^eq = Ü (0> -fe-r. -T 3HI 'V/

- w —
'V ox

'X,

(2.22)

Now the entire gradient is ,given_by

3L

9S
= fit) + mL8x'DY

9L-,

ax-'EQ
'V 'V

This four-step procedure has been implemented in a general circuit

optimization program [27] with excellent results. Recently, it was

shown how the performance function (2.3a) can be made more useful by

the use of the event functional [5] which allows the inclusion of time

quantities, such as time delays, within the entire procedure.
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Clearly this entire procedure can be computationally very costly.

Each function evaluation requested by the minimization algorithm requires

a transient analysis of a system of nonlinear algebraic and differen¬

tial equations, and a transient analysis of a system of linear time

varying algebraic and differential equations is additionally required

for the gradient. It is therefore essential that 1) the minimization

algorithm used be extremely efficient requiring a small number of func¬

tion and gradient evaluations to obtain the minimum, and 2) the entire

four-step procedure outlined above must be very efficiently implemented.

Due to the previously mentioned heuristic procedure of generating the

scalar performance function, this entire design procedure is manually

iterative thus emphasizing the need for overall efficiency.

2.4 Review of Unconstrained Minimization

Powell recently observed that in the last several years most of

the useful work in the area of unconstrained minimization has been in

understanding, improving and extending existing methods rather than

devising new algorithms [41]. Indeed most, if not all, minimization

algorithms can be described as first computing a direction of search

from the current estimate to the solution and then obtaining the next

point along this direction. That is, if the unconstrained minimization

problem is expressed by

minimize f(x) ,

x
a.

most algorithms, at the k1"*1 iteration, first compute a direction of
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search, represented by a vector d , by using the values of the function
%

f(x^) and perhaps some of its derivatives. Then the next point x^+^ is

obtained by searching along this straight line in some manner to yield^

k+1
x
'Xj

X P. dk m

where is a scalar often called the step-length. Thus, most existing

minimization algorithms have two principal steps in each iteration:

choosing the direction of search, and the scalar search along this

direction to obtain a suitable step-length p .
tv

The direction of search is one of the differences among algorithms.

The oldest minimization algorithms are 1) steepest descent, where the

direction of search is in the direction of the negative gradient;

2) coordinate descents, where the direction of search is along each

coordinate direction, i.e., one variable is adjusted at a time; 3) New¬

ton's method, where the direction of search is the product of the

inverse of the second derivative matrix, the hessian, and the negative

gradient [34]. The most robust of these algorithms is steepest descent

which converges with order one, while the fastest is Newton's which

converges with second order for most functions. For this reason, from

1959 to the present, much of the activity in the area of unconstrained

minimization algorithms has been to devise techniques that approach the

speed of Newton's method without its disadvantages, in particular its

requirement of the hessian matrix.

Davidon [14] in 1959 published an algorithm which uses only gradient

information to in effect build an approximation of the hessian inverse

as the algorithm progresses towards the solution; thus the method

?
Note that subscripts will be used for scalars.
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approaches Newton's method after a number of iterations. Davidon's

method, which is based on hessian conjugate directions, gave birth to

a very large number of algorithms generally called quasi-Newton algo¬

rithms [22,23,7,34].

A characteristic of the earlier quasi-Newton algorithms was that

the scalar search to compute had to solve the scalar minimization

problem

lc Ic
minimize f(x + p d ) ,

P

very accurately. The accurate solution of this problem is quite costly

computationally as many researchers have shown [46,34]. The elimination

of the requirement to solve this scalar minimization problem accurately

was the principal motivation for many of the latest quasi-Newton algo¬

rithms [21,7,12], although some researchers were additionally motivated

by deriving algorithms which required only function values [40,49,12].

The amount of information about the function which must be supplied

to minimization algorithms has been a motivation for the development of

many new algorithms. The general tendency in deriving algorithms, since

Davidon's classical contribution [14], has been to account for the

hessian without having it supplied; i.e., making sure an algorithm would

be efficient for quadratic functions. On the other hand, the new mini¬

mization algorithm developed in the next two chapters has the property

of in effect accounting for even higher derivatives without having them

supplied.

The new algorithm requires that the function and the first two

derivatives, the gradient and the hessian, be supplied. The effect of
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the third and fourth derivatives is approximated from values of the

first two derivatives. The algorithm offers several new novel ideas

to the area of unconstrained minimization such as a variable order con¬

vergence as high as four and a novel scalar search that may be along

curved trajectories. Thus the new algorithm does not compute a direc¬

tion of search which is always a straight line as most existing algo¬

rithms do.

In circuit optimization procedures, as was shown, the function and

the gradient can be computed requiring only first partial derivatives

of the circuit equations and the performance function. The hessian

would require second partial derivatives of the circuit equations which

in general are very difficult to derive and would require a large number

of operations to handle (for linear circuits the second partial deriva¬

tives are zero and thus the hessian can be evaluated in a straightforward

manner as done in [54] for a Newton-like minimization algorithm). For

this reason, in Chapter 4 we describe a difference scheme which is

built-in the new algorithm to approximate the hessian, thereby allowing

the use of the new algorithm by supplying it with only function and

gradient values.



CHAPTER 3

THE VARIABLE-ORDER ALGORITHM FOR
UNCONSTRAINED MINIMIZATION

In this chapter a new algorithm, called the Variable-Order (VO)

algorithm, is proposed for finding a solution to the unconstrained

minimization problem

minimize f(x) (3.1)
%

x
'o

where f is a real-valued nonlinear function, f:En -+ E, and x e En.
%

The equivalent maximization problem is also included in (3.1) since

maximize f(x) = minimize - f(x)
% a.

x x
% 'V.

Solution of the unconstrained minimization problem is not only im¬

portant in its own right, but as will be seen in Chapter 4, solution

of the unconstrained problem is central to the solution of the con¬

strained minimization problem which often arises in computer-aided

circuit optimization procedures.

There are several existing algorithms designed to solve (3.1).

These algorithms are all iterative, that is, beginning from an initial
0 k

estimate of a solution x , a sequence {x } is generated which under

-20-
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certain conditions converges to a solution x of (3.1). The exact
*

solution x is rarely obtained in a finite number of iterations, but
%

if the sequence has a high order of convergence the solution can be

approximated closely in a finite, and hopefully small number of iter¬

ations. Therefore, a desirable property for a minimization algorithm

is that it generates convergent sequences with a high order of con¬

vergence.

If an algorithm generates convergent sequences from any initial

point x^, it is said to be globally convergent. It will be shown
'X/

that the VO algorithm is globally convergent for pseudoconvex [35]

functions that are twice continuously differentiable. Moreover,

numerical experiments indicate that the VO algorithm is able to effi¬

ciently compute minima of some functions not satisfying these condi¬

tions .

If an algorithm has a high order of convergence, reasonable

accuracy might be expected when the algorithm is stopped after several

iterations. The order of convergence of an algorithm may be defined

by a value r such that

k+1 *
x - x
'll a.

< C 11 x^ - x || r— 1 1 Of •b 11

where 0 < C < 00 is a constant called the convergence ratio. Observe

iik * ii k+I
that if the distance x - x is sufficiently small, x will be

•k
much closer to x for large r. Most algorithms have orders of con-

O»

vergence equal to two or less. For example: steepest descent con¬

verges linearly (r = 1), the conjugate gradients algorithm of Fletcher
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and Reeves converges linearly but with a smaller convergence ratio

than the convergence ratio of steepest descent, and the quasi-Newton

algorithm of Davidon, Fletcher and Powell approaches second-order

convergence [34]. It will be shown that the VO algorithm has up to

fourth-order convergence.

The definition of the order of convergence implies that the

higher the order the faster a solution is approached provided that

the point x is sufficiently close to the solution. Thus while a

high order of convergence algorithm is desirable when in a small

*
neighborhood of x , previous studies generally indicated that when

'b

k *
x is far from x a lower order algorithm was more efficient [30].<\j %

In fact the very popular class of algorithms called quasi-Newton

algorithms have the property of being linearly convergent initially

and becoming essentially second-order as the solution is approached

[34], The VO algorithm automatically adjusts its order at each

iteration, generally selecting the order which allows the most pro¬

gress towards the solution. The numerical results to be given in

the next chapter show that the VO algorithm is more efficient than

most existing algorithms.

The first section of this chapter reviews some of the existing

theory associated with solution points of (3.1). The second section

discusses the two major steps of a minimization algorithm: the trans¬

formation step, and the scalar search step. The new techniques being

introduced for the VO algorithm are compared with the techniques of

previous algorithms in this section. The theoretical derivation of

the algorithm is presented in the third through the fifth sections.

Although the character of these three sections is theoretical, several
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numerical and practical considerations are discussed. The sixth

and final section establishes the conditions for global convergence

of the VO algorithm and its order of convergence.

3.1 Properties of Minima

The problem to be solved is given by

minimize f(x) (3.2)
'V

X

n *
where f:E -*■ E. Let x be a solution, then if

'y,

f(x*) < f(x) (3.3)% — <\j

*
for all possible x, the point x is called a global minimum. If

r\j Oj

k k
(3.3) holds in a small neighborhood about x , then the solution x

a*

is called a local minimum.

One usually would like to determine the global minimum of (3.2).

However one must in general be content with a local minimum because

a global minimum can only be identified if all minima are obtained,

or if the function is assumed to have a convexity property (in which

case all minima are global [34]). In contrast, local minima are

identified under less stringent conditions on the function. The

following theorem establishes these conditions.

Local Minimum Theorem. Let f:E° -»■ E and suppose that the first

derivative f'(x), the gradient of f, is continuous, and that therb
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second derivative matrix f"(x), the hessian of f,
b <b

*
x is a local minimum of f, then
b

*

1) ff(x ) = 0
b b b

*
exists at x .

b
If

and

2) f"(x ) is positive semidefinite.
b b

Conversely, if

1) f’(x ) = 0 ,
b b b

and

2) f"(x ) is positive definite,
b 'Xj

ft
then x is a local minimum of f.

b

The proof is straightforward [34, 38], and it will not be repeated

here. Note the subtle but significant difference between the neces¬

sary and sufficient conditions.

Most local minima are strict local minima. A strict local

ft
minimum solution x is defined by

f(x* + y) < f(x*) (3.4)
'Xj 'Xj 'Xj

for all y ^ 0 such that x + y is in some neighborhood about x .
*\j Oj 'Xj 'Xj %

The following theorem plays an important role in the test for con¬

vergence of the proposed algorithm.
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Strict Local Minimum Theorem. Let f:En ->■ E have a continuous

* *
hessian in some neighborhood about x . Then the point x is a strict

o o

local minimum of f if and only if both f'(x ) = 0, and there exists
0/ Oi O/

an e > 0 such that for all y satisfying 0 < || y |[ < e, f"(x + y) is
O» O» O» O» 0/

positive definite.

This theorem is significant because in general a minimization algo-

rithm stops at a point x = x which lies in a small neighborhood
O; O»

* *
about x . The theorem states that if x is a strict local minimum,

v a.

the hessian should be positive definite at x.
'U

k
Proof: (Sufficiency) Assume ff(x ) = 0 and that there exists

0/0» %

k
an e > 0 such that for all y satisfying 0 < II y II < e, f"(x + y) is

Oi Tj a O. O,

positive definite. From the Taylor series with remainder one may

write

f(x
0/

+ £) = f(x ) + (1/2) £ f"(x
Oj O,

+ tV l

for some 0 < t < 1. Then for 0 < || y || < e
o,

f(x + y) - f(x ) = (1/2) yT f"(x + ty) y > 0 ,
O» % O» O 0> O/ 0/0/

k
which shows x is a strict local minimum.

o,

k

(Necessity) Now assume x is a strict local minimum. Then for
%

arbitrary y
a,

lim (l/t)[f(
t-K)

x
*

4- tv) - f(x*)] = f' (x*)T
'V % 'V
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by the definition of the derivative [38]. Assume f'(x ) ¿ 0. Then
'b 'b 'b

^ l|1 ^
a vector y exists such that f'(x ) y < 0 (e.g. y = -f'(x ) ). Thus-V 'V'V'i ^j'b 'b

for suitably small t > 0

(l/t)[f(x + tv) - f(x )] < 0
% A 'u

which contradicts the hypothesis that x’ is a strict local minimum.
rb

Now consider a Taylor series expansion with remainder

f(x* + y) = f(x*) + (1/2) yT f"(x* + ty) y'b 'b <\> 'b 'b Oj %

for some 0 < t < 1. Then there exists a 6 > 0 such that for all y
'V

satisfying 0< || y || < 6 < e

(1/2) yT f"(x + ty) y = f(x + y) - f(x ) > 0% ’b \i 'b % 'b

which implies the positive definiteness of the hessian in a small

£ A
neighborhood about x not necessarily including x itself. This

'b %

completes the proof.

If the hessian is either inaccurate or not supplied, a widely

used test to stop an algorithm is at a point x for which

f’(x) II 1 e ,
n» 'v s (3.5)

for some small e >0, and
s

f(x + te ) > f(x) ,
'b 'b — 'b

I 1, ..., n, (3.6a)
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and

f(x - tei) > f(x) , i = 1 (3.6b)
'b 'b 'b

where e^, . .., en are the unit coordinate vectors, and t > 0 is some
% %

small scalar. The tests in (3.6) insure that the function does not

decrease in value along any of the coordinate lines. However, as the

following simple example [34] shows, these tests are not sufficient

for x to be an approximation to a local minimum solution. Consider
'b

the problem

3 2 2
minimize f(x) = x, - x x_ + 2x„

r\j I I i /
X

The point (x^, x^) = (x^,, x^) = (6, 9) satisfies

[f’(x)] = = 3x^ - 2x x = 0 ,r\j f\j 1 d 1 1 Z

and

[f’(x)L
'U >b <-

9 f

9 x.
+ 4x2 0 .

Furthermore with x^ fixed at x^ = 6, the expression

f(6, 9+t) > f(6, 9)

is satisfied for all t, and with x2 fixed at x2 = 9, the expression
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f(6+t, 9) > f(6, 9)

is satisfied for t _> -9. Therefore both (3.5) and (3.6) should be

satisfied. Despite this fact, the point (x^, x^) is not a local mini¬
mum since the hessian evaluated at this point, given by

f"(x , x )
r\j L ¿

18 -12

-12 4

is not positive semidefinite since its determinant is negative.

Therefore, any algorithm using (3.5) and (3.6) as its sole termina¬

tion test cannot guarantee the computation of a local minimum.

3.2 Principal Steps in a Minimization Algorithm

A minimization algorithm iteratively generates a sequence of
k 0points {x } starting from some initial point x which hopefully con-

o. %

verges to a solution of (3.2). It is convenient to view each itera¬

tion of the algorithm in terms of the expression

xk+1 = Hk(p , xk)
% f\j K f\j

(3.7)

where H is called the iteration function, which is a function of a
'b

th k.scalar parameter p. , the k.— estimate of the solution x , the functionlc r\j

k. lcvalue at x , and possibly derivatives of f at x . The iteration in-
'b

dicated by (3.7) may be separated into two steps. The first step

consists of computing the transformation function given by
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y = hk(p) = Hk(p> xk) , (3.8)
'b 'v 'X»

k. n
where for convenience the function h :E E has been defined. This

a,

step will be called the transformation step. Its purpose is to com-

1c ic
pute a direction or trajectory from x , using f(x ) and possibly

'V h

k k+1
derivatives of f at x , along which the next point x will be

selected. The transformation function represents this trajectory,

and p is a scalar parameter which is proportional to how far along
k+1

this trajectory will the next point x be. The second step con¬

sists of selecting or computing a suitable value of p=p^ such that
k+1 .

x is given by

xk+1 = = hk(pk) . (3.9)

This step is called the scalar search step.

In most existing algorithms [34], the transformation functions

are linear in the scalar parameter p and have the form

hk(p) = xk + p dk , (3.10)
% n. r %

k. ,

where d is called the direction of search. For example, in the
o»

k. k
steepest descent algorithm [34], d = -f'(x ). In contrast, the

'Xi t\j 'Xj

transformation functions for the VO algorithm are polynomials in

p, of degree up to three. These polynomials follow inherently from

the derivation of the transformation functions for the VO algorithm

to be given in the next section. The transformation functions for the
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new algorithm may thus yield curved trajectories of search instead

of straight-line directions of search.

If the scalar search step computes a p=p such that
K.

f(xk+1) = f(hk(p )) < f(xk)
% ^ K. '"b (3.11)

is satisfied, then each iteration of the algorithm will progress

towards a solution of (3.2). The satisfaction of (3.11) at each

iteration insures that the sequence {f(x )} is monotonically de-rVv

creasing, a property that is generally required to establish the

global convergence of an algorithm. Thus most algorithms, including

the VO algorithm, compute a p^ which satisfies (3.11). If a p^
cannot be found to satisfy (3.11) an algorithm has either converged

to a solution of (3.2), or it has failed. The following lemma, a

generalization of an existing result [56], establishes sufficient

conditions for the existence of a p=p^ to satisfy (3.11).

lcLemma 3.1 Assume f(x) is differentiable at x=x , h (p) is
'V, <v»

differentiable at p=0, and hk(0)=xk. Define hk,(p) to be the first
'1/ % 'X/

derivative of h with respect to p. Then if

f(xk)T hk'(0) < 0 ,
'Xj ‘Xj 'Xj

(3.12)

there exists a p > 0 such that

f(hk(P)) < f(xk) .
a, 'b

(3.13)
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Proof: Using chain differentiation and the definition of deri¬

vative one may write

lim (1/p)[f(hk(p)) - f(hk(0))] = f'(hk(0))T hk'(0) .

p+0 ^ ^ ^ n, ^
(3.14)

k k
Since h (0) = x , using (3.12), this expression becomes

lim (1/p)[f(hk(p)) - f(xk)] < 0 .

p->0 ^ ^
(3.15)

Then there exists an e > 0 such that for p / 0 and -e < p < e

(1/p)[f(hk(p)) - f(xk)] < 0
O» %

(3.16)

Select 0 < p < e to preserve the inequality and it follows that

f(hk(p)) < f(xk) ,
a.

which completes the proof.

For the transformation function (3.10) found in most algorithms, (3.12)

takes the following form

, , k. T ,k _f'(x ) d <0 ,
'Xi 'Xj 'X/

(3.17)

which becomes

, , k. T ., , k.-f'(x ) f'(x ) < 0
0. 0, a. a.

(3.18)
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for the steepest descent algorithm [34]. Thus as long as f'(x ) ^ 0,
'll *\i rV/

the steepest descent algorithm should be able to obtain a decrease in

the function. As will be seen, the VO algorithm also has the property

of satisfying (3.12) whenever f'(x ) ^ 0. That this property is
n. 'V

highly desirable follows from the theorems given in the preceding

section.

Assuming the existence of a p which satisfies (3.11), the problem

to be briefly considered now is the computation of a particular value

k+1
p^ to be used in obtaining x . There are two stages to this problem.
First, the desired p must be defined in some concrete manner, usuallyK

as the solution of a scalar problem. In most existing algorithms,

the desired p^ is defined as the solution of the following scalar
minimization problem [34]

f(h^(p,)) = minimize f(h^(p)) . (3.19)
p

This value of p should satisfy (3.11), and thus this scalar problem

defines the desired p^ in a suitable manner. Other existing algo¬
rithms, such as the Davidon [14] algorithm or its more popular modi¬

fication due to Fletcher and Powell [22], have the requirement of

defining p by problem (3.19). While it may be argued that p, definedK. K.

til
by (3.19) provides the most decrease in the function at the k iter¬

ation, this p^ may not be the best one in the sense of minimizing the
overall number of iterations. For example, when x is far from a

*
solution x of (3.2), the p, given by (3.19) tends to force all future

'V/ K

iterations to follow the bottom of narrow valleys with slow progress
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towards x [30]. Thus ideally p should be defined by (3.19) when-Oj K

k * k
ever x is close to x , and in some other manner whenever x is far

rXl 'Xi »\j

*
from x .

%

Secondly, once the problem which defines the desired p^ has been
given, an approximation to the solution of the problem must be effi¬

ciently computed. It is important that the overall algorithm not fail

if rough approximations to the solution are computed to achieve savings

of computer time. For example, many studies have indicated that the

overall efficiency of the popular algorithm due to Fletcher and

Powell and the one due to Fletcher and Reeves (both of which theore¬

tically require the solution of (3.19)) are sensitive to the accuracy

of the approximate solution of (3.19) [34,46]. The scalar search for

the VO algorithm was developed under these considerations. The de¬

tails are given in Section 3.4.

3.3 Variable-Order Transformations

In this section the transformation functions for the VO algo¬

rithm are derived. It will be seen that these transformation func¬

tions require evaluation of higher-order derivatives. However,

approximations are possible which allow the algorithm to be used even

vhen only function values are supplied.

The motivation for the variable-order transformations stems from

a desire to approximate the behavior of the gradient of f with infor-
k

raation at the present point x . It will be shown that it is possible
'Xi

•k
to represent the point x , at which the gradient is zero, by an

infinite series. The variable-order transformation functions result
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from truncations of this series. A parameter p appearing in the

infinite series in effect accounts for the terms of the series which

are dropped.
■k

We begin by noting that a necessary condition for x to be a
%

solution of the minimization problem (3.2) is that the gradient of f
ft

at x be zero. Then any solution of (3.2) must satisfy the system

of equations

f'(x) = 0 . (3.20)
% l\i %

Now consider the change of variables denoted by

x = X(z) , (3.21)
'Xj ^ O;

where X may be a nonlinear function. Using (3.21), the equation

(3.20) becomes

f'(x) = f'(X(z)) = g(z)
'Xj % 'X/ 'Xj 'Xj 'Xi

(3.22)

*
Define a z such that

0/

ft
x
%

ft

X(z )
a.

(3.23)

then from (3.22)

g(z*) = 0
% % 'Xi

(3.24)

since f'(x ) =
'V 'Xt

0.
n/

If the function g is simple to invert so that z
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may be found from (3.24) by

*

z
h

1 (3.25)

then the solution x of (3.20) may be found from (3.23). Clearly
%

specifying a change of variables which yields a function g which is

simple to invert could be difficult. However as we now show, we can

start by specifying a suitable function g and determine the resulting
%

change of variable function X. To this end assume some function

has been specified. Then X(z) may be expanded in a Taylor series
r\j Oi

1c
about some z=z , so that (3.21) becomes

x = X(zk) + X'(zk)(z-zk) + (l/2)[X"(zk)(z-zk)](z-zk) 4- ...,
'll h h h 'll 'll 'll 'll 'll 'll % 'll 1i

(3.26)

where from (3.21),
k
x may be associated with z by

a.

X(zk) = xk , (3.27)
% 'll

and

X'(zk) = f"(xk)-1 g’(zk) , (3.28)
% 'll 'll 'll h h

X"(zk) = f"(xk) 1[g,,(zk) - [f"’(xk) X'(zk)] X'(zk)] , (3.29)
h h h h 'X/'U h 'll 'll % h 'll

are obtained by repeated differentiation of (3.22) and evaluating the
k Ic

resulting expressions at x=x , and z=z . Since, as it is the case
^ % 'X, %
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k kfor the present, an x is known or given, a corresponding z may be'V' 'Xj

found from (3.22) by

z
'b

(f'(xk))
'b %

(3.30)

since it was assumed that g is simple to invert. Therefore all the
'b

terms of the series have been defined assuming all the derivatives

and the inverse of the hessian exist. Finally, since we are interested
* *

in x given by X(z ) in (3.23), we obtain the infinite series repre-
'b 'b 'b

sentation of a solution to (3.20) given by

x* = xk + X'(zk)(z*-zk) + (l/2)[X"(zk)(z*-zk)](z*-zk) + ...,’b b 'b 'b 'b 'b 'b 'b 'b 'b 'b %

(3.31)

* k
where z is given by (3.25), z by (3.30), and the derivatives

a, *\j

1c 1c
X'(z ), X"(z ), ... are obtained by differentiation as shown in
<V 'b % 0>

(3.28) and (3.29).

We now turn to the selection of a suitable function g. Since
'b

the function g should be simple to invert, a logical choice might be
'b

«<?> • (V V (3.32)

for which the function and its inverse are identical. For this func¬

tion, the infinite series (3.31) becomes

*
x
’b

• • • , (3.33a)

where
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4 = ¿"(xV1 f'(xk) , (3.33b)Oi2 'Xj ‘Xi Oí 'Xj

dk = (1/2) f'uV^f'" (xk) dk] dk , (3.33c)
r\jJ o» 'Xt 'Xj

dk = fixS^^Cf"' (xk)dk]dk-d/6)[[f1V(xk)dk]dk]dk] . (3.33d)
^4 Oi O/ % Oi o>2 a.3 % 'U 'XjA o.z

This infinite series is a well-known result extended to n-dimensions.

If this series is truncated to two terms, an iterative method can be

constructed given by

k+1
x
'U

(3.34)

which is Newton's iteration for solving (3.20) [34]. However, this

iterative method (or iterative methods obtained from any truncations

of (3.33)) may not converge to a solution of the minimization problem

(3.2), because the infinite series (3.33) may not itself be a con¬

vergent series. Thus we conclude that the series resulting from the

simple function g given by (3.32) does not in general produce a
i\,

suitable infinite series.

One of the proposed modifications to (3.34) which improves its

potential for convergence is the introduction of a scalar p^ to "damp"
the iteration [34] given by

In 1755, Euler derived an infinite series for a solution of the
scalar problem f(x) = 0 [19]. Other recent derivations and more
extensive studies of this scalar series have been published [47,
39,50,32,42]. The Euler series becomes (3.33) when extended to
n-dimensions for the solution of problem (3.20).
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k+1
x

k
Pk ^2

For the minimization problem (3.2), this iteration becomes the two-

step procedure given by the computation of the transformation function

h(p) = xk - p
Oj 'V %Z

and
k+l

the computation of a suitable value p=p, to obtain x given by
K. a,

k+l , , .

x = h(p, )
^ <\j He

. //
Motivated by this modification, we propose the following function

guj ■ <<, 4 .... <>T . (3.35)

Note that this g function is simple to invert. Furthermore,

z* = g-1(0) = 0 , (3.36)
a. v 'Xi

and any higher derivatives with respect to z are readily obtained.

Taking the first two terms of the resulting series (3.31) yields the

iterative method

x = X - p f"(x ) f’(x ) . (3.37)
tXj % % fXj *\j ^

Thus the second-order transformation function may be defined by

If p , th
Note that means raised to the p power.
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(3.38)

where

(3.39)

is defined to be the second-order correction. (Note that the order

refers to the order of convergence of the sequences which are generated

by the algorithm.) Thus Newton's method for solving minimization

problems falls out as a special case of the proposed algorithm.

Taking three terms of (3.31) yields the third-order transformation

given by

ho(p) = xk - (1/2)(3 - p)p dk - p2 dk
'XiJ *\j r\J¿.

(3.40)

where

dk = (1/2) 1 rf" (vS Hk1 dk (3.41)

is the third-order correction. Similarly, using the first four terms

of (3.31) yields the fourth-order transformation given by

x:k - (l/6)(p2-6p + ll)p dk - (2 - p)p2 dk - p3 dk
* 'W

(3.42)

where the fourth-order correction is defined to be
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Transformation functions of order higher than four may be similarly

derived. However, as will be seen below, it does not seem possible

to adequately approximate the corrections of order greater than four.

Moreover, higher-order derivatives require considerable storage and

they are very difficult to derive in general, and therefore we try

to avoid them. Additionally, the techniques proposed in Section 3.4

for the scalar search would not be as attractive for transformation

functions of order higher than four because the zeros of polynomials

of degree greater than two would be needed. Finally, it was experi¬

mentally found that for one function tested, transformation functions

of order higher than four did not increase overall efficiency in

computing the solution. The selection of which transformation func¬

tion to use at each iteration will be described later.

3.3.1 Approximations of Higher-Order Corrections

Observe that the computation of the third-order correction (3.41)

would require both the evaluation of f"' (x ), a third-order tensor,
'Xj o,

and a considerable number of multiplications. This computational

effort can be reduced by using the approximation

<£ f"(xk)_1 f'(h!j(l)) , (3.44)'W 'Xj 'Xj 'Xj 'Xj¿

where

.k,,. k ,kh„(l) = x - d
f\j¿. 'Xj <\j¿

(3.45)

from (3.38). The approximation (3.44) follows from the Taylor series
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expansion

f'Cx^db
O/ 'X/ r\J¿

f’(xk) - f"(xk)dk + (1/2)[f(Xk)
% 'Xt 'Xi 'Xj %Z <\j Xj

HkÍ2
(3.46)

Using (3.39), the first two terms cancel, and therefore

f'(hk(l)) = f'(xk - dk) £ (1/2)[f’" (xk) dk] dk (3.47)
0/ x, Xj 'XjZ 'Xj % 'bZ %Z

ii k ti 3is an approximation with error on the order of || d || , assuming the'xZ

fourth derivative of f is bounded. Comparing the equation for the

third-order correction given by (3.41), using (3.47) yields the approx¬

imation (3.44). Similarly, the fourth-order correction (3.43) may be

approximated by

dk £ f"(xk) 1 f' (hk(l))
Tv 0/ Xj 'W

(3.48)

where

uk/i\ kh.(1) = x - d- - d-0-3 <v2 ^3 (3.49)

from (3.40). Using the approximation for d„ given by (3.44), the
'W

approximation (3.48) has error of order (||dk|| + ||dk||)^ assuming

the fourth derivative of f is bounded. The approximation and the

k k k
error bound follow from the Taylor series expansion of f'(x -d„-d )

n/ 0*2 ^3

and the use of (3.39) and (3.44). The error in these approximations

continues to increase for corrections of higher order. Furthermore,

there errors are enlarged since these higher-order corrections are
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multiplied by increasing powers of p as can be seen from the third-

(3.40) and fourth-(3.42) order transformations. This error is the

major reason for considering only transformations of order four or

less.

In the next chapter, approximations to the hessian and the gra¬

dient of f will be presented. These approximations will allow the

algorithm to be used even when only function values are supplied.

3.3.2 Transformation Order Selection

Assuming that all of the transformation functions exist (this

assumption is removed later in this chapter), we wish to consider the

question of which one should be used in each iteration.

Recall that each transformation function may be thought of as a

k
curved trajectory passing through x , with the scalar parameter p

%

k
proportional to how far from x the next point might be. Ideally the

<1.

best transformation function order to use is the one whose trajectory
*

passes the closest to x . It might seem that the higher the order,
•\j

'k
the closer to the solution x , since more terms are taken in the

O,

Vt
infinite series representation of x . However there are two reasons

why this seemingly reasonable expectation is not usually true. First,

the process of computing the terras of the transformation functions

involves several approximations and many arithmetic operations with

ensuing errors. Second and perhaps more importantly, the infinite
■k

series represents x only if it converges; it must also converge very
a.

fast. It was indeed verified numerically that usually one of the

transformation functions is better, in the sense of giving trajec-
k

tories closer to x , than the others at each iteration, and the bestr\ ’ *
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one is not necessarily the one with the highest order.

The proposed technique for selecting the best transformation

function is based on the convergence of the infinite series (3.33)

to a solution of the minimization problem (3.2). Recall that this

infinite series resulted from the g function (3.23), or for the func¬

tion which was eventually used given by (3.35) with the scalar para¬

meter p set to one. The procedure may be described as follows.

Select the second-order transformation if

f(hi(l)) = f(xk - dk) > f(xk) = f(hk(0)) , (3.50)'XjZ 'Xj rXjZ — r\j

th—
otherwise select the (r-1) order transformation if

f(hk(l)) > f(hk ,(1)) , r = 3 and 4 . (3.51)

If (3.51) is not satisfied for r = 4, the fourth-order transformation

is selected. Thus when orders three or four are selected, a value

of p = 1 always gives a point which yields a function value less than

the present value. It was experimentally verified that this method

selected the best order in most iterations. In those very few itera¬

tions where it did not select the best order, the order selected was

only insignificantly different than the best one.

Once one of the three transformation functions is selected, the

dimension of the problem has been reduced to one. To see this,note

that at the ktk iteration the problem remaining is to compute a value

of the scalar parameter p such that



where the transformation functions were given earlier, but will be

repeated here for ease of reference. Thus

(3.53a)

¿3(p) = i ~ °/2)ép - p2 (3.53b)

¿(p) -5k-(H/6)¿ P-(2¿-¿) p2-[¿-¿+(1/6)¿] p3
(3.53c)

where the terms have been rearranged in powers of p, and d„, d , and

d. are given by (3.39), (3.44), and (3.48) respectively. The corn¬'ll

putation of a suitable value of p is described in the next section.

3.4 The Scalar Search

The scalar search for an appropriate value of the parameter p

which appears in the higher-order transformation functions is often

the most time-consuming step in a minimization algorithm. The source

of the difficulty is the requirement that most existing algorithms

have of computing a value of p that accurately solves a scalar mini¬

mization problem to be described below. In this section it will be

shown that the scalar search step for the VO algorithm is not time-

consuming due to inherent properties of the transformation functions.

Furthermore, during the initial iterations of the VO algorithm, when
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the estimate x of the solution x is far from the solution, the

desired value of p is defined to be the solution of a scalar problem

not used in any previously reported algorithm.

Recall that at this stage we wish to find a value of p=p^ such
that

xk+1 = hk(p ), r = 2, 3, or 4 , (3.54)
^ k

where h^ is one of the transformation functions given in (3.53). If
k *

the current point x is not x , a solution of the minimization pro-
Oi 'V

blem (3.2), then the scalar search should select a value of p such

that the descent condition

f(hk(p)) < f(xk) (3.55)

k *
is satisfied. If x is equal to x the scalar search is unnecessary.

Normally there is an infinite number of values of p for which

(3.55) is satisfied. The best value of p to choose would be the one

A
that minimizes the total number of iterations to approximate x .

However, the computation of this value of p is impossible for general

problems since it requires information from future iterations. Some

of the considerations which lead to approximations of the best value

of p are given next.

Assume a p^ = p^ exists such that from (3.54) we obtain

k+1 * k. m.
x = x = h (p, ) .
r\j Oj K
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Clearly the best value of p in this case would be p™, and p™ would
K R

be defined by

f(h (p, )) = minimize f(h (p)) ,
o^r k <\,r

P
(3.56)

which is a scalar minimization problem. Most existing algorithms

choose p^ to be an approximation to p™ at each iteration; some algo¬
rithms theoretically require that p^ be an accurate approximation to
P™ [46], in contrast with the VO algorithm which has no such require¬

ment. In practice x^+^ = h^fp™) is seldom equal to x . While it
o> 'v.r k %

may be convincingly argued that = p™ is an optimal value for some

k *
iterations, particularly when x is in some neighborhood of x , the'Xj

best value of p to choose is not p™ for most iterations. In fact,
k * rn

when x is far from x , choosing p, = p tends to force any minimi-/\> rb K K

zation algorithm to follow the bottom of narrow valleys with typically

slow progress towards x [30]. Therefore, an ideal scheme would
0/

m k -k
choose p^ = p^ when x is in some neighborhood of x , and would
choose p^ to stay away from the bottom of narrow valleys whenever
k *

x is far from x .

a. n.

The scalar search of the VO algorithm first attempts to establish
k * k *whether x is close to x . If x is close to x , then p. is set to

% % % k

an approximation of p^, a solution of the scalar minimization prob-
k *lem (3.56). The details are described below. If x is far from x ,
v a,

k+1 kthen p, is computed under the principle that x = h (p. ) should bek Oj vr k
k

as far away from x as possible. The method for computing p , when
k *
x is far from x , will be described in two parts: 1) if the second-f\j O»

order transformation was selected (r = 2), and 2) if the third-or
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the fourth-order transformation was selected (r = 3 or 4).

*
3.4.1 Iterations Close to x

If x is close to x ,
'b <\i

then || f'(hk(l)) || will be small due to
% 'ur

the manner in which the transformation functions h were derived.
'vr

Thus, if

(3.57)

for some e > 0, it is concluded that the choice p, = p™ should be
c k rk

made. (For the tested functions, which are not badly scaled,

e = 1 was reasonable.) The test (3.57) can be made without
c

further gradient evaluations since it was shown in Section 3.3.1

k k
that the two gradients f'(h_(l)), and f'(h_(l)) are evaluated while

'v 'vz a a,3

computing the approximations to the third-and fourth-order correc¬

tions given in (3.48). If the fourth-order transformation is

selected, it was found that it is not necessary to evaluate f’(h.(1)),

but rather the results of the test for f'(h_(l)) could be used
'Xj m3

instead.

k *
Having identified that x is close to x in the above manner,

O» 'll

an approximation to p™ needs to be computed. The following procedure

was satisfactory for the functions tested. Evaluate f(h (p)) for
■vr

p = 2, 3, ..., L-l, L, L+l, until

f(hk(L-l)) > f(hk(L)) < f(hk(L+l))
%r ^r — 'vr

(3.58)
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which is a standard method of bracketing the scalar minimum [30].

The minimum of the quadratic polynomial in p which passes through the

three points [30] obtained in (3.58) is computed given by

f(J¿(L-l)) - 4f(h\L)) + 3f(¿(L+l))£=L-|—^? • (3.59)f(h*(L-l)) - 2f(h*(L)) + f(h*(L+l))

If £ is close to L ( ¡£ - l| <_ .02), set p^ = L to complete the
scalar search for this iteration. If £ is not close to L, then

f(h^(p)) is evaluated, and if f(h^(p)) < f(h^(L)), set p^ = £,
otherwise set = L. This completes the scalar search for the case

k *
when x is close to x .

% Oi

For most local minima p^ = 1 and the above procedure should yield

p^. = 1 requiring only one additional function evaluation. However, for
local minima with a positive semidefinite hessian, p™ will generally

be greater than one. Therefore, in actual implementation shown in

Appendix I, if the minimum is located for p > 4, the function is

evaluated at p = 10, 22, 46, 94, 190, ..., etc., until the minimum is

bracketed.

*
3.4.2 Iterations Far from x

k *
When x is far from x the expression (3.57) is not satisfied.

k+1In this case, the basic principle to be proposed is that x should

be as far away from x as possible, subject to satisfying (3.55).'Xj

This principle defines the desired p^ to be a solution of
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maximize II hk(p) - xk II , (3.60a)
P

subject to f(h^(p)) < f(x^) - , (3.60b)

k+1where >_ 0 will be defined to insure that f(x ) is sufficiently
k

less than f(x ). An accurate solution of (3.60) would be difficult

to obtain computationally. However, first an accurate solution is

not required, and second when the third-or fourth-order transformation

is selected, trial values of p that may approximate a solution of

(3.60) may be found from already available information. The pro¬

cedure, if the second-order transformation is selected, is described

first.

Second-Order Transformation Selected. If the second-order

tiltransformation is selected at the k iteration, the search for an

approximation to a solution of (3.60) is along a straight line in

kthe space of the independent variables, since h„(p) is a linear func-*\jZ

tion of p; thus (3.60a) is linear in p and it is maximized by the

largest possible value of p. In this case c^ is set to zero, which
implies that we desire any descent. The procedure proposed may be

generally described as fitting, and computing the minimum of, approx¬

imating polynomials, which attempts to satisfy the descent constraint

(3.60b). Then attempting to satisfy (3.60a), a constant is added to

the computed minimum of the approximating polynomial. The details

are given next.

The following information is already available: f(h_(0)),'W



(3.61)

f'(h!j(0)), fOu(l)), and f ' (hk(l)) .O» <\>¿ 'XjZ % r\j¿ Moreover,

f'(h^(0))T hí'(O) < 0

k 1c
where h2'(0) is the first derivative of h^Cp) with respect to p,
evaluated at p = 0. Expression (3.61) implies the existence of a

p > 0 that satisfies (3.60b) (see Lemma 3.1). If the expression

f(h!j(l)) < f(hk(0) = f(xk)*\jZ r\j2 ^\j (3.62)

is satisfied, then (3.60b) is also satisfied. Whenever (3.62) is

satisfied, it is computationally efficient to select p, = 1 since the
K

function and the gradient are already evaluated for the next itera¬

tion. In addition, it is unlikely that the descent constraint (3.60b)

will be satisfied for p^ > 1 because of the manner in which the
transformation function order is selected. Thus whenever (3.62) is

satisfied, p, is set to one.k

If (3.62) is not satisfied, the minimum within the interval (0, 1)

of the cubic Hermite polynomial in p fitted through the available

information is computed as follows [14]

Pc = 1 - (Sj + a - b)/(s1 - sQ + 2 a) , (3.63a)

where
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so-£'(¿(0))T!¿,(0) • <3-<>3c)

b = 3 [f(hj(0)) - fChjd))] + SQ + Sj , (3.63d)

2 1/2
a = [b - sQ Sj] . (3.63e)

Then let

Pc = max {0.1, pc + min {pc>l-pc}/2} . (3.64)

k —
Then after evaluating f(h (p )), if'bZ c

f(t¿(p )) < f(xk)'bZ c 'b
(3.65)

Observe that (3.64) is

if (3.65) is not satis-

minimum of the quadratic

p = 0, and through the

f(h2(Pc))] » (3.66)

where s^ is given in (3.63c). Define

p = max {p , p /4}
c c c

set p = p , and the scalar search is done.K. C

an attempt at satisfying (3.60a). Finally,

fied, the procedure becomes iterative. The

in p through the function and derivative at

function at P - Pc is computed as follows

Pc = -5 Pc s0 1 Cpc s0 + f(Jl2(0)) "

(3.67)
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1c —
Then after evaluating f(h_(p )), if (3.65) is satisfied, the search

OiZ c

is done with = p^, otherwise the process is repeated beginning
with (3.66). Figure 3.1 summarizes the steps in a flow chart. For

the functions tested, the second-order transformation was rarely

selected. Most of the time when it was selected, the search ended

with (3.64); thus only one additional function evaluation was needed

most of the time the second-order transformation was selected.

Third-or Fourth-Order Transformation Selected. Whenever the

third-or fourth-order transformation is selected, the search for a

p^ to approximate a solution of (3.60) is no longer along straight
k

lines in the space of the independent variables. Note that hn(p) and

h^(p) given in (3.53b) and (3.53c) are polynomials in p of degree
greater than one. For clarity of notation, the superscript and sub¬

script of the transformation function will be dropped; i.e., for the

present discussion

h(p) = h (p),
'V n,r

r = 3, or 4 (3.68)

Additionally, the individual components of the transformation vector

function will be needed. Thus let h(p) be defined by
O»

h(p) = (h (p), h (p) h (p))T
'viz n

(3.69)

k-f- j th
Therefore, since x = h(p, ), the i component of all the possible

'Y» 'Y K.

k-fl
points that may become x is given by

'Vy
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Figure 3.1 Flowchart of a portion of the Scalar Search step of the
VO algorithm.
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Xi = hi^p^ ‘ (3.70)

This time, maximizing II h(p) - x^ || , as defined in (3.60), may not be
Oj Oi

simply achieved by increasing p, as it is if the second-order trans¬

formation is selected. In particular, since each coordinate is given

by (3.70) there may be certain values of p for which the square of

the difference

(x. ~ xj)2 = (h¿(p) - xj)2 (3.71)

is a maximum. This would certainly tend to satisfy the principle

k+l k
that x should be as far as possible from x . A necessary condition

o> 'X,

to maximize (3.71), which would tend to satisfy (3.60a), is given by

differentiating (3.71) with respect to p and setting it equal to zero,

to obtain the equation

h^(p) = 0 (3.72)

This equation is a linear equation in p for the third-order trans¬

formation, and a quadratic polynomial in p for the fourth-order

transformation. Therefore, its zeros may be easily found. If any

th
of these zeros are positive, it implies that the i coordinate moves

away from x^ and at the value of p equal to a positive zero of (3.72)
k

it begins to move closer to x^ again. Therefore, positive zeros are
suitable candidates to satisfy (3.60a). It is proposed that these

zeros be computed for all coordinates using (3.72), and to discard
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any which are not positive. These zeros will be considered trial

values of p later.

Additional trial values of p are obtained by the following

argument. After expansion of f(x) in a Taylor series about x and
f\j 'll

substitution of x = h(p), the following expression is obtained
% 'X/

f(h(p)) = f(xk) + f'(xk)T[h(p) - xk] + ... . (3.73)

Since it is desired to compute a p which yields f(h(p)) sufficiently%

less than f(x ), the term

f' (xk)T[h(p) - xk]
'll 'll <u a

(3.74)

should be as negative as possible. Therefore, values of p for which

(3.74) may achieve a minimum value are points that are easily com¬

puted. The necessary condition yields

f'(xk)T h'(p) = 0 , (3.75)
% r\j 'Xj

which is a polynomial in p with zeros that may yield additional trial

values of p, if any of the zeros are positive.

Before describing how these trial values of p are used in approxi¬

mating a solution of (3.60), the appearing in (3.60b) needs to be

defined. Recall that’f(h(l)) is already evaluated and it is less
'll

k
than f(x ). The constant c, is defined such that a value of p could

o» k

be used provided it does not yield a function value too much greater
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than f(h(l)). This is accomplished by defining c. by*b K.

-min {10f(h(1)) - f(xk), . 1 w} ,
r\j f\j

-min {.lf(h(l)) - f(xk), .1 w} ,
» 0/0.

f(h(l)) > 0,.

(3.76)

f(h(l)) < 0,
o.

where

w = f(h(1)) - f(xk) .
O. 0/

The constraint (3.60b) is now defined and the zeros previously

found are candidates to satisfy it. It was found experimentally that

a value of p greater than six never satisfied (3.60b). In addition,

since f(h(l)) is less than f(x ), only values of p in the rangeo. o.

1 < p < 6 are considered (note that non-integer values are used).

All the zeros previously obtained from (3.72) and (3.75) within the

above range are sorted. Then beginning from the largest value and

on to the smallest one, the function is evaluated and as soon as

(3.60b) is satisfied, the scalar search is complete. In case (3.72)

and (3.75) yield no trial values of p in the range 1 < p < 6, the

function is evaluated at f(h(p)), for p = 2, 3, ..., p , p +1, until
f\, K k.

f(h(p. )) satisfies (3.60b), and f(h(p, +1)) does not. For all the/b K 'b K

functions tested, in most iterations (3.72) and (3.75) yielded trial

values of p. Furthermore, in most iterations only one additional

function evaluation was needed to end the search.

3.5 Hessian Singular or Negative Definite

In computing the second-, third-, and fourth-order corrections
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given by (3.39), (3.44), and (3.48) there are two major difficulties

to be considered concerning the hessian matrix: it may be singular

and it may be negative definite. If the hessian is singular, the

proposed corrections cannot be computed. If the hessian is negative

definite, the current point x is not in some small neighborhood of
'Xj

a strict local minimum. Furthermore, if the hessian is not positive

definite, the proposed transformations may not give descent tra¬

jectories. Recall that if

f'(xk)T hk'(0) < 0 , (3.77)
'v 'v 'ur

then the existence of a p > 0 which satisfies

f(hk(p)) < f(xk) (3.78)
%r 'Xj

is implied as shown in Lemma 3.1. Observe that

hk’(0) = -a dk r = 2, 3, or 4 , (3.79)
<vr r i\j¿

where from (3.53), a2 = 1, = 3/2, and a^ = 11/6. Therefore, the
descent condition (3.77) becomes

-a f'(xk)T f"(xk)_1 f’(xk) < 0 , (3.80)
I* 'Xj 'Xj 'Xj 'Xj 'Xj 'Xj

where (3.39), which defines d^, was used. The inequality (3.80) may
not necessarily be satisfied whenever f"(x ) is not positive definite.

'Xj 'Xj
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Moreover, even if (3.80), and thus (3.78), is satisfied when the

hessian is not positive definite, the descent trajectory may still

be undesirable. Recall that the transformation functions were derived

to compute a point which would yield a zero gradient. While the

gradient is zero at a local minimum, it is also zero at a local maxi¬

mum and at a saddle point [38]. Therefore, a descent trajectory may

be towards a saddle point. Saddle points are even more difficult

since the transformation functions may yield trajectories towards a

saddle point even when the hessian is positive definite. This dif¬

ficulty will be discussed again when the global convergence of the

algorithm is established in the next section. Thus singularity and

non-positive definiteness of the hessian are signals to be used in

avoiding these troublesome points.

Since the hessian inverse is used in Newton's minimization

algorithm [34], several alternatives have been proposed whenever the

hessian is not positive definite [30,34]. The method we propose is

a modification of the one given by Murray [36] for a Newton-like

minimization algorithm. The principle of Murray's method may be

described as the computation of the Newton or second-order correction,
k
d^, by solving the linear system of equations

(3.81a)

with

(3.81b)

k k
where D is a diagonal matrix which is computed to insure that F is
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positive definite. If the hessian f"(x ) is already positive de-
% 'Xj

k k
finite, the matrix D is the zero matrix, and d„ is the second-order

'Xj 'XjZ

correction as defined earlier. Observe that in the VO algorithm,

the approximation to the third-and the fourth-order corrections,

(3.44) and (3.48), may be also defined as solutions of linear systems

of equations with coefficient matrices equal to F .

Murray's procedure for computing D is based on the Cholesky

factorization of a positive definite matrix. The Cholesky factor¬

ization may be described as the computation of the upper triangular

matrix U, such that
'Xj

Fk = UT U
'Xj O/ %

(3.82)

A by-product of this factorization is the diagonal matrix D . The
'Xj

modification we propose adds a pivoting strategy to this factorization

procedure. The result of this modification is that the diagonal

matrix D will tend to have a fewer number of nonzero diagonals than
'V

the original procedure. Once the factorization is computed, the

computation of all the high-order corrections is simply obtained, as

shown later. The details of Murray's procedure are given next, fol¬

lowed by the details of Che proposed modification.

3.5.1 Murray's Procedure

. th
Equating matrix elements in (3.82) yields the i row of U given

%

by

v i_1 o 1/2
u, = { [F ] - £ u . }ii 1 % ii L, mi Jm=l

(3.83a)
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“íj ' < [ík]ij - J V % 1 ' "ii • 3 =1+1 "• »-83b>

It can be shown [53-54] that if FC is positive definite, all diagonal

elements given by (3.83a) are greater than zero, and that all the

elements of U are bounded by

0 < |u..| < max {[Fk]l(2 , i = 1, ..., n}' lj 1 — 1 ^ Ll ’ (3.84)

The procedure due to Murray is to in effect obtain D in (3.81) such
%

that all diagonal elements in (3.83a) are bounded by

6 _< u^ _< n 8 , (3.85)

where 8 may be defined by

6 = max { |Cf;,(xlc) ]±j |1/2 , i, j = 1, ..., n} , (3.86)

and 6 > 0 is a given constant which is used below to in effect iden¬

tify the square root of a numerical zero due to round-off errors

-s/2(5 = 10 gave good results, where s is the number of significant

digits of the numbers in the computer). The off-diagonal elements

are also bounded by

Iuij I .1 ® * i = 1, .... n-1; j > i (3.87)
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til
The i stage of the procedure may be described as follows. Define

the quantity

u.
1

max {
i-1

) \i ~
m̂=l

mi

1/2
(3.88)

which will be considered as the candidate for the diagonal u.., and

u.
J

i-1
= [f"(xK)],, - l

'U % 1J m=l
u . u .

mi mj
j = i+1, (3.89)

Observe that u..
ij

elements of the

given by

= u^./u^, j = i-f-1, ..., n, will be the off-diagonal
til
i row once u_„ has been computed. If the relation

(1/u^) max { j Uj | , j = i+1, ..., n} <_ 8 (3.90)

is satisfied, then set

u
ii

(3.91)

otherwise set

u¿i = (1/8) max {|u^| , j = i+1, n} (3.92)

Then the rest of the i
th

row is given by

uu “ “j ' “ii • j = i+1, .... n (3.93)
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The ith diagonal of the matrix Dk is given by

2
u (3.94)

It can be shown [36], in a straightforward manner, that the bounds

(3.85) and (3.87) apply to this procedure.

3.5.2 Proposed Modification to Murray's Procedure

The modification to Murray's procedure is motivated by a desire
lc

that the number of nonzero elements in D be as few as possible to

in effect use as much of the hessian as possible. If some form of

diagonal pivoting is added to Murray's procedure, not only will the
lc

number of nonzero diagonals of D tend to be small, but numerical

stability may also be gained. Therefore, it is proposed that at each

stage of the factorization procedure, the strongest diagonal is

selected, where the strongest diagonal is defined as the diagonal

which generates the smallest, in absolute value, maximum off-diagonal

element in its row. Efficient implementation of this modification is

described next.

k
First, recognize that the Cholesky factorization of F with%

diagonal pivoting may be described as the computation of the upper

triangular matrix U such that

(3.95)

where P is a permutation matrix with columns equal to a permutation
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of the columns of the unit diagonal matrix. The procedure begins by

initializing the elements of U as follows

ui0) = [f"(xk)L. , i = 1, .

XJ V V 1J
) n j j i) • • • ) n (3.96)

The elements of U are then modified iteratively. To describe the i

stage of the procedure we begin by defining the set

th

r (i-l) (i-l)
max { Ujk 9 J •••> k lj Ukj , j=k+l, . .. , n},

k=i, .... n} , (3.97)

which contains the maximum absolute value of the off-diagonal elements

in each row not yet processed. The next diagonal to be selected for

pivoting is based on the following sequential tests:

1)

2)

3)

4)

If i=n the set {e^.} is empty. Select the remaining diagonal.
Otherwise, if any element of {e^} Is zero, select the diag¬
onal corresponding to the first such zero element. This is

a row where all off-diagonal elements are zero.

Otherwise, if the set {e, / j(i"Dkk
a(i"l>
kku,Y ’ £ 0, k=i, ..., n}

is not empty, select the diagonal corresponding to its

smallest element (the first one if ties exist).

Otherwise, select the diagonal corresponding to the smallest

element of the set {e^} (the first one if ties exist). This
choice occurs when all remaining diagonal elements are zero.

The appropriate interchange of rows and columns is done next in order
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to bring the selected diagonal into the i row. This interchange

is noted in the permutation matrix P of (3.95). Now define

= max { 6, u(i-D
XI

1/2
(3.98)

If

(l/ui) max ^i-i)
ij

j = i+1, ..., n} £ 6 (3.99)

set

li i (3.100)

otherwise set

= (1/6) max { ft" , j i+1, ••11 n} (3.101)

. th kThe i diagonal of the permuted D matrix is given by

íii-t«E,32-«ü1> (3.102)

The rest of the row becomes

„(i) _ (i-1) , (i)u.. = u.. / u..
1J 1J li j i+1) ••«j n (3.103)

The rest of the matrix is updated as follows
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kj
(i-1)

Ukj
(i) (i)

- U' u.
lk xj

k= i+1, n; j =k, n

(3.104)

th
This completes the i stage of the procedure. The pivoting strategy

proposed insures that the remaining matrix is changed by a small

amount, since the maximum absolute value of the change to the re¬

maining matrix in (3.104) was minimized. Observe that double pre¬

cision is recommended to store the matrix U in the modified procedure

since inner products can no longer be efficiently accumulated [53-54]

as it is possible in the original method.

3.5.3 Illustrative Example

f"

The following example illustrates the effect of pivoting,

(x ) for a three-dimensional problem be given by

Let

f"(xk)
% 'V.

0 1 -10

14 0

-10 0 400

Let ó = 10 and for this matrix 6 = 20 from (3.86). Without

pivoting, the method proposed by Murray yields D given by

Dk = diag (.25, 4, 800) ,

and
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.5 2 -20

U = 0 2

0 0

20

20

The proposed modification, with a diagonal pivot order 3, 2, 1, yields

Dk = diag (1, 0, 0) ,
'Xj

and

20 0 -.5

U =
'b

0 2 .5

0 0 (.5)1/2

3.5.4 Computation of High-Order Corrections

After the factorization (3.95) is completed, the high-order

corrections are computed as follows. Instead of (3.39), we may now

write

[f"(xk) + Dk] dk = f'(xk)
'Xj 'Xj 'XjZ Oj 'Xj (3.105)

Define v by
%

dk = PT v , (3.106)r\j¿ <V 'b

T
where P is the transpose of the permutation used in the factoriza-

tion procedure. Now multiply (3.105) by P, and use (3.106) to obtain
'Xj
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P
o.

[fM(xk)
'Xj 'Xj

k T fr
+ D ] P v = P f' (x )

'Xj % 'Xj 'Xj % 'Xj (3.107)

From (3.81) and (3.95), the factorization process transforms (3.107)

into

UT U v = P f'(xk)
'b 'Xj 'Xj 'Xj 'Xj % (3.108)

which may be solved by first solving

w P f'(xk)
'U 'Xj 'Xj (3.109)

for w by forward substitution, and then solving

U v = w
'Xj 'Xj 'Xj

(3.110)

for v by back substitution. The second-order correction is then
%

obtained from (3.106). Similarly, the approximation to the third-

order correction given in (3.44), now becomes the solution of

[f"(xk)
^ %

+ Dk]
•Xj

Hk^3 « fOud))
% 'XjI (3.111)

and the fourth-order correction given by (3.48) now becomes

Cf"(xk)
O» o»

Dk] Jk
^4

= f
% (k3(1)) (3.112)

These two systems of equations have the same coefficient matrix as
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(3.105), and therefore the same factorization applies. The solutions

of (3.111) and (3.112) are obtained similarly to the procedure out¬

lined for solving (3.105).

3.6 Convergence of the VO Algorithm

Two convergence properties of the VO algorithm are given in this

section. First we establish the class of functions for which the

algorithm is globally convergent. Second, it will be shown that the

VO algorithm generates a sequence with a high order of convergence

for most functions. When an algorithm generates sequences with a

high order of convergence, an approximation to a solution of the mini¬

mization problem (3.2) can be computed in a small number of itera¬

tions, if the initial point is close to the solution.

3.6.1 Global Convergence

The global convergence of the VO algorithm will be established

by using the general analysis of algorithms developed mainly by

Zangwill [56]. A brief review of this analysis is given below.

The new algorithm is then recast in a manner which allows the

results of this analysis to be used.

A minimization algorithm may be generally described by a point-

to-set mapping. A point-to-set mapping assigns to every point

x e En a subset of En. Let A be a point-to-set mapping, then A(x)

may be represented by

(3.113)
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where the definition of the elements ^ constitutes part of the algo-
rithm. The sequence of points {x } generated by the algorithm is

%

given by

Kk+1 £ A(Kk)
'V 0.

J

beginning from some initial point x . The point selected from the
f\t

set A(x ) at each iteration is also part of the details of the algo-
'Xj

Ic
rithm. It is clear that the sequence {x } cannot be predicted solely

from knowledge of the initial point x^. As the scalar search for the

VO algorithm demonstrates, similar algorithms using the same trans¬

formation functions could implement the scalar search somewhat

differently. This difference may be enough to generate different

sequences, but as the Global Convergence Theorem will show, the

different sequences may still converge. Thus the point-to-set

mapping concept aids in analyzing classes of algorithms without

describing its steps in detail.

An important property of point-to-set mappings, which is re¬

quired later on, is that they may be closed. A point-to-set mapping

A is said to be closed at x, if the assumptions

1) xk -> x ,
^ %

k— k A/k.
2) y +y , y e A(x )

% % *\j 'v

imply
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3) v G A(x) .
A %

The closedness property is a generalization of continuity of point-

to-point mappings or ordinary functions.

The main result due to Zangwill may now be given.

Global Convergence Theorem. Let the point-to-set map A(x) be
o*

an algorithm on En, and suppose that given x^ the sequence {xk} is
'Xj 'Xj

generated satisfying

xk+1 e A(xk)
% ^

Let Si be a subset of En defined as the set of solution points of the

minimization problem (3.2), and suppose

1) All points x are in a compact set.

2) The function f(x) is continuous and
'Xj

a) if x t Si, then f(^) < f(x) for all ^ e A(x),
b) if x g Si, then either the algorithm terminates, or

for all y e A(x), f(y) < f(x).

3) The map A is closed at points outside Si.

Then either the algorithm stops at a solution point in Si, or the

klimit of any convergent subsequence of {x } is a solution point in Si.

The proof may be found in [56,34]. Condition 1 of the theorem in¬

sures the existence of a convergent subsequence. Its violation

normally indicates that the minimization problem has no finite
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solution, and thus this condition is not very restrictive. Condition

2 is normally satisfied by a suitable transformation function and a

scalar search using the terminology of the VO algorithm. Condition 3

of the algorithm is usually the most challenging. For the new algo¬

rithm, the satisfaction of this condition imposes continuity require¬

ments on the function and its first two derivatives, as well as the

additional condition of pseudoconvexity.

The VO algorithm will be described as a point-to-set composition

mapping given by

A(x) = S (M (x)) ,
'u r r 'x,

where is a point-to-point map, and is a point-to-set map. The

following lemma [56] establishes the conditions on each mapping to

yield a closed composition.

Lemma 3.2. Let M:En ■+ E™ be a point-to-point map and S:E™ -*■ e En}
be a point-to-set map. Assume M is continuous at x and S is closed at

M(x). Then the point-to-set map A(x) = S (M(x)) is closed at x.
Oí 'Xj 'Xj v

n ( t— 2.) n
The point-to-point mapping M^E ■+ E^ which characterizes

the transformation phase of the VO algorithm may be described by

M (x) = (x, d(r)) , r = 2, 3, or 4 , (3.114a)
r 'Xj r\j r\j

where d(r) denotes sets of correction terms given by
'Xj
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d(r) =
o,

^2^ , r = 2 ,

(^2’ ¿3* , r 3 ,

(^2 ’ Í3» W’ r = 4 ’

and the corrections d„, d„, and d, are the solutions of0,2 o,3 o,4

[f"(x) + D] d = f’(x) ,
0,0, o, 0,2 o, o,

[f"(x) + D] d = f'(x - d ) ,
o» 'Xj o» o» o» f\j¿

and

[f"(x) + D] d. = f’(x - d - d„)
O* O» 'Xj /\,£* O» O» 'Xj-J

(3.114b)

(3.114c)

(3.114d)

(3.114e)

(Note that the diagonal matrix D has been included as discussed in
o,

Section 3.5.4.) In order to make use of Lemma 3.2 we need to estab¬

lish that M is continuous,
r

Lemma 3.3. If the gradient and the hessian of f(x) are continu-
r\j

ous, the mapping M (x) given in (3.114) is continuous.
T 'Xj

The proof is immediate since the diagonal matrix D is computed to

insure [f"(x) + D] is non-singular, and the diagonals of D are con-
'Xj 'Xj °u %

tinuous functions of the elements of the hessian f"(x) as can be

readily seen in (3.98-3.102).
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Now consider the point-to-set mapping S :E^r -* {y e En}
r 'v,

which operates on M^(x) which characterizes the scalar search phase
of the VO algorithm, and may be conveniently expressed as follows

S (x, d(r)) = (y: y=h (p) for p > 0 and f(h (p))
r Oi Aj 'vr %r

< f(x) } ,
'V

r = 2, 3, or 4, (3.115a)

where

h (p)

■ r'2’

■ x - (3/2)d2p - [d3 - (l/2)d2]p2 , r-3,

Í- (H/6)d2p-(2d3-d2)p2-[d4-d3-Kl/6)d2]p3, r-4.
(3.115b)

Observe that (3.115b) consists of the three transformation functions

derived in Section 3.3. The following lemma establishes the conditions

that are sufficient for S to be closed.
r

Lemma 3.4. If f’(x) ^ 0 and f(x) is continuous, the mapping S
<v <v Ai r

given in (3.115) is closed.

Proof: Recall that in order to show that S is closed, the
r

conditions

1) (x\ dk(r)) + (x, d(r)) ,
0/0/ 0/0/

k lc _ ✓ Ic jk / v \
y y, ye S (x , d (r)) ,
Oj oj oj r 0/ 0/

2)
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imp ly

3) y e S (x, d(r))O» L rx, ^

Suppose first that r = 2. Then

k k .k

i ■ ; ' pkfc

The assumption f'(x) ^ 0 implies that d„ ^ 0 for all k from (;

Thus one may write from (3.116)

»k- «¿-¿H ' «¿II •

which when taking limits yields

p = II S " sll ' II iK2

This establishes the existence of a limit for the sequence {p^
then follows that y = x - p d„. It remains to be shown that\j O;

y e S (x, d„). For each k, p, satisfies
% r o» %Z k

f(yk) = f(xk - dk pk) < f(xk) .

That such a p^ exists follows from the fact that

f’(xk)T hl(0) = -f’(xk)T d < 0 ,
ni n, r\,¿ o. o.

(3.116)

,114c).

}. It

(3.117)

(3.118)
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and from Lemma 3.1. Taking limits in (3.117), and using the assump¬

tion that f(x) is continuous yields
%

fty) < f(x) , (3.119)

and hence y e S„(x, d_). Now consider the generalization of the pre-^ Z ^ r\j¿.

ceding proof to any r. For each k, one may write

l “ SrV = £ + Sr(l:pk) pk> 6 e (0’ k) ' (3‘120)

using the Mean Value Theorem [45], The assumption f'(x) / 0 implies
•\t 'Xj %

that

f<!Ck> ■ £<kr(pk)) " f(5k) (3.121)

since

f'(xk)T h'(0) < 0 ,
a. <v o.r

and Lemma 3.1 implies the existence of a p^ which satisfies (3.121).
From the Mean Value Theorem and (3.120)

f(yk)-f(ik+h;(tpk)pk) = f(xk) + f'(xk+£h;(tpk)pk)V(tpk)plc%

for some t e (0, 1). The above expression with (3.121) imply

h'ap.)
o.r k

0
‘Xi
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in (3.120). Thus taking limits in (3.120) establishes the existence

of a p given by

p = || y - x || / || h' (tp)
*Xj 'Xj rbiT

Thus for each k,

f (yk) = f (xk + h' (tp ) p ) < f (xk)M, % vr k k v

and after taking limits, and using the continuity of f(x), we obtain

f(y) < f(x) .

Hence ^ e S^(x, d(r)). This completes the proof.

The VO algorithm may now be given as the composition of the two

mappings M^(x) given in (3.113), and S^ix, d(r)) given in (3.115) to
be

A(x) = S (M (x))
a, r r a.

(3.122)

By Lemmas 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 the VO algorithm is closed at x, if both
'V

f' (x) ¿ 0 and if f(x) has continuous first and second derivatives.
'Xj 'Xj O»

This implies that, using the Global Convergence Theorem, if

1) All xk+1 e A(xk) are in a compact set,
a. 'V

2) The gradient f’(x) ^ 0, except at a solution of the
^ % v
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minimization problem (3.2).

3) The function f(x) is continuously twice differentiable,

then the VO algorithm generates a sequence which converges to a

solution or it stops at a solution. The conditions 1 and 3 may not

be difficult to achieve in practice. However condition 2 implies

that the algorithm is not closed at a local maximum or at a saddle

point of f(x), since f'(x) is zero at these points. Thus theoreti-
*\j 'Xj 'Xi

cally, f(x) must not have any such points; a function not having
'b

these points is defined to be pseudoconvex [35]. In practice, the

algorithm should generate convergent sequences if the function is

pseudoconvex in the region including the desired solution and the

initial point. However, experimental evidence on one tested problem

indicates that the algorithm is superior to others in avoiding

these troublesome points even when they exist in the region of in¬

terest.

The VO algorithm may be trivially modified to prevent convergence

to a strict local maximum. If x is a local maximum, the present

k
algorithm will fail in the sense that ff(x ) =0 will cause the

*X> 'Xj 'Xi

k
algorithm to stop. At this point however f"(x ) will be negative'X» 'Xj

k
semidefinite [56], which is indicated in the VO algorithm by D ¿ 0

^ 'l/

in the modified Cholesky factorization presented in Section 3.5.

However D ^ 0 may also occur when the hessian is positive semide-
'b 'b

1c
finite, or indefinite. Thus D 4 0 is an indication of potential

'Xj o»

k.
problems. Thus if D ^ 0 at the point at which the algorithm stops,

O; 'b

coordinate searches may be undertaken to ascertain that the expres¬

sions
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f(x^ + te"*") < f(x^), i = 1, ...» n ,
% f\j —

are satisfied for some small value of t. If x is a strict local

maximum, the above procedure should indicate so, and x may then be
%

perturbed to start the algorithm again.
k

The previous modification may not work if x is a saddle point

as the example in Section 3.1 shows. It must be noted however that

numerical experiments will be given in the next chapter which show

that the VO algorithm appears to be highly effective in avoiding con¬

vergence to saddle points. For one tested problem with a saddle

point three existing algorithms converged to the saddle point when

the initial guess was close to the saddle point, while the VO algo¬

rithm converged to the correct solution from the same initial point.

3.6.2 Order of Convergence

The order of convergence of the VO algorithm can be established

from published results dating back to Schroder in 1870, who was the

first to define the concept of order of convergence [47-48]. However

in this section, the more modern results due to Ortega and Rheinboldt

[38] and Traub [50] will be used. Two results are given; one applies

to the convergence of the algorithm to local minima with positive

definite hessian, and the other to local minima with positive semi-

definite hessian.

Before we can use the existing results, it must be noted that

the VO algorithm becomes the m-step method
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%

k
x ,

k, i-l
x
'V

- f"(xk)_1
O» Oi

£'(Xkli_1
'V o»

) » i = 1, m>

k+1 k,m
x = x
% V

(3.123)

when x is in some neighborhood of a local minimum with a positive

definite hessian (e.g., the scalar parameter p is one). This method

was proposed and studied by Traub [50], It has also been used by many

researchers, as it can be thought of as Newton's method for solving a

system of equations without updating the coefficient matrix at every

iteration. The following theorem establishes that the method con¬

verges with order m+1.

Theorem 3.1. Let f(x) have continuous gradients and hessians,

and

|| f"(x) - f"(x ) 11 < c 11 x — x || , 0<c<°° ,

A A * _2for all x in a neighborhood of x . Assuming f'(x ) = 0 and f"(x )

exists, the order of convergence of (3.123) is m+1.

The proof may be found in Ortega and Rheinboldt [38] and Traub

[50]. Thus the VO algorithm converges with order r, where r is the
■k

transformation function order, whenever f"(x ) is positive definite.
V 'V

A A _1
If f"(x ) is positive semidefinite, f"(x ) does not exist,

% % 'Xi ru

and therefore the preceding theorem does not apply. In this case

the convergence is in general linear (order equal to one) as the

following argument shows. In this case the algorithm may be des¬

cribed by the iteration
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k+1 , k. k
x = G(x ) = x
fV/ 'Xj 'Xj 'Xj

p [f"(xk) + Dk] 1 [cf'(xk) + g(p, , xk)]k'X/'b 'Xj % 'Xj 'b K. Oí

(3.124)

where c, a constant, and the function ^ depend on the transformation
function order selected, and where the diagonal matrix D is not zero

k *
at x = x . The iteration function is thus given by

-1
G(x) = x - p[f"(x) + D] [cf’(x) + g(p, x)]
'Xj 'Xj 'Xj 'Xj 'Xj 'Xj 'Xj 'Xj 'Xj 'Xj

The derivative of the iteration function evaluated at x = x is given

by

*-,-1G'(x ) = 1 - p[f"(x ) + D ] [cf"(x ) + g'(p, x )]
^ 'Xj 'Xj 'Xj 'Xj 'Xj XiX r\j

This matrix will not be zero for any value of p in general, since
*

D is not zero. Thus convergence cannot be higher than linear as
'Xj

long as G'(x ) ^ 0 [38]. It should be noted that while convergence
% Oi Oj

*
is in general linear whenever f"(x ) is positive semidefinite, local

'Xj 'Xj

minima having this property may be picturesquely described as being

flat. This implies that for all x in a fairly large neighborhood of
'Xj

k || .i
x , f (x) is very small. Thus for practical reasons, it is nor-
'Xj 'Xj 'Xj

mally unnecessary to compute the local minimum with great accuracy

for these cases. Two of the problems selected to test the VO algo¬

rithm have their local minimum with a positive semidefinite hessian.

The new algorithm was more efficient in computing an approximation

to their local minimum than several published algorithms.
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3■7 Summary

The major contribution of this chapter is the derivation of a

new algorithm for finding a local minimum of an unconstrained non¬

linear function. The new algorithm, called the Variable-Order (VO)

algorithm, has two properties that no existing minimization algorithm

has. The first new property is the order of convergence. While all

existing algorithms converge with order less than or equal to two,

the new algorithm converges with variable order as high as four. The

second new property is the scalar search step of the algorithm. In

contrast with previous algorithms that have scalar searches along a

straight line in the space of the independent variables, the VO algo¬

rithm may have scalar searches along curved trajectories. The VO

algorithm was shown to be globally convergent for pseudoconvex func¬

tions with continuous first and second derivatives. The order of

convergence was also established to be from two to four for functions

with a positive definite hessian at the local minimum being computed.

If the hessian is positive semidefinite at the local minimum being

computed, the convergence was shown to be linear.



CHAPTER 4

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE VARIABLE-ORDER ALGORITHM

In this chapter we consider the practical aspects of the imple¬

mentation of the Variable-Order (VO) algorithm to nonlinear circuit

optimization problems. These practical considerations lead to guide¬

lines and to some modifications of the algorithm in order to solve the

general nonlinear programming problem given by

minimize f(x) , (4.1a)
x ^
a,

subject to a set of nonlinear inequality constraints

q(x) < 0 , (4.1b)
'v i — a.

and a set of "box" constraints given by

xL < x < xH . (4.1c)
^

Observe that any equality constraint may be included in (4.1b) as two

inequality constraints [20].

In the first section, guidelines are given for handling the non¬

linear inequalities by the use of penalty functions. In circuit

-82-
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optimization, the nonlinear inequalities are "loose", i.e., they can

be relaxed to some degree. Therefore, the penalty function approach,

which in effect relaxes the constraints, is an ideal technique for

circuit optimization applications.

In the second section, it is shown how the VO algorithm handles

the box constraints. Unlike the nonlinear inequality constraints, the

box constraints must be satisfied.

The VO algorithm, as described in the last chapter, requires that

a subroutine be written which supplies the value of the function, the

gradient and the hessian at each point generated by the algorithm.

While writing such a subroutine may not be difficult for some problems,

the VO algorithm would be more useful if the hessian can be approxi¬

mated when it is difficult to write a subroutine which supplies the

hessian values. Sometimes it may be just as difficult to supply even

the gradient, and thus in this case both the gradient and the hessian

must be approximated. In the third section we consider approximations

to the hessian and the gradient when these values are not supplied.

The fourth section considers the case when the function and the

gradient values supplied to the VO algorithm contain errors. In non¬

linear circuit optimization applications, the subroutine that supplies

the function and the gradient values may be actually a complex computer

program which includes the solution of a system of nonlinear algebraic

and differential equations. The function and the gradient values

depend on the solutions to these equations; thus due to the numerical

techniques used, errors may be present in the function and the gradient

values. Numerical experiments will show that if any errors present in

the function and the gradient values supplied to the VO algorithm can
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be estimated and kept small, the algorithm can still be effectively

employed.

The fifth section details the steps in a FORTRAN IV implementation

of the VO algorithm. Finally, the sixth section presents several numer¬

ical experiments and comparisons with other algorithms.

4.1 Nonlinear Inequality Constraints

This section gives guidelines to be used in solving the problem

given by

minimize f(x) , (4.2a)
n.

x
>\j

subject to q(x) < 0 , (4.2b)i a — a.

where q(x) is a vector function of inequality constraints. It is
v %

assumed that all the constraints are nonlinear.

The method recommended for finding a solution of (4.2) is to con¬

vert the constrained problem to an unconstrained one by using a penalty

function method [20,34]. That is, define the problem

minimize f(x) = f(x) + pQ(x) , (4.3)
v 'v n.

x
'Xj

where Q(x) is a penalty function for the inequality constraints; the

penalty function is defined such that it is zero whenever the point x*Ay

satisfies all the constraints, and greater than zero whenever the point

x does not satisfy any of the constraints. The constant jj is a positive
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scalar. For large y, the minimum of (4.3) will tend to be in a region

where the constraints should be almost satisfied. Thus for increasing

y, the corresponding solution points of (4.3) approach a solution of

(4.2) [34]. Therefore, the penalty method converts the constrained

problem (4.2) into an approximately equivalent unconstrained problem,

or perhaps to a sequence of unconstrained problems depending on how

strictly the constraints are to be satisfied. This implies that uncon¬

strained minimization algorithms, in particular the VO algorithm, may

be used to approximate the solution of (4.3).

Two difficulties are inherent in converting problem (4.2) to

problem (4.3), and in eventually solving problem (4.3). First, to

insure the global convergence of the VO algorithm, f(x) must be twice

continuously differentiable. Therefore, it appears that penalty func¬

tions must be chosen accordingly. Second, problem (4.3) is very ill-

conditioned for large values of the constant p [34]. These considera¬

tions will be explored in more detail next.

A suitable penalty function Q(x) is given by
Oi

n

Q(x) = l w (max[0, q (x)]) , (4.4)
^

i=l qi 1 ^

where n^ is the number of inequality constraints, and the constants
w may be used to equalize the magnitude of the constraints. The
qi
continuity conditions on f(x) are satisfied by (4.4), if the inequality

'v

constraints q.(x) , i = 1, ..., n , also satisfy them. In the litera-
l a. q

ture, the most popular penalty function for inequality constraints is

given by
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n^
Q(x) = j w (max[0,
*

i=l qi
q, 00 ])'
1 ^

(4.5)

This quadratic penalty function has a hessian which is discontinuous

whenever an inequality constraint is zero [34]. However, it was found

experimentally that for several problems tested, this quadratic penalty

function produces an unconstrained problem which is solved by the VO

algorithm more efficiently, especially when the hessian is not supplied

and thus approximated by differences, than by using the cubic penalty

function (4.4). Note that the VO algorithm is not guaranteed to be

globally convergent for the quadratic penalty function (4.5) because

of its discontinuous hessian.

The VO algorithm, as other existing algorithms [34], solves prob¬

lem (4.3) for large y with great difficulty, as examples will show.

It was found that the best approach was to compute rough approximations

to the solution of a sequence of problems, given by (4.3), for increas¬

ing values of y, and tightening the desired accuracy of the solution

for the last y used. Thus, it is recommended that initially a small

value of y be used when using the VO algorithm for solving problems

such as (4.3).

4.2 Box Constraints

When the minimization problem has box constraints of the form

L H
X < X < X
I\, — \i — Oj

(4.6)

the penalty function method just described can be used, if (4.6) is
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rearranged into 2n inequality constraints. However, there are two

reasons that compel the use of a different technique for handling the

box constraints. First, the penalty function method allows the viola¬

tion of constraints, particularly when the multiplying constant p is

small. In circuit optimization procedures, the circuit equations may

not have any solution if any of the box constraints are violated, and

therefore the algorithm may fail if a box constraint is violated.

Second, the box constraints are linear constraints and their effect

can be very efficiently handled in a direct manner with some modifica¬

tions to the VO algorithm.

The method proposed for handling the constraints is to in effect

project the transformation function trajectories onto the active box

constraints whenever the trajectories are outside of the box constraints.

Figure 4.1 illustrates the proposed technique. This projection can be

very efficiently implemented as will be shown.

A modification required in the implementation of the projection

of the transformations is that whenever the trajectory is on a boundary,

an accurate computation of the solution of the scalar minimization

problem in the scalar search should be done. The reason for this modi¬

fication is that when transformation functions are projected, their

theoretical properties may be different when the scalar parameter p in

the transformation functions is set to one.

4.3 Hessian and Gradient Approximations

To this juncture the VO algorithm was described in a way that

required supplying the function, the gradient, and the hessian of the

function to be minimized at the points of the sequence (x } generated
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/
/

Figure 4.1 Illustration of projection of trajectory onto box con¬
straints. Box constraints are depicted by the rectangle.
The trajectory is shown by the dash curve to be outside
of the box constraints over two intervals. The actual

trajectory used is shown by the solid curve with arrows.
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by the algorithm. In this section approximations to the hessian and

the gradient will be presented because there may be times when supply¬

ing the gradient and/or the hessian is impractical. We consider two

cases. The first case is when the function and the gradient values are

supplied, and the second case is when only the function values are

supplied.

4.3.1 Function and Gradient Values Supplied

When the function and the gradient values are supplied, the

hessian needs to be approximated. It was initially felt that a quasi-

Newton scheme [7,22], which builds an estimate of the hessian inverse

by conjugate directions, would be an ideal approach. These methods

have proven to be very reliable in minimization algorithms [30-31].

However, the approximation to the hessian inverse is not sufficiently

accurate with a quasi-Newton method until the iterates are within a

very small neighborhood about the solution. For example, it was found

experimentally that the use of the approximations to the hessian inverse

i r. the higher-order transformations when far from the solution re¬

sulted in no improvement over the algorithm of Fletcher and Powell [22].

Since numerical experiments with the hessian values supplied indicated

that the VO algorithm was more efficient than existing algorithms,

approximating the hessian by difference methods, as described next, was

undertaken with good results.

Ortega and Rheinboldt [38] prove that as long as the hessian is

continuous, non-singular, and satisfies a Lipschitz condition, a dif¬

ference approximation to the hessian will keep the high order of

convergence for Newton's iteration if the perturbations used in the
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difference approximations approach zero in the limit. For example,

the approximation to the hessian given by

Oi J
ifc (l/bk)[f'(xk

J ^ <u

, kb.eJ) - f’Uk)], j = 1, , n,

(4.7)

maintains the high order of convergence for Newton's iteration provided

that the vector of the perturbations b., j = l, n satisfies

|| bk || < c || f'(xk) || , for all k > k"
r\j " — " *\j ^ — U

(4.8)

where k^ _> 0 and c is a constant in the range 0 < c _< 1. The relation
(4.8) implies that || b || should become small as the solution x is

approached. More details on the technique for computing the pertur¬

bations will be given later.

í k i
While (4.7) is an approximation with error | (, assuming the

third derivative of f is bounded [33], the diagonal elements of the
k 2

hessian may be approximated with error on the order of (b^) if one
assumes that the function value is evaluated at each point that the

gradient is evaluated which is the normal case. After fitting a

Hermite cubic polynomial [55] on b. through the function and the gra-

dient computed for b. =0, and b. = b., one can differentiate twice
] 3 3

and evaluate at b. = 0 to obtain
J

[f"(xk)].. % 6[f(xk + bkej) - f(xk)]/(bk)2
~ ~

JJ ^ ^ J

- 2[f'(xk + bkej)]./bk - 4[f'(xk)]./bk ,
n, X J'v J J n, nj j J

(4.9)
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which is an approximation with error on the order of (b.) , assuming

that the fourth derivative of f is bounded [55].

Since the hessian is symmetric for the functions being considered,

the off-diagonal elements may be approximated as the average of the

two elements computed from (4.7) (note that this averaging does not

require any additional gradient evaluations). Thus all off-diagonal

elements (i £ j) of the hessian are approximated by

[f"(xk)].. % [f' (xk + bkeX)]./(2bk) + [f’(xk + bkej)] /(2bk)"

lj 'V o, l'u j i a, % Jai i 3% %

[f’(xk)]./(2bk) -
a, 'b J 1

[f'(xk)]./(2bk) . (4.10)
^ l 3

To approximate the hessian using (4.9) and (4.10) requires n

additional function and gradient evaluations per iteration whether we

use the above averaging or not. Even with these additional evaluations,

we found (as will be seen) the VO algorithm to be very competitive with

several other existing algorithms in the total number of function and

gradient evaluations required for several minimization problems.

The perturbations b^ used in (4.9) and (4.10) have two normally
conflicting requirements. First they must be sufficiently small in

order to satisfy (4.8) and to produce accurate approximations. Second,

the perturbations must be sufficiently large in order to avoid round¬

off errors in the differences present in (4.9) and (4.10). Therefore,

the simple implementation suggested by (4.8) may not be adequate. For

round-off error reasons, it is proposed that each perturbation b. be

such that
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[f’(xk + bkej)] - [f'(xk)], | e + e |[f'(xk)].| , (4.11)n n J'b J ^ 0, J 3 lT'V'liJO/ ^

where e >0 and e >0 are constants which should reflect the error
a r

in the evaluation of the gradient terms supplied and the word length
—s / 2of the computer. If the evaluation has insignificant error, e = 10 ,

9.

—g j 3
and = 10 gave good results, where s equals the number of signif¬

ican.-. digits in the numbers of the computer. The case where errors

are present in the supplied function and gradient values will be con¬

sidered in Section 4.4. It will now be shown that (4.11) may be used

to yield a desirable perturbation size. The Mean Value Theorem [45]

yields the relationship

[f'(xk + bkej)]. - [f'(xk)]. = bk[f"(xk + tbkej)].. , (4.12)
'b 'b J'b J O. V J J 'b b J'b JJ

for t e (0,1). Using (4.11) and [f"(xk ^)].. as an approximation to
b b JJ

[f"(xk + tbke^)].. in (4.12) yields
v v Jn. jj

'B“ " [ba+ er I CU‘i"* ]j I 3 1 l[r<fbljjl- k > »• (4-13)
r., k-1,

This expression is well defined in some neighborhood of a strict local

minimum since the gradient terms are small and the hessian is positive

definite. Furthermore, for sufficiently small e , (4.13) satisfies
a

k D
(4.8). However, when x is far from a solution B. may not exist or it

'u j

may be very large. Also a different expression is required for k = 0.

For these reasons a similar argument used for (4.11) and (4.12), but

this time for the function, yields
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b .

J

k a,
= [e + e

a r
f(x )|] /

a*
[f'(0],
^ ^ j

(4.14)

for a desired difference

|f(xk + bke~*) - f(xk)
Tj jo. 'V

% e + e | f(xk)a r %
(4.15)

Certainly, (4.14) is not defined whenever a gradient term is zero, but

in that case (4.13) may be defined. If neither (4.13) nor (4.14) is

defined, a third option is given by

bk % BX = e (1 + |xk|) . (4.16)J J r 1 j 1

The computation of the perturbation b_. may now be summarized by the

following expression

rz. + min{BX, BF}a 1 3 3J
k = 0

k > 0

(4.17)

where e is added in (4.17) to insure a non-zero bk, and B?, BF, and
a 3 J 3

X

Bj are given in (4.13), (4.14), and (4.16) respectively. Observe that
due to the condition (4.8) one would not expect the VO algorithm em¬

ploying (4.17) in the approximation of the hessian to converge very

rapidly once || f’(xk) || < e . However this expected behavior was not
nj cl

in total agreement with the numerical experiments on several functions

tested. In fact, the accuracy of the approximation of the hessian was
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so uniformly excellent throughout the iterations that in general the

ic
VO algorithm generated very similar sequences {x } to those generated

a,

using supplied hessians. The apparent reason for the improved behavior

is the increased accuracy of the hessian elements by the use of (4.9)

and (4.10) instead of (4.7).

4.3.2 Only Function Values Supplied

When only the function values are supplied, both the hessian and

the gradient must be approximated in order to use the VO algorithm. As

in Section 4.3.1, the approximations are considered first, followed by

the method of computing the perturbations.

The approximations proposed for the hessian matrix are the follow¬

ing. The diagonal elements of the hessian are approximated by

[f"(xk)].. ifc [f(xk + bkeJ)
m m jj n,

2f(xk) + f(xk - bkej)]/(bk)2
n. n, j

(4.18)

which is obtained by twice differentiating the quadratic in b^ fitted
k k

through the function values for b^ equal to -bj , 0, and b^.; (4.18)
follows for bj = 0. The error in the approximation (4.18) is of order
|bk|, assuming the third derivative of f is bounded [55]. In order to

approximate all the diagonals of the hessian using (4.18), additional

2n function evaluations are required. The off-diagonal elements are

approximated by

[f”(xk)L . ^[f(xk+bkeJ+bkei)+f(xk)-f(xk+bkeJ)-f(xk+bkei)]/(bkbk),
m o. ij a. Jn. i^ 'v m Ja. ^ im J i

(4.19)
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i le i i le I
which is an approximation with error in the order of |b^ | + |b^|,
assuming the third derivative of f is bounded. This approximation may

be obtained from a combination of the three Taylor series expansions

of f(xk + b^e'*'), f(xk + bke^), and f(xk + bke~* + bke^). The computa¬
os i<u jv m jo, io/

tion of the off-diagonal elements using (4.19) requires one additional

function evaluation for each off-diagonal element after considering

those function values already available from the approximation of the

2
diagonal elements from (4.18); thus a total of (n - n)/2 additional

function evaluations is required to approximate all the off-diagonal

elements. Therefore, the entire hessian matrix may be approximated,
2

using (4.18) and (4.19), with (n + 3n)/2 additional function evalua¬

tions.

Each element of the gradient vector may be approximated with the

central difference approximation given by

[f'(xk)]. Jfc [f(xk + bkej) - f(xk - bkej)]/(2bk) , (4.20)
'll 'V. j Os JOs Os JOs J

with the required function values already available from the hessian

approximation. The approximation (4.20) has error on the order of

(bj) , assuming the third derivative of f is bounded [55]. In the
computation of the transformation functions the gradient is required

at several points in the neighborhood of xk. For example, the approxi-
r\t

mation to the third-order correction (3.111) requires

f'(xk) = f'(hk(l)) = f’(xk - dk)
r\j r\j¿. r\j¿

Using (4.20) to estimate the elements of f'(x_) would require 2n
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additional function evaluations. However without sacrificing too much

accuracy, it will now be shown that only n additional function evalua¬

tions are required. First rewrite (4.20) as follows

Cf'(xk)].
'b 'b J

[f (x
O»

bkej) - f(xk)]/bk - bk[f"(xk)]. ./2 . (4.21)
JV -V; ] J 'b 'b JJ

J/
This expression is identical to (4.20) if [f"(x )].. is given by (4.18)

^ ^ 1J

Observe that the first term in (4.21) is the forward difference approxi

mation to the gradient term [55] which, unlike (4.18), requires only

one additional function evaluation. The approximation (4.21) is the

previously known [49] quadratic approximation to the gradient terms

1c k i
which may be derived from the Taylor series expansion of f(x + b.eJ).

'b J'V

Therefore, for the approximation to the elements of f1(x„) the follow-
’b v2

ing is proposed

[f'(Xp)].'b 'bZ 3
% [f(xk + ,k j.b„ eJ)

¿!
J

£(¿)]/b2.
3

- bk [f"(xk)] /2
^ ^ JJ

(4. 22)

k k
where [f"(x )].. is given by (4.18). If [f"(x„)].. were used instead,

'v v jj 'b v2 jj
k 2

the error in (4.22) would be in the order of (b^ ) . However, since
k k k k ^
x„ = x - d_, using [f"(x )].. makes the error in (4.22) on the order
%Z % %Z v j j

of |bk bk| + |bk | ¡I dk ||, assuming the third derivative of f is
3 2 3 k

bounded. Since the need to compute f1(j^) arises from the assumption
that || dk || is small, the approximation (4.22) is expected to have•\j¿

comparable accuracy with the computationally more costly central dif¬

ference approximation. Numerical experiments have indeed verified

this expectation. A similar approximation is used for all other gra-

k
dients required in the neighborhood of x .
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The attention now turns towards the computation of suitable per¬

turbations. As noted earlier, the perturbations must be computed

taking round-off errors into consideration. Additionally it is desired

to have the perturbations small to insure small errors in the approxi¬

mations. With these considerations, it is proposed that each pertur-

k
bation b^ be such that (4.15) and

lf(£k “ *4j) - f(Sk)l * ea + erKxk)l (4‘23)'u j 'b 'u a. l %

are satisfied. Using (4.15) and (4.23), from (4.18)

(b^)2|[£',(xk)]J.H!2[t:a + (4.24)

k k— 1
This expression may be solved for b. using [f"(x )]..

1 ^ ^ JJ

bj % - (2[ea + Er|fCxk)j]/|[f"(xk-1)]^|l1^2,

to obtain

k > 0 . (4.25)

In some neighborhood of a strict local minimum, B_. is well defined.

F
However, far from a solution, may not exist, and also for k = 0

another approach is required. Therefore, define

= e 4- e min{|f(x^)|
3 a r 11 n,

* (4.26)

as a second option for b.. Then the computation of b. is given by the

following expression
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r , RxE + B .

a J
, k = 0

, k .

N =
e + min{B^, B^} , k > 0
a 1 J J

(4.27)

Observe that e^_ may have to be smaller than for the preceding case when
I k |

the gradient and the function were supplied. In particular, if |f(x )|
'Xj

is very large for all k, (4.25) and (4.26) may yield a large value for
F X

B. and B. if e is not made sufficiently small. For function values
J J r

with range |f(xk)[ £ 10^, and with |f(x )| 10, the choice = 5x 10 ^
gave good experimental results. Even with the additional function

evaluations required for the proposed approximations, the VO algorithm

compared very favorably with other existing algorithms that use only

function values.

4.4 Supplied Function and Gradient Values with Errors

When errors are present in the evaluation of the function and/or

the gradient values supplied, the VO algorithm can still be effectively

employed, if the magnitude of the errors is not too large and can be

estimated, and if some modifications are made to the algorithm.

We begin by assuming that each supplied gradient component has

error in its evaluation given by

|[f'(xk)]. - [f'(xk)].| < e + e |[f'(xk)],| , (4.28)'
j n, Jj1 - ga gr1 a, n, j 1

lc —
where f'(x ) is the exact gradient, f'(x ) is the supplied gradient,

<\j ’Xi % ‘Xt
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e is the absolute error, and £ is the relative error. Similarly,
ga gr

each supplied function value has error given by

|f(xk) - f(xk)| < e + e |f(xk)| , (4.29)
'x, % ' — t a tr

where z, and zr are the absolute and relative errors, respectively,fa fr

In computer-aided optimization of circuits, the absolute and

relative errors present in the supplied function and gradient evalua¬

tions can usually be estimated. For example, in dc optimization, the

absolute and relative errors are normally related to the absolute and

relative constants used in determining convergence to the solution of

the nonlinear circuit equations. That is, the function and the gra¬

dient values depend on the solution of nonlinear equations. In solving

the nonlinear equations, an iterative method is employed which stops

when the difference between two successive iterates is less than an

absolute constant plus a relative constant times the magnitude of the

iterate.

There are two modifications which improve the effectiveness of

the VO algorithm for problems that have errors given by (4.28) and

(4.29). First, the perturbations used in the difference approximations

to the hessian and the gradient should be computed considering

the errors present. Second, if the transformation functions generate

trajectories which yield little or no decrease in the function value

at a particular iteration, an alternate approach should be used.

The perturbations used in the difference approximations to the

hessian were derived in the preceding section. For round-off reasons,

the perturbations b. used in the approximations are computed such that
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[f'(x“
Oí %

, k jb. eJ
3^

)]. -
3
[f (xk)].
^ ^ 3

¡v,a. erl[í,(5k>]jl • <4'30)

whenever the gradient values are supplied. With errors present in the

evaluation of the gradient, it is desired that

[f'(xk
O/ o>

, k jb.eJ
I'v

[f <xk>].
^ 3

>> e
ga

+ e
gr
[f'(xk)L
% ^ 3

(4.31)

and that the error in the diagonal element of the approximate hessian

be small. The expression (4.31) may be accomplished by initially

setting e = 200 e , and e = 200 e in (4.30). The values of e
a ga’ r gr a

and e are then adjusted after each iteration if the estimated error
r J

in the diagonal element of the hessian is too large. Each diagonal

element of the hessian is approximated by

[f"(x*
Oy 'X,

- ttf. , k
33

'(x” , k
b. e
3^

(4.32)

instead of (4.9) because (4.32) is less sensitive to the errors in the

1c
supplied gradient. The perturbation b. in (4.32) is a function of e

3 a

and as described in the preceding section. The error in (4.32) due

to (4.28) is less than Ef[f"(xk)]..), where
'u 'v- 33

E([f”(xk)]. .) « (2e + e (|[f’(xk+bkej)].| + |[f(xk)].|))/bk
Oi ^ 33 ga gr 1 a. 'u j-v 3 ^ 'v 3 3

EÍ[f"(xk)]..) > 5 x 10 J + 5 x 10“J|[f"(xk)]..V i\, -v, J3 'Vi 'Vi 3j

Now, if
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it is concluded that the perturbation used was too small since the

error in the approximated diagonal element may be large. Therefore,

e is set to lOe , and e is set to 2e . On the other hand, if
a a’ r r

EÍ[f"(xk)]..l < 5 x 10“4 + 5 x 10"4|[f"(xk)]..|k
-v 'v jj' ~ ^ 'v JJ

then the perturbation used was too large since the estimated error in

the approximation is small. In this case, e is set to 10 ^e , and

is set to er/2. This procedure monitors the maximum error in the
diagonals of the hessian at each iteration and in effect adjusts the

perturbations in an attempt to keep them small provided that the error

is not large. When only function values are available, a similar

technique is implemented.

The off-diagonal elements of the hessian may also have significant

error. It was observed in numerical experiments that averaging the

two values of the (i,j) and (j,i) off-diagonal element approximations

as proposed in (4.10) did not work sometimes. For example, the (i,j)

approximation may be several orders of magnitude larger or smaller than

the (j,i) approximation. Whenever this large difference occurs, it is

believed that it is best to set the (i,j) off-diagonal element to the

smaller of the two approximations.

The second modification to the VO algorithm stems from the fact

that it is possible that the trajectory generated by the transformation

function selected does not reduce the value of the function being

k.
minimized, even when the current point x is far from a solution.

That is,
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f(*V(p)) < f(xk) , r = 2, 3, or 4 ,r\,r I\j

may not be satisfied, or may be satisfied for a very small value of

k+1 k
p > 0, which would yield x very close to x . In effect, this implies

that the transformation functions may yield poor trajectories when

large errors are present in the function and the gradient. Therefore,

when the progress at an iteration is small, the gradient direction is

used or cyclic coordinate searches are undertaken until another point

sufficiently far away is obtained, or it is assumed that the algorithm

has converged, if another point cannot be found which reduces the value

of the function.

4.5 The Variable-Order Algorithm

The steps of the new algorithm may now be summarized. The algo¬

rithm will be divided into four major steps: INITIALIZATION, TRANS¬

FORMATION, SCALAR SEARCH, and CONVERGENCE TEST. Within each of these

steps, several sub-steps will be identified. A computer program which

incorporates this algorithm written in FORTRAN IV, is described in

Appendix I. This program also includes three other popular algorithms

as options. In this section we will only be concerned with those

aspects of the program that pertain to the VO algorithm. We will

refer to the variables and subroutine names used in the program to aid

in its understanding.

STEP 1: INITIALIZATION

This step consists of setting or obtaining from the user of the
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V0 algorithm several constants and options which will be required in

the other steps of the algorithm. This step is executed only once and

it is basically the MAIN program. The constants and options are the

following:

MAXIT (default is 50), the maximum number of iterations to be done

so the algorithm will stop even if it has not satisfied the

convergence test.

STPEPS (default is 10 ), the algorithm considers stopping when

the maximum coordinate of the gradient is less than STPEPS

in absolute value. That is, if ¡I f' (x^) II < STPEPS, and
^ % '00 —

other conditions to be given, it is assumed that the algo¬

rithm has converged.

MAXAV (default is 2), to indicate how much information is supplied

about the function to be minimized. It can have three

values: MAXAV = 1 indicates that only the function values

are supplied; MAXAV = 2 indicates that both the function and

gradient values are supplied; MAXAV = 3 indicates that the

function, the gradient and the hessian values are all supplied.

PHABS (default is STPEPS x 10 *) is a constant used in approxi¬

mating the hessian when both the gradient and the function

values are supplied (MAXAV = 2) as described by e in Section
cl

A.3.

-A
PHREL (default is 10 ) is a constant also used in approximating

the hessian (for MAXAV = 2) as described by in Section 4.3.

GFABS (default is 0.0) is the absolute value of the error present

in the gradient values supplied as described in Section 4.4

by e . If it is nonzero, STPEPS is set to 2*GFABS, and
ga
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PHABS is set to 200*GFABS.

GFREL (default is 0.0) is the relative value of the error present

in the gradient values supplied as described in Section 4.4

by e . If it is nonzero, PHREL is set to 200*GFREL.
gr

PABS (default is STPEPS x 10 is a constant used in approximating

both the gradient and the hessian when only function values

are supplied (MAXAV = 1) as described in Section 4.3 by e .
cL

“6
PREL (default is 5 x 10 ) is also a constant used in approximating

both the gradient and the hessian (MAXAV = 1) as described in

Section 4.3 by e .
r

FABS (default is 0.0) is the absolute value of the error present

in the function values supplied as described in Section 4.4

by e . If it is nonzero, STPEPS is set to 2*FABS, and PABS

is set to 200*FABS.

FREL (default is 0.0) is the relative value of the error present

in the function values supplied as described in Section 4.4

by e. . If it is nonzero, PREL is set to 200*FREL.f r
_2

RELSCH (default is 5 x 10 ) relative accuracy of the minimizing

scalar search when coordinate searches are undertaken or

when the gradient direction is used.

BOX (default is no box constraints) is a two-dimensional array

which may optionally contain the box constraints. B0X(l,i),

i = 1, ..., n, may be set to the lower limits of each inde¬

pendent variable. BOX(3,i), i = 1, ..., n, may be set to

the higher limits of each independent variable.

NX, the dimension of the problem (n in all of the preceding de¬

velopment) .
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X, (also called XK in some of the subroutines) an array containing

the initial guess x^ to a solution of the minimization prob-
O/

lem with perhaps box constraints (nonlinear constraints

require that they be manually handled by the penalty method

described in Section 4.1).

Thus the user needs to provide NX and X only since all other constants

and options have default values. In addition, the user must write a

subroutine which supplies the function, the gradient, and the hessian

kvalues (depending on the setting of MAXAV) at a given point x . Ex-
,\j

ampies of how this subroutine may be written are given in Appendix I.

This step is completed by initializing several counters and evaluating

the function and the gradient at x^. The counters keep track of how

many function evaluations, gradient evaluations, and hessian evalua¬

tions have been required, and of how many times a given transformation

order has been used. While these counters are useful, they are not

essential to the algorithm, and thus their updating will not be shown.

The only counter which is required is the iteration counter. In the

program described in Appendix I this counter is denoted by ITCNT.

However, for notational convenience the letter k will be used here.

Also for notational convenience, while for example f'(x ) is stored in
Oi 'Xj

array GF in the program, the mathematical notation will be used here.

The program has comments however, which identify the arrays that are

used. Thus this step ends with the following two sub-steps.

1. Set k = 0.

2. Compute f(x^) and f'(x^). The gradient f'(x^) is approximated
o, o. n. «va.

if MAXAV = 1 (see Sections 4.3 and 4.4). The subroutine that
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takes care of calling for the evaluations, and also the approx-

imation to f'(x ) when not supplied is called OPGRAD.

STEP 2: TRANSFORMATION

This step is executed once for each iteration and the dominant

subroutine is called 0PXKP1. Its purpose is to compute the high-order
thcorrections and to determine the order to use at the k iteration.

The following sub-steps may be identified.

k
1. Compute the hessian f"(x ). The hessian is approximated if

MAXAV ^ 3 (see Sections 4.3 and 4.4). In the program of

Appendix I, the hessian is stored in array G2F, and only the

un-symmetric part is stored. The storage scheme may be thought

of as recording each row sequentially in a one-dimensional

array beginning each row with the diagonal element. This
2 2

technique requires n + n /2 storage locations, instead of n

if the entire hessian is stored. The subroutine which takes

care of calling for the evaluation or approximation of the

hessian is called OPHESS.

2. Factorize the hessian. This step consists of computing the
k

permutation matrix P, the diagonal matrix D , and the upper

triangular matrix U such that PCf'ix^) + as de-

scribed in Section 3.5. The permutation matrix P is most

efficiently recorded in a vector of length n as done by sub¬

routine SFAC in the program of Appendix I. Observe that the

columns of P are permutations of the columns of the unit dia¬

gonal matrix, and therefore a single integer is sufficient to
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k
identify each column of P. Also the entire matrix D is not

% %

required, rather the norm || Dk ||ra, which is the maximum diag¬

onal element, is only needed. Finally in the program, U
'Xj

replaces the storage occupied by the hessian. Since the

diagonal elements of the hessian are required whenever the

gradient and the hessian have to be approximated, another

array of length n is used to store the diagonal elements when

needed by the next iteration.

3. Compute the second-order correction d . The second-order
'XjÁ

correction is the solution of the linear system of equations

given by (3.105). The solution is very efficiently obtained

if the permutation matrix is stored in a vector as described

in 2 above, since indirect indexing can be used, as done by

subroutine SFBSUB in the program of Appendix I.
k k k k4. Compute £2 = = x - This computation is done by

function OPEVX in order to efficiently handle the box con¬

straints.

1c 1c
5. Compute f(x„) and f'(x ). If the gradient is not supplied,,\jZ. 'v» 'XjZ

see Sections 4.3 and 4.4 and subroutine OPGRAD for the approx¬

imation technique.

6. If II f'(xí) || < STPEPS, set xk+1 = xk, and go to STEP 4,u ^ ^2 "« — '■0 %2

otherwise continue.

1c V
7. If f(x ) < f(x„), set order r = 2, and go to STEP 3, otherwise

0» — ¿

continue.

8. Compute the third-order correction d„. The third-order cor-

rection is approximated by the solution of the linear system

(3.111). The same comment as in 3 above applies to this sub¬

step .
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k le le le le9.Compute = h^(l) = x - - d^. See 4 above for an appli¬
cable comment.

le le
10. Compute f(x3) and f'ix^). See 5 above for an applicable

comment.

11. If || f'(xb || < STPEPS, set xk+1 = xk and go to STEP 4,

otherwise continue,

le le
12. If f(£3) 2. set order r = 2, and go to STEP 3, otherwise

continue.

k13. Compute the fourth-order correction d.. The fourth-order cor-
n,4

rection is approximated by the solution of (3.112). The same

comment in 3 above is applicable here.

14. Compute xk = hk(l) = xk - dk - dk - dk. See 4 above for an0,4 a.4 o, o.2 o,3 o,4

applicable comment.

15. Compute f(x^). Entry OPFUNC in subroutine OPGRAD handles the
calling of the user's subroutine to obtain function values.

lc le
16. If f(x.) > f(x_), set order r = 3, otherwise set order r = 4.o,4 — o,3

Go on to STEP 3.

STEP 3: SCALAR SEARCH

The scalar search step was described in detail in Section 3.4. It

consists of computing a suitable value of the scalar parameter p in the
k

transformation function h (p) corresponding to the order r selected in
o,r

STEP 2. The transformation functions are listed in (3.53). The

vectors that are the coefficients of the polynomial in p in the trans¬

formation functions are stored in a two-dimensional array called C.

k
The actual evaluation of h (p) for any value of p is done in the func-

n,r

tion OPEVX where the box constraints are handled by the projection
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method described in Section A. 2. The following sub-steps may be iden¬

tified.

1. If order r > 2 go to 3, otherwise continue.

2. Compute p = p for the second-order transformation. The
K.

subroutine which handles this case is called 0P0RD2. Note

that whenever the second-order transformation is selected, x
a.

is far from a solution of the minimization problem due to the

manner in which the order is determined. That is, the in¬

finite series (3.33) for which p = 1 converges, and therefore

the tests in sub-steps 7 and 12 of STEP 2 will both be false
k *

when x is close to x . Thus the value p. for the scalar
O/ Tj k

parameter is computed as described in Section 3.A.2. Go to 6.
n k n3. If f'(h_(l)) > 1, go to 5, otherwise continue.

r\j r\jj CO —

k *
A. Compute p = p for x close to x . The value p. is given byk a. 'V/ k

p % p™ which is a solution to the scalar minimization problem
tv iC

(3.56) as described in Section 3.A.I. The subroutine which

handles this case is OPORDH. Go to 6.

k ^
5. Compute p = p for x far from x and r > 2. This case is

also handled by subroutine OPORDH. The parameter p^ is com¬

puted to approximate a solution of (3.60) as described in

Section 3.A.2.

6. Set xk+1 = hk(p, ) and go to STEP A. Actually, both xk+* and
a, -v,r Kk ° ^

p are returned by subroutines OPORD2 and OPORDH in the pro-
Jv

gram described in Appendix I.

STEP A: CONVERGENCE TEST

The purpose of this step is to check for convergence or for an
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excessive number of iterations in order to stop the algorithm. Except

for the first sub-step below which is done in subroutine 0PXKP1, the

logic of this step is in the MAIN program. The sub-steps may be de¬

scribed as follows.

1. Compute f(xk+1) and f'(xk+^), if not already evaluated. The

comment in sub-step 2 of STEP 1 is applicable here.

2. If || f’(xk+1) || < STPEPS and || Dk || =0 (|| Dk || is stored

in the variable called POS by subroutine SFAC) , the algorithm
■k

is assumed to have converged to an approximation of x . Go
%

to 11.

3. If || f'(xk+1) || < STPEPS, go to 6.

4. If |f(xk+1) - f(xk)| > STPEPS + |f(xk)| * (STPEPS)1/2, go to 9.

5. If |xk+1 - xk| > STPEPS + |xk| * (STPEPS)1/2 for any i = 1, ....

n, then go to 9.

6. If coordinate searches have already been undertaken, then it

is assumed that convergence has occurred. Tests 4 and 5 above

are especially necessary when the supplied function and gra¬

dient have errors, since in that case the gradient may not be

small at the point of solution due to its absolute errors. Go

to 11.

7. Set k = k + 1.

8. Undertake coordinate searches. Subroutine OPCOOR handles the

selection of coordinate directions, and OPBDRY handles the

scalar minimization problem along the selected coordinate. As

discussed in Section 3.6, coordinate searches provide some

insurance that the point x is a local minimum. Thus if co-

ordinate searches find no function decrease along any of the
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coordinate directions, go to 11. Otherwise the coordinate

k+1
search yields another x and go to 1 (in this STEP).9.Set k = k 4- 1.

10. If k £ MAXIT, go to STEP 2, otherwise continue.

11. Done. If k > MAXIT, the algorithm did not converge. Other-

k *
wise the point x should be an approximation of x , a solution

'b 'Vi

of the minimization problem with perhaps box constraints.

A complete iteration on an unconstrained minimization problem will

now be given to illustrate the VO algorithm. The problem to be used is

given by

minimize f(x^, x^) = 100^ - x^)^ + (1 - x^)^

This problem was proposed by Rosenbrock [44] and it has a parabolic

valley which is extremely narrow. This test problem is widely used in

the literature and most existing algorithms have been compared on this

problem. The usual starting point is

0
= (-1.2, 1)

T
x
<\j

and

f(x°) = 24.2
'l*

f(x°) = (-215.6, -88)T
'Xj 'Xj

and

r

1330 480

480 200
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The only minimum point for this function is at x = (1, 1), and
* 0 0

f(x ) =0. The factorization of f"(x ) requires no pivoting and D = 0
Oi 0/0» Oi'V

in the factorization (3.95). The U matrix is given by

36.4692

U =
'Xj

0

13.1618

5.1737

Computing d from (3.105) yields<\j¿

d? = (-.024719, -.3807)T
'YZ

Thus the second-order transformation from (3.53a) is given by

it2(P>

"

-1.2 '
'

-.024719 “

~ P

1 _-.3807

(4.33)

Proceeding

f(h°(l)) = f(x° - d°) = 4.73188
'YZ Oí OjZ

and

f'(h?(l)) = (-4.6378, -.1222)T
^ O/Z

Thus since f(h^(l)) < f(x^), the third-order correction is computed
'X/Z *\j

from (3.111) to be
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d° = (-.024407, .057967)T

which gives the third-order transformation from (3.53b) by

¡¡“ip'

"

-1.2 "
~

-.0370785 '
2

■-.0120475 ‘

“ P - P

1 .57i05 .248317

(4.34)

Proceeding

f(h°(l)) = f(x° - d? - d°) = 4.62658
0/3 Oy OyZ 0/3

and

f'(h!?(l)) = (-5.1315, -. 3605)T
O/ o>3

Thus since f(h^(l)) < fih^O))» the fourth-order correction is computed
from (3.112) to be

d° = (-.023968, .055721)T

which gives the fourth-order transformation from (3.53c) by

*?«»

'

-1.2 ‘
"

-.045318 "
2

'-.024096 "
3

'

-.0036806 ‘

- P - P - P

1 -.6979 .4966 -.065691
_

(4.35)

and since
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f(hT(1)) = 4.5246
v4 f(h30)) 5

the fourth-order transformation is selected. All that remains now is

to compute the value of p to be used in (4.35) using the techniques

outlined in Section 3.4 which are illustrated next. Since

l|f,(53(1)) II-' 1 ■

it is concluded that x^ is far from the solution. The derivative of
a,

each component of h^ in (4.35) with respect to p set equal to zero
yields the following two polynomials

.045318 + .048192 p + .0110424 p2 = 0

and

.6979 - .9932 p + .197073 p2 = 0

The first polynomial has complex zeros implying that the coordinate x^

moves away from for all p > 0 as p is increased. The second poly¬

nomial has zeros given by

p^lj = .844, and = 4.1957

Equation (3.75), which is f'(x^)Th^'(p) = 0, becomes
*\j 'XjLf

-71.1858 + 77.0114 p - 19.7232 p2 = 0

which yields the two zeros
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p^ = 1.502, and = 2.402

The largest zero is 4.1957, which yields

h°(4.1957) = (-.3138, .03796)T

and

f(&4(4*1957)) = 2.092

which since it is even less than f(h^(l)) this value of p satisfies
(3.60b) for any c^ > 0. Therefore, the iteration is complete, that is

Pq = 4.1957, and

x1 = h^(4.1957) = (-.3138, .03796)T

Figure 4.2 shows the x^, x^ plane with equi-contours of Rosenbrock’s
function shown by the dash curves. Note the three curves emanating from
0 T

x = (-1.2, 1) . Each of these curves corresponds to the trajectories

generated by the three transformations (4.33), (4.34) and (4.35) as p is

increased. Observe that all transformations give x^ for p = 0, but that

as p is increased they follow different curves. Observe the superiority

of the fourth-order transformation. Note that the proposed scalar

search procedure selected a p which made considerable progress, yet it

needed only one additional function evaluation. In Fig. 4.3 the func¬

tion f(h^(p)) is plotted as a function of p. Observe that had a

standard scalar search been used which brackets the minimum, it would

have probably computed p^ 2 which is of course not as good as
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Figure 4.2 Trajectories for the second-, third-, and fourth-order trans¬
formations at x® = (-1.2, 1)T for the minimization of
Rosenbrock.'s function (4.36), (a) projected onto the X2 vs.
x^ plane, and (b) a 3-dimensional perspective view with the
"eye" at f = 0, xj = -1.3, X2 = -.2 with the vertical axis
being f.
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Figure 4.3 Plot of f(tu(p)) vs. p, where f is Rosenbrock's function
(4.36), and J¡$(p) is given by (4.35). Note that the pro¬
cedure outlined for the scalar search selects p = =
4.1957 shown in the graph.
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Pq = 4.1957. These local minima close to p = 0 in the scalar search
occurred frequently with the higher-order transformations, which is

another justification for the proposed scalar search technique.

4.6 Numerical Results

In this section the results of using the VO algorithm for solving

several test problems will be presented. The first five problems

chosen are unconstrained minimization problems that are widely used

in the literature, and thus the performance of the VO algorithm is

compared with other popular algorithms using published results. Then

several other test problems are presented which illustrate each of the

practical aspects of the circuit optimization problem described in this

chapter.

All of the computer runs were done in an IBM/370 Model 165 com¬

puter using the MVT system software package. Unless noted, the default

values for all the constants used by the algorithm given in Section 4.5

are always used. Several abbreviations are used in summarizing the

results. To avoid repetition these abbreviations will be explained

here. They are

No. ITN — the number of iterations.

No. FUN — the number of function evaluations.

No. GRAD — the number of gradient evaluations.

No. HESS — the number of hessian evaluations.

ORDER — the order of the transformation function selected.

•k
x — the exact solution of the minimization problem being solved.

x — the approximation computed by the algorithm.
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4.6.1 RosenbrockTs Problem

Rosenbrock's problem [44] was introduced earlier to illustrate

one iteration of the VO algorithm. The problem is given by

minimize f(x) = 100(x2 - x2)2 + (1 - x^2 , (4.36)
x
%

with initial values given by

= (-1.2, 1)^, and f(x^) = 24.2 ,
rb 'b

and with minimum values given by

* T -k
x = (1, 1) , and f(x ) = 0

Table 4.1 summarizes the results of using the VO algorithm to solve

this problem with three different values of the option MAXAV. Observe

that while the algorithm generates almost identical sequences when far

from the solution regardless of the value of MAXAV, in the vicinity of
■k

x the more information about the function that is supplied the better

the convergence behavior, a property which was expected. These results

also indicate that the higher-order transformation functions were selec¬

ted in most iterations. Figure 4.4 shows the entire trajectory in the

x2 vs. x^ plane from the initial point x^*, to x^ which is in the neigh-
*

borhood of x . The plot is for MAXAV = 3, and one equi-contour of the

function is shown in dash curves. Each x , from k = 0 to k = 5, com-

puted by the algorithm is noted in the figure. The trajectory between
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TABLE 4.1 Results for Rosenbrock's problem with (a) the function,
the gradient, and the hessian values supplied (MAXAV = 3),
(b) the function and the gradient values supplied (MAXAV =
2), and (c) only the function values supplied (MAXAV = 1).
Note that the zero given for the eighth iteration in (a)
was actually a printed result. The computer times required
were .04 seconds for (a), .04 seconds for (b), and .053
seconds for (c).

(a)

k

Counters
No. No.

FUN GRAD
No.
HESS ORDER

II xk_x II1 1
r\j f\j 11 OO

£(xk)-f(x*)
8xe

0 1 1 0 — 2.2 24.2 215.6

1 6 4 1 4 1.314 2.0921 12.1

2 11 7 2 4 .9843 1.55 15.25

3 18 10 3 4 .3961 .383 17.14

4 20 12 4 2 .3024 .0663 6.727

5 25 15 5 4 5xl0~3 7.8xl0_3 3.545

6 30 18 6 4 lxlO-3 2.6xl0~7 1.3xl0~3
7 33 21 7 4 lxl0~9 7.3xl0~20 1.Ixl0“8
8 34 22 8 2 0 0 0
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TABLE 4.1 (continued)

(b)

k

•Counters—
No. No.
FUN GRAD ORDER

II xk-x II11
o» ^ oo

f(xk)-f(x*)
'b a,

ii r(ik> n

0 1 1 — 2.2 24.2 215.6

1 8 6 4 1.314 2.092 12.1

2 15 11 4 .9845 1.549 15.23

3 24 16 4 .4091 .36 16.29

4 28 20 2 .3152 .06698 6.504

5 36 25 4 .0102 7.3xl0~3 3.411

6 43 30 4 4xl0~3 4.2xl0“8 3.6xl0“4

7 47 34 3
-9

4x10 3xl0~18 3.9xl0~9

(c)

Counters
No.

k FUN ORDER

**
i

<?x
*

8 f(xk)-f(x*) || f ' (xk) ||1 'b 1100

0 3 — 2.2 24.2 215.6

1 17 4 1.313 2.095 12.16

2 31 4 .9804 1.565 15.54

3 45 4 .1932 .5985 26.27

4 59 4 .1219 1.3xl0~2 3.591

5 73 4 .02 5.2xl0~4 .4573

6 88 4 lxlO-3 3.6xl0~7 .0155

7 102 4 o
1 -14

9.6x10 1.6xl0~8

8 108 2
-9

2x10
-19

4.8x10 5.5xl0"10
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Figure 4.4 Trajectory of VO algorithm for the minimization of
Rosenbrock.'s function (4.36), = (-1.2, 1)^ =

(1.002, .9951)T. Minimum is x8 = x* = (1, l)T.
r\j
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k
each x as a function of p is also shown. Observe that each trajec-

%

tory tends to follow the function contours.

4.6.2 Powell's Problem

The problem

2 2 4 4
minimize f(x) = (x. + 10x„) +5(x_-x.) + (x„ - 2x„) +10(x1-x.) ,

% 1 Z J 4 ZJ 14
*

(4.37)

was originally proposed by Powell [41]. The initial values are

x° = (3, -1, 0, 1)T, and f(x°) = 215

and the minimum values are

x = (0, 0, 0, 0)^, and f(x ) = 0
v %

A
This function has a singluar (positive semidefinite) hessian at x = x .

'Xj 'h

Thus from the convergence analysis of Section 3.6.2, the VO algorithm
*

converges to x linearly (order equal to one). The linear convergence

is indeed verified by the results summarized in Table 4.2. In compari¬

son with the results for Rosenbrock's problem in Table 4.1, the dif¬

ferent rates of convergence can be clearly discerned. However, while
_4 *

the point of convergence is within 10 from x , which is not as close

as the convergence point for Rosenbrock's problem, the final function

and gradient values are quite close to their minimum values. The com¬

puter times reported in Table 4.2 illustrate the difficulty in timing

small intervals of computer time. While the VO algorithm required the
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TABLE 4.2 Results for Powell's problem with (a) the function, the
gradient, and the hessian values supplied (MAXAV = 3),
(b) the function and the gradient values supplied (MAXAV
= 2), and (c) only the function values supplied (MAXAV=1).
The computer times required were, .033 seconds for (a),
.027 seconds for (b), and .04 seconds for (c).

(a)

k

Counters-
No. No.
FUN GRAD

No.

HESS ORDER n*y n~
k *

f(x )-f(x ) II f'(*k) IL

0 1 1 0 — 3 215 310

1 6 4 1 4 .1703 2.3xl0~2 2.547

2 14 7 2 4 .0169 4.lxlO-7 1.2xl0_4
3 20 10 3 4 2xl0~3 3xl0-11 CO1

oHXr—1ON

4 26 13 4 3 lxlO-4 2.2xl0"15 7.3xl0-11

(b)

—Counters—
No. No.

k FUN GRAD ORDER
II *k-x* II1 * 'Y, f\j 11 oo f(xk)-f(x*) II £'(xk) II'Xj 'Xj 1 OO

1 10 8 4 .1499 2.8xlO~2 2.356

2 22 15 4 .0171 4.3xlO-7 3.5xl0~4
3 32 22 4 2xlO~3 3. Ixl0_11 9.6xl0~8
4 42 29 4

-4
2x10 2.3xl0_15 7.6x10_11

(c)

Counters
No.

k FUN ORDER
II Xk-x* IIM r\j r\j 11 co

k *
f(x )-f(x )

'U Oi nr<ík> 'i-

1 35 4 . 1671 2.4xl0~2 2.655

2 65 4 .0173 3.7xl0-7 1.7xl0~3
3 93 4 lxlO-3 2.4xl0_11 4.2xl0~7
4 121 4

<-1

ot—<Xin
-13

2.4x10 • 4.3xl0~9
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same number of iterations whether MAXAV was equal to 3 or 2, the com¬

puter time was measured to be less when MAXAV = 2. This relationship

in the computer times was not expected. The reason for the discrepancy

is probably due to experimentally observed random errors in timing

small intervals of time in the IBM/370 Mod 165 computer with the system

software package used [24].

4.6.3 Fletcher and Powell's Problem

The problem

minimize f(x) = 100[(x - 100)^ + (R - 1)^] + xi? , (4.38)^3 3
x

where

-tt/2 < 2tt0 = tan ^(x^/x^) < 3tt/2 ,

„ ^ 2 a. V/2R * (*j + x2)

was proposed by Fletcher and Powell [22]. The function has a steep

helical valley. The initial values are

0 T
x = (-1, 0, 0)\ and f(x ) = 2500

'V.

and the minimum values are

x = (1, 0, 0)T, and f(x ) = 0
'b 'b

This function is not defined at the points x = (0, 0, x^) , for any
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value of x^. Furthermore, a continuous definition is not possible.
Thus the sufficient conditions for the global convergence of the VO

algorithm are not met. However as the results summarized in Table 4.3
Jq

show, the algorithm converges. However, observe that x moves further
A

away from x initially. Apparently this behavior is due to the pre¬

viously mentioned discontinuities and the fact that the hessian has

one large negative eigenvalue over the first four iterations. This

large negative eigenvalue is reflected in a large diagonal element of
ic

the D matrix, computed during the factorization described in Section
'X/

3.5, for the first four iterations.

4.6.4 Wood's Problem

The problem

minimize f(x) = 100(x„ - x2)2 +■ (l-x,)24-90(x. - x2)2 + (1 - x0)^
'v 2 1 1 4 3 3

x
%

+ 10. l[(x2 - 1)2+ (x4- 1)2]+ 19.8(x2- 1)(x4- 1) ,

(4.39)

was proposed by C.F. Wood in a study reported by Colville [10]. The

initial values are

x° = (-3, -1, -3, -1)T, and f(x°) = 19192

and the minimum values are

x = (1, 1, 1, 1)T, and f(x ) = 0
r\j

g
This function has a saddle point at approximately the point x = x ,
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TABLE 4.3 Results for Fletcher and Powell's helical valley problem.
Part (a) is for the function, the gradient and the hessian
supplied (MAXAV = 3), (b) is for the function and the gra¬
dient supplied (MAXAV = 2), and (c) is for only the function
values supplied (MAXAV = 3). The computer times required
were, .067 seconds for (a), .073 seconds for (b), and .097
seconds for (c).

(a)

k

Counters-
No. No.
FUN GRAD

No.

HESS ORDER

II k * ||x _x
"

a.
f(xk)-f(x*)

'V. n,
II f(*k> IIM

f\j r\j 14 CO

0 1 1 0 — 2 2500 1591.5

1 6 4 1 4 4.45 32.78 122.6

2 8 6 2 2 4.04 27.335 101.1

3 13 9 3 4 3.44 15.45 44.86

9 46 26 9 4 5xlO~7 -13
4.8x10 9.4xlO~6

10 47 27 10 2
-13

9x10
-24

1.2x10 lxl0_11

(b)

k

-Counters—
No. No.

FUN GRAD ORDER
II *k-** II

k *
f(x )-f(x )

'Vi 'V; II f ’ (xk) II11 r\j Oi 00

1 9 7 4 4.45 32.78 122.6

2 14 12 2 4.04 27.33 101.1

10 75 57 4 5xl0“6 3xl0-11 5.9xl0~5

11 80 62 3 7xl0-12 4.9xl0~23 2.2xl0_11

(c)

Counters

No.
k FUN ORDER

11 xk~x 11 f(xk)-f(x*)
f\j f\j 8

v—^

1 23 2 4.95 24.75 15.95

2 49 4 4.1 19.19 33.34

10 208 4 2xlO“7 2.6xl0-14 5xl0"7
-12 -22 -10

11 218 2 2x10 1.7x10 2.6x10
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where x
'X,

s
is given by

-.9679740249375927

s
X

.9471391408178411

-.9695163103315915

.9512476657923259

The magnitude of the gradient at xS satisfies II f'(xS) || < 4 x 10
O. " r\j r\j II oo

s sand the hessian f"(x ) is indefinite. The function value is fix ) =
a, n, 'u'n,

7.87696716518. Table 4.4 summarizes the results for the classical

0 T
starting point x = (-3, -1, -3, -1) . The algorithm was not affected

'V*

by the saddle point for this initial point. However, for the initial

point

x® = (-.9670, .9481, -.9685, .9522)T

s
which is very close to the saddle point x , the VO algorithm requires

substantially more iterations to converge to x as the results summar-

ized in Table 4.5 show. Observe that initially, the algorithm tends

to be attracted to the saddle point, but that it extricates itself
•k

from this neighborhood to eventually converge to x . The program

described in Appendix I also includes, as options, the steepest descent

algorithm [34], the conjugate gradients algorithm of Fletcher and

Reeves [23], and the quasi-Newton algorithm of Fletcher and Powell

[22]. From the initial guess , in the neighborhood of the saddle
<\jt

point, all of these algorithms, as implemented by this program, con¬

verged to the saddle point. It should be noted that the implementa¬

tions of these algorithms in this program converge for other classical
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TABLE 4.4 Results for Wood's problem. Part (a) is for the function,
the gradient and the hessian supplied (MAXAV = 3), (b) is
for the function and the gradient supplied (MAXAV = 2), and
(c) is for only the function values supplied (MAXAV = 1).
The computer times required were .04 seconds for (a), .04
seconds for (b), and .047 seconds for (c).

(a)

k

Counters-
No. No.
FUN GRAD

No.

HESS ORDER

i*** 8
f(xk)-f(x*)

% II £'<sk> II.

0 1 1 0 — 4 19192 12008

1 6 4 1 4 3.84 3100.4 1343

2 15 7 2 4 .259 .112 2.81

3 19 9 3 2 .03 .055 6.9

4 24 12 4 4 2xl0"3 2.8xl0~6 4.6xl0~3
5 27 15 5 4

-9
4x10 3xl0-18 co

or-HK

6 28 16 6 2 lo"15 2xl0~32 5xl0~15

(b)

—Counters—
No. No.

k FUN GRAD ORDER
II xk-x II"

r\j r\j " OO || f' (xk) ||" r\j O» 00

1 10 8 4 3.83 3099.7 1343

5 47 35 4 5xl0~9 1.8xl0~18 4xl0~8
6 52 40 2 lo'15 -27

1.8x10 lxlO-13

(c)

Counters
No.

k FUN ORDER
II *k-‘ II11

-v n, “
II f ’ Cxk) ||

o» 'Xj 00

1 37 4 3.84 3097.8 1344

4 117 4 lxlO-3 8xl0"7 2xl0~3
5 142 4 lxlO-6 -13

9x10 4.7xl0-9
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TABLE 4.5 Results for Wood's problem with initial point in the
neighborhood of its saddle point. These results are for
MAXAV = 2 (the function and the gradient supplied). The
behavior was similar for other MAXAV settings.

k

-Counters
No. No.

FUN GRAD ORDER
II xk-x II k *

f(x )—f(x )
'X/ 'Xj II f'íA II11

^ *\j 11 oo

0 1 1 — 1.97 7.878 1.1

1 12 8 4 1.98 7.877 .072

2 21 15 4 2.03 7.875 .82

3 29 21 2 2.1 7.873 2.4

4 39 28 3 2.18 7.85 2.89

5 48 35 3 2.23 7.80 .68

6 54 41 2 2.31 7.75 4.77

7 65 49 4 2.33 7.61 5.02

8 74 55 4 2.35 7.31 5.34

9 82 62 4 2.36 6.85 3. 16

10 88 68 2 2.34 6.51 11.8

11 99 76 4 2.21 5.45 12.5

12 106 81 2 2.1 5.01 22.1

13 115 88 4 1.81 4.51 39.5

22 188 147 4 .03 1.6xl0_3 .93

23 199 154 4
-4

4x10 2xl0~7 7xl0'3
24 206 161 4 io-9 -22

1.3x10 2xl0~10
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problems in the same manner as reported in the literature. Thus it

appears that the convergence to the saddle point of these algorithms

is not due to this particular implementation.

4.6.5 Cragg and Levy's Problem

The problem

x
6 4

minimize f(x) = (e -x„) +100(xo-x„) + tan (x„-x.)
'v 2 2 3 3 4

x
%

+ x®+(x4-l)2 , (4.40)

was proposed by Cragg and Levy [ll]. The initial values are

x° = (1, 2, 2, 2)T, and f(x°) = 2.26618
i\i a.

and the minimum values are

x* = (0, 1, 1, 1)T, and f(x*) = 0
Tj a.

■k

This function has a singular (positive semidefinite) hessian at x = x .

The results obtained by using the VO algorithm are summarized in Table

4.6. Observe that the gradient and the hessian of this function have

terms involving exponentials, trigonometric functions and terms raised

to large powers. These terms cause the approximations to the hessian

and the gradient to be less accurate than for the previous functions.

This inaccuracy is manifested in the results, since they are somewhat

sensitive to whether the gradient and the hessian are supplied. Thus
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TABLE 4.6 Results for Cragg and Levy's problem with (a) the function,
the gradient, and the hessian values supplied (MAXAV = 3),
(b) the function and the gradient values supplied (MAXAV =2),
and (c) only the function values supplied (MAXAV = 1). The
computer times required were, .047 seconds for (a), .037
seconds for (b), and .067 seconds for (c).

(a)

k

Counters-
No. No.

FUN GRAD

No.

HESS ORDER

II k * iX -XM
*b *b 1 00

f(xk)-f(x*)
'b O»

II f’(xk) ||roa. v 00

0 1 1 0 — 1 2.27 12.03

1 4 3 1 2 1 1.6 8.7

2 9 6 2 4 .51 .481 3.1

3 14 9 3 3 .53 . 106 .71

6 31 18 6 4 .012
001

o*—1XCM 7xlO~6
7 38 21 7 4 5xlO~3 -12

1.5x10 4.8xl0~9

(b)

—Counters—

No. No.

k FUN GRAD ORDER
II xk-x* ||* 1 f\j Oi 1' oo f(xk)-f(x )

'b Or
II f' (xk) II11 a» *b OO

1 8 7 2 1 1.62 8.7

2 17 14 4 .445 . 147 .76

-4 -4
3 27 21 4 .0955 3.2x10 7x10

-8 -5
4 38 28 4 .0324 5.5x10 1x10 3

-3 -12 , „-9
5 48 35 4 6x10 9x10 8x10

(c)

Counters
No.

k FUN ORDER
II *k-x* IIM Oi *b 00

f(xk)-f(x*)
'b 'b

II f'(xk) ||"
% r\j OO

1 27 2 1 1.62 00

6 178 4 8x10-3 5X10-11 4xl0"8
-3 -12 -9

7 204 3 6x10 9x10 8x10
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it is conjectured that it was a matter of chance that the VO algorithm

required fewer iterations when the function and the gradient values were

supplied (MAXAV = 2) than when the function, the gradient and the

hessian values were supplied (MAXAV = 3).

4.6.6 Comparisons with Seven Minimization Algorithms

Published results will be used to compare seven popular algorithms

with the VO algorithm. The existing algorithms which will be used in

the comparisons are the following:

FR — Fletcher and Reeves [23] conjugate gradients (function and

gradient values are supplied).

DFP — Davidon [12], Fletcher and Powell [22] quasi-Newton with

rank two updates (function and gradient values are supplied).

B — Broyden [7] quasi-Newton with rank one updates (function and

gradient values are supplied).

F — Fletcher [21] quasi-Newton with a combination of rank one

and rank two updates (function and gradient values are sup¬

plied) .

P — Powell [41] conjugate directions (function values are sup¬

plied) .

S — Stewart [49] DFP algorithm with gradients approximated by a

difference scheme (function values are supplied).

C — Cullum [12] B algorithm with the gradient approximated by a

difference scheme (function values are supplied).

Almost all the results for the above algorithms on the preceding five

test problems (Sections 4.6.1 through 4.6.5) are obtained from a
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comparative study published by Himmelblau [3l]. The exceptions are
the following. The C algorithm was not compared in [31], and thus
Cullum's results are used for three of the five problems; the results
for Rosenbrock's problem were not tabulated in [31], and thus the

results quoted in the original publication of the algorithm are used,
or the results published by Sargent and Sebastian [46] are used, which¬
ever were most favorable to the algorithms.

In order to give a fair comparison, all algorithms should be com¬

pared on the basis that a similar accuracy of the final point of con¬

vergence was obtained. It was estimated that the results given for
the existing algorithms were for a termination with maximum norm of

-4
the gradient less than 10 . Thus Table 4.7 summarizes the results of
the VO algorithm for the five test problems with this termination

-4
(STPEPS set to 1 x 10 ). The final counters for the case when the
hessian, the gradient and the function values are all supplied, is
included in the table although this option is not compared with any

algorithm.

Table 4.8 gives the results of the comparisons. The table shows
the number of iterations, the number of function evaluations and the
number of gradient evaluations (for the algorithms that use supplied
gradients) for each algorithm including the VO algorithm. With one
exception, the proposed algorithm required substantially fewer itera¬
tions to achieve convergence. The exception was for the helical valley

problem of Section 4.6.3. In fact, for the helical valley problem, the
VO algorithm was not as efficient in general as many of the other algo¬
rithms, perhaps due to the discontinuities discussed in Section 4.6.3.
Himmelblau [3l] rated the F algorithm as the best of those compared in
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TABLE 4.7 Summary of results for the VO algorithm with STPEPS set to
10-4. The setting of MAXAV indicates that the function,
the gradient and the hessian values are supplied, if equal
to 3; the function and the gradient values are supplied, if
equal to 2; and only the function values are supplied if
equal to 1. The point x is the convergence point.

Problem —Counters-
in No. No. No. No. II £-x ¡1^ f(x)-f(x ) II f <?> LSection MAXAV ITN FUN GRAD HESS 'Xi >Xi 'Xi 'Xi 00

3 7 32 20 7 5xl0~8 7xlO-16 7xl0~8
4.6.1 2 7 46 33 lxlO-7 2xlO-13 2xl0~5

1 7 94 6xl0~6 2xl0-11 9xl0-5

3 3 15 8 3 lxlO-2 8xl0-8 3xl0~5
4.6.2 2 3 27 20 lxlO-2 8xl0-8 3xl0-5

1 3 80 lxlO-2 7xlO-8 3xl0-5

3 9 46 26 9 5xl0~7 5xlO-13 9xl0-6
4.6.3 2 10 75 57 5xl0-6 3xl0-11 6xl0-5

1 10 202 lxlO-6 2xlO-12 2xl0-5

3 5 26 14 5 lxlO-7 2xl0-U lxlO-6
4.6.4 2 5 46 34 lxlO-7 lxlO-14 lxlO-6

1 5 132 6xlO-7 lxlO-11 9xl0-5

3 6 26 16 6 5xl0-2 2xlO-7 3xl0-5
4.6.5 2 4 38 28 3xl0-2 5xl0-8 lxlO-5

1 4 111 5xl0-2 6xlO-7 9xl0-5
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TABLE 4.8 Results of comparisons of the VO algorithm with seven other
existing algorithms for the minimization of five standard
test problems.

Problem
in

Section Counter

Algorithms with supplied
functions and gradients

FR DFP B F VO

Algorithms
functions
P S

with only
supplied

C VO

No. ITN 27 19 35 39 7 37 23 25 7

4.6.1 No. FUN 155 96 51 47 46 153 152 145 94

No. GRAD 28 20 36 47 33

No. ITN 104 36 38 60 3 25 41 18 3

4.6.2 No. FUN 624 434 374 68 27 966 622 148 80

No. GRAD 105 37 39 68 20

No. ITN 36 20 21 35 10 4 21 26 10

4.6.3 No. FUN 202 141 140 42 75 48 191 177 202

No. GRAD 37 21 22 42 57

No. ITN 189 57 42 60 5 25 38 5

4.6.4 No. FUN 3288 475 310 61 46 276 715 132

No. GRAD 190 58 43 61 34

No. ITN 39 96 84 82 4 36 128 4

4.6.5 No. FUN 221 424 350 91 38 3480 1662 111

No. GRAD 40 97 85 91 28
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the study. Clearly, the VO algorithm was more efficient than the F

algorithm in terms of the number of iterations, and in terms of the

number of function and gradient evaluations required in four of the

five problems tested.

4.6.7 Example with Nonlinear Constraints

The test problem is given by

minimize f(x) = (x - 2)^ + (x„ - 1)^ , (4.41)
^ 1 ¿

X

subject to u,(x) = x, + x„ - 2 < 0 ,1 a. 12 —

2
u (x) = x - x < 0
2 o. 1 2 —

* * A *
The solution is at x = (1, 1), f(x ) = 1, and u.(x ) = u„(x ) = 0.

o. a. 1 a. 2 a.

Therefore, the solution is at the boundary of the feasible region.

The problem will be approximated with both the cubic penalty function

method given by

~ 3 3
minimize f(x) = f(x) + p(max[0,u,(x)]) + p(max[0,u„(x)]) ,

^ O» 1 ^ 'If
*

(4.42)

and the quadratic penalty function method given by

~ 2 2
minimize f(x) = f(x) + pimaxCOjU,(x)]) + p(max[0,u„(x)])

o. o. la. 2 a.

^
(4.43)

The initial point is
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0 T
x = (-1.975, 3.9)
%

Table 4.9 summarizes the results for two values of p and for STPEPS =

10 ■*. Note that in general, the cubic penalty function (4.42) requires

more effort to solve than the quadratic one (4.43). Also for equal

values of p, the solution computed violates the constraints more with

the cubic penalty than with the quadratic one. It is conjectured that

both of these characteristics will always be present for any other

4
problem. Observe that with the hessian available, for p = 10 , and

with the quadratic penalty function, the algorithm could not converge

to the desired accuracy (STPEPS was 10 "*). It appears that the dis¬

continuities of the hessian for the quadratic penalty function affected

the algorithm in this case.

The difference between the two types of penalty functions mani¬

fested itself even more when problems (4.42) and (4.43) were solved in

a sequence of unconstrained minimizations for increasingly larger values

of p. We started with p = 10, and used the VO algorithm to obtain a

rough approximation to the solution of problems (4.42) and (4.43).

Taking this approximate solution as the initial point, a rough approxi¬

mation to the solution of problems (4.42) and (4.43) was similarly
2

computed, but this time for p = 10 . The procedure was repeated for
3 4

p = 10 , and for p = 10 . However, the desired accuracy of the approx-

4 -5
imate solution was tightened for p = 10 (STPEPS =10 ). The results

are summarized in Table 4.10. The accuracy of the final solution was

4
equivalent to the results for p = 10 in Table 4.9. The results of

Table 4.10, when compared to the results of Table 4.9, indicate that

problem (4.43) with the quadratic penalty was much more efficiently
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TABLE 4.9 Summary of results for the constrained problem (4.41) with
two different penalty functions, and two different constants
p multiplying the penalty terms. (a) The function, the
gradient and the hessian are supplied (MAXAV = 3). (b) The
function and the gradient are supplied (MAXAV = 2). (c)
Only the function is supplied (MAXAV = 1).

(a)

P Penalty
function

Counters
No. No. No. No.

ITN FUN GRAD HESS
C*tt,

1

>■—'
8 “i(?> “2(í>

10

Quadratic 6 23 14 6
-9

5x10 5 .03 .03

Cubic 7 28 17 7 8xl0-11 .14 .13

io4
Quadratic 15 128 26 9 .22 3xl0~5 3xlO-5

Cubic 19 118 36 14 8xl0~11 5xl0~3 5xl0~3

(b)

V Penalty
function

Counters
No. No. No.
ITN FUN GRAD

II f ' (*) IIM f\j nO0
u (x)
I ^ u2(^

10

Quadratic 6 39 28
-14

2x10 .03 .03

Cubic 7 43 31 lxlO-7 .14 .14

104
Quadratic 16 126 59 3xl0_11 3xl0~5 3xl0~5

Cubic 14 105 51 lxlO-11 5xl0~3 5xl0“3
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TABLE 4.9 (continued)

(c)

p Penalty
function

Counters
No. No.
ITN FUN

If £,(s> IL ul(x) u2(^

10

Quadratic 6 75 6xl0"12 .03 .03

Cubic 6 77 2xl0~6 .14 .13

io4
Quadratic 15 200 lxlO-5 3xl0~5 3xl0_5

Cubic 25 301 lxlO-8 5xl0~3 5xl0~3
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TABLE 4.10 Summary of results obtained by solving problems (4.42)
and (4.43) by a sequence of minimizations with constant
y set to 10, 10^, 10^, and 10^. If MAXAV is 1, only
function falues are supplied. If MAXAV is 2, function
and gradient values are supplied. If MAXAV is 3, function,
gradient and hessian values are supplied.

Problem
MAXAV = 1
No. No.
ITN FUN

MAXAV =

No. No.

ITN FUN

2
No.

GRAD
No.

ITN

MAXAV = 3
No. No.

FUN GRAD
No.

HESS

Quadratic
penalty
(4.42)

8 109 8 59 41 8 35 24 8

Cubic

penalty
(4.43)

24 312 25 174 104 25 129 60 22
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solved by a sequence of minimizations than by one minimization with

the large value of y; the opposite was true for the cubic penalty

function. It was also evident from the results that each minimization

with the cubic penalty function was very difficult, which implies that

y might have to be increased at a slower rate when this penalty func¬

tion is used.

4.6.8 Example with Box Constraints

The test problem proposed by Rosenbrock [44], given by

minimize f(x) = 100(x - x^)^ + (1 - x , (4.44)
% JL 1 1

x

was solved with several sets of box constraints. One of these sets

is given by

-1.5 < < 1.5

0.5 < x2 < 3

Rosenbrock's problem (4.44) has two local minima with this set of box

constraints. With the initial point

0 TxU = (-1, 2)1

the VO algorithm converges to

x7 = (-.94324, 0.9)T, f(x7) = 3.7868
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and

f'(x7) = (-2.4 x 10~8, 2.0602)T
% 0/

requiring 7 iterations, 77 function, 14 gradient, and 5 hessian evalu

ations. With the initial point

0 T
x = (0.5, 2)1 ,

the VO algorithm converges to the unconstrained minimum,

4 T
= (1, I)" ,

'X,

requiring 4 iterations, 27 function, 12 gradient, and 4 hessian evalu

ations. The set of box constraints given by

-0.02 < xl <_ 0.8

0. 2554 _< <_ 3 ,

illustrates the possibility of creating what in effect is a saddle

point. The point

x° = (-0.02, 0.2554)T

at which the gradient is

f’(x0) = (0, 51)T ,

is a saddle point since the gradient indicates that any direction d
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from x such that

fix0)1
% 'V,

d < 0

is satisfied, points towards the outside of the box constraints; there¬

fore any typical gradient method such as steepest descent will stop at

this point. This phenomenon has been called jamming in the literature

[56], However, the hessian is not positive semidefinite for all pos¬

sible feasible directions, and thus the point is a saddle point. The

minimum is computed by the VO algorithm to be

x2 = (0.8, 0.64)T ,

requiring 2 iterations, 23 function, 5 gradient, and 2 hessian evalua¬

tions .

4.6.9 Example with Errors in the Supplied Function and Gradient

Rosenbrock's problem given by

2 2 2
minimize f(x) = 100(xo - x.) + (1 - x.) ,

v 2 i i
X
a.

was minimized with the introduction of random errors in the function

and the gradient values at each iteration. The errors were generated

as follows. At each iteration, the actual value of the function re¬

turned was

f(xk) = f(xk) + F + e |f(xk)i ,
O/ fa fr v
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where £,.
fa

and e
fr

were random numbers satisfying

Efa - Gfa - Gfa 9

and

-ec < zc < e.fr — fr — fr

Similarly, each gradient term returned was given by

[f'(xk)L = [f'(xk)]. + e + e | [f' (xk) ] | ,
O/'v j 'v'v j ga gr <v. »\j j

where e and e were random numbers satisfying
ga gr

-E < e < e
ga - ga - ga

and

-e < e < e
gr - gr - gr

The actual implementation is given in Appendix I. The VO algorithm,

was then used to solve this problem with three sets of values of

(FABS), e^r (FREL), e^ (GFABS), and e^r (GFREL). The results are
summarized in Table 4.11. Observe that the overall effectiveness of

the algorithm when function and gradient values are supplied still

remains quite good in spite of the errors present. However, when only

function values are supplied, the VO algorithm is not able to approxi¬

mate the solution accurately except when the error in the function

values is relatively small.



TABLE4.11TheminimizationofRosenbrock'sfunctionwithrandomerrorsinthefunctionand gradientvalues(MAXAV=2)for(a),andinthefunctionvalues(MAXAV=1)for(b).Order1denotesthenumberofcoordinate-searchiterations.Thepoint5cisthefinalconvergencepoint.*** (a)

£fa

Maximum £fr

Errors e

ga

e

gr

—Counters No.No. ITNFUN
No. GRAD

IIx-x*||*\j'V,co
f(x)-f(x*)

8

5xl0~6

5xl0"5

5xl0~6

5xl0~5

12

94

52

2xl0-5

-4xl0-6

4x105

5xl0“5

5xl0"4

5xl0~5

5xl0~4

13

105

61

3xl0~2

-4

2x10

2xl0"2

5xl0-4

5xl0~3

-4

5x10

5xl0~3

12

95

66

lxl0~3

-6xl0-5

-4

3x10

(b)

Maximum £fa

Errors Efr

No. ITN

Counters
No.Order FUN123

4

IIx-x*||
f(x)-f(x)
IIfu*)IL'Xj'Xj

5xl0~6

5xl0~5

13

171

2

4

1

6

lxl0~3

-4xl0~6

4xl0~3

5xl0-5

5xl0~4

13

194

1

1

6

5

7xl0_1

.16

2.

5xl0~4

5xl0-3

12

153

3

7

0

1

9xl0_1

1.1

43.
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4.6.10 Simple Circuit Optimization Example

This example is a simple circuit optimization which was run in

the general circuit optimization program AOP [28]. This example was

chosen to illustrate the effect of rather large and difficult to esti¬

mate errors that might be present in the function and the gradient

evaluation. The circuit is shown in Fig. 4.5. In effect two inde¬

pendent sub-circuits are present in the circuit. The designable

parameters or independent variables are Rp C^, and R^. The
function to be minimized is given by

f = / [(V - .2 t+ (V_ - .75)¿] dt
0 C2 R4

The rise time of the time dependent voltage source of the circuit was
_ O

extremely small (10 sec.); this small rise time yields a rather large
error in the first time step of the numerical integration used in

evaluating the function value. It was estimated that the maximum

overall error in the function and the gradient values computed was

5 x 10-6 in absolute value, and 5 x 10 5 in relative value. Actually,

the maximum error is much larger at the initial point given by

(Rj, C2, C3, R4)u = (1, 1.5, 1.5, 1)

than at points in the neighborhood of the solution which is approxi¬

mately given by

(Rx, C2, C3, R4) £ (1.34, 2.29, 3, 3)
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líl

Figure 4.5 Simple circuit to test and compare the VO
algorithm.
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The minimization algorithm in the AOP program is the one proposed by

Cullura which is a quasi-Newton algorithm with a rank one update and

with cyclic scalar searches at some iterations [12]. The AOP program

with Cullum's algorithm converged to the point

(Rj, C2, C3, R4)47 = (1.43, 2.14, 2.89, 3.14) ,

after 47 iterations, requiring 160 function evaluations, and 50 gradient

evaluations. The gradient at the point of convergence was

f = (1.14 x 10-3, 7.6 x 10"\ -934.9, 8.3 x 10~4)T
<\j

The AOP program using the VO algorithm with the proposed modifications

converged to

(Rl, C C3, R4)5 = (1.341, 2.291, 3.003, 2.999)

in 5 iterations, requiring 46 function evaluations, and 37 gradient

evaluations. The gradient at the point of convergence was

f = (-1.8 x 10-5, -1.1 x 10"5, 112.1, 2.9 x 10_7)T

The computer time required for the original run was 54.22 seconds,

while the VO algorithm run required 20.22 seconds. Observe that not

only was the computer time required by the VO algorithm smaller, but

the convergence point obtained was a better approximation of the solu¬

tion than for the algorithm in AOP. The VO algorithm was somewhat

sensitive to the estimate of the error present in the gradient and the
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function. For example, since it is not known exactly how much error

is present in the gradient and the function values, several runs were

made with different settings of the variables FABS, FREL, GFABS, and

GFREL; the results, while generally converging to the same point,

required as little as 4 iterations and as high as 8 iterations, but

the computer times required were always less than 30 seconds.

4.6.11 MOSFET Nand Gate Circuit Optimization Example

Consider the two input MOSFET nand gate shown in Fig. 4.6. This

gate consists of one small load device T1 and two medium size devices

T2 and T3. The design objective of this circuit is to minimize the

area of the devices and the power dissipation. The loose constraints

are that the propagation delay should not exceed about 110 nsec, the

output voltage should not be less than about -.7 volts, and box con¬

straints on the designable parameters to insure a circuit which can be

manufactured.

The three designable parameters are the width w^, and the length
, of the load device T1, and the equal width w^ of each of the other

two devices T2 and T3. The lengths of T2 and T3 are fixed at 5.08 mils.

The elements of each device model in Fig. 4.6(b) [5] are functions of

the three designable parameters as follows. The drain current (units

in ma) is given by

r ?
G (w/£)(V - V ) /2, above pinch-off,
m Ob I

Gm(w/*)VDS(VGS ~ VT “ VDS/2)’ below Pinch~off>
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Figure 4.6 (a) Two-input nand gate optimized. (b) The MOSFET model
used.
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_3where G is the normalized transconductance (6 x 10 mmhos) , w and £
m

are the width and length of the device in mils, V is the gate toGS

source voltage in volts, V is the drain to source voltage in volts,L/lD

and V is the threshold voltage of the device given by

V = V - (V
T FB v SS

+ V1/2/2

where V is the flat band voltage (1.62 volts), V__ is the source to
r d SS

substrate voltage, and PgI is the electrostatic potential (.5771 volts).
The capacitors are also functions of the width and length of each

device given by (units in pf.)

CGS = 3.87 x 10~4 (£ + 1.27) w 9

CGD = 4.92125 x 10 4 w

CSS

r -3
.022 + 4.33 x 10 for devices T2 and T3

1

/ 1.968 x 10 Wp for device T1

We must now express the design objectives in terms of a scalar

performance function, the function to be minimized, with constraints.

The total area of the devices is given by

A = + 10.16 w2 (4.45)

and the power dissipated is minimized if

D ■ (JDS> ’ (4.46)
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is minimized, where is the drain current of any of the devices.

The propagation delay constraint normally requires a transient analysis.

However, it can be shown [24] that

Tp = 76.666667 Jij/w , (4.47)

is a good approximation to the propagation delay, which allows for a

computationally less expensive optimization run. Thus, this constraint

becomes

PD = 76.666667 £^/w^ - 110 0 . (4.48)

The output voltage constraint may be expressed by

°V = "(V0UT + -7) 1 0 • (4'49>

Finally, the box constraints are given by

5 £ Wj <_ 50 ,

5 < < 50 ,

and

50
— 250

Letting

x = (wlt lv w2) (4.50)
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this problem may be expressed by

minimize
x

f(x) = A + 10 D+102(max[0,Pn])m+105(max[0,0T,])m ,'X/ u V

(4.51a)

subject to
L

s HX < X < X
'Xj % 'Xj

(4.51b)

where x^ = (5, 5, 50)^, and xH = (50, 50, 250)^. The constants in the
■v >\j

function (4.51a) were determined elsewhere [5] to give a reasonable

solution to this problem. Observe that in (4.51a) for m = 2, we obtain

the quadratic penalty function method, and for m = 3 the cubic penalty

function method. Problem (4.51) was solved in the AOP program beginning

with the initial point

x° = (10.2, 12.7, 228.6)T, f(x°) = 2452.8 . (4.52)
'Xj a.

The AOP program, using the minimization algorithm proposed by Cullum

[12] and m = 2 in (4.51), converges to the point

x31 = (8.613, 12.36, 142.07)T, f(x31) = 1550.3

requiring 31 iterations, 213 function evaluations, and 36 gradient

evaluations. The computer time required was 1 minute and 41.54 seconds.

At this point the nonlinear constraints are slightly negative; thus

they are satisfied which is an indication that the solution is inac-

2
curate [34]. The area of the devices given by (4.45) is 1549.9 mils

2
and (4.46) yields .04468 ma . The next run is AOP with the VO algo¬

rithm from the same initial point. This time the algorithm converged to
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x7 = (5, 7.1755, 139.755)T, f(x?) = 1467.69
'Xj 'Xj

using the quadratic penalty method (m = 2). Observe that this solution

yields a smaller function and thus it is more accurate than the pre¬

vious solution. Moreover, the VO algorithm required 7 iterations, 95

function evaluations, 33 gradient evaluations, and 49.89 seconds of

2
computer time. The area of the devices at this point is 1455.79 mils ,

2
(4.46) yields .0444 ma , and the constraints are slightly larger than

zero, but the solution is considered satisfactory. The VO algorithm

with the cubic penalty function method (m = 3) converges to

x8 = (5, 7.1778, 126.932)T, f(x8) = 1371.84

The constraints, while still basically satisfactory, are slightly more

positive than for the quadratic penalty function, as expected. The

2 2
area of the devices is 1325.52 mils and (4.46) yields .0429 ma . This

minimization required 8 iterations, 101 function evaluations, 40 gra¬

dient evaluations, and 53.32 seconds of computer time. Once again,

the quadratic penalty function method was slightly more efficient than

the cubic penalty function method. The results of this numerical

experiment are summarized in Table 4.12.

4.6.12 Power Supply Regulator Circuit Optimization Example

The last example is the design of the power regulator [2] shown

in Fig. 4.7. This regulator has two zener diodes, one pnp and three

npn bipolar transistors. The design objective is to minimize the vari¬

ation of the output voltage, VOUT, about a constant level. It is also



TABLE4.12SummaryofresultsoftheoptimizationofthecircuitinFig.4.6. Boththefunctionandthegradientvaluesweresupplied,buttheyhaderrors.

Algorithm

Counters
No.No.No. ITNFUNGRAD

Computer time

f(x)
% (4.51a)

A (4.45)

D (4.46)

PD (4.48)

°V (4.49)

Cullum (quadratic penalty)

3121336
102sec

1550.3

1549.9

.0447

-2xl0_4

-4

-2x10

VO (quadratic penalty)

79533
50sec

1467.7

1455.8

.0444

.024

.011

VO (cubic penalty)

810140
53sec

1371.8

1325.5

.0429

.059

.077
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T3

Figure 4.7 (a) Power supply regulator optimized, load resistor is
RL = 200 ft. (b) The zener diode model used. (c) The
model for the bipolar transistors.

«VOUT
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(c)

Figure 4.7 (Continued)
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desired that the power dissipation be reduced, if possible. The de-

signable parameters are all of the resistors in the circuit, except

the load, and the capacitor; thus this example has a total of seven

designable parameters.

The equations describing the device models of the circuit are the

following [2]. Resistance units are given in KQ, capacitance units

are in pf., currents are in ma, voltages are in volts, and time units

are in nsec.

Zener Zl. The zener model is shown in Fig. 4.7b, and the circuit

elements are defined by

RZS = .028,

RZP = 100,

CZ = 463/(.75 - VCZ),5 + 4.09xl06(JZ + 2.69xl0~7),
JZ = 2.69k10-V35-3)VCZ - 1),

JZB = Table 4.13a.

Zener Z2. The zener model is shown in Fig. 4.7b, and the circuit

elements are defined by

RZS = .005,

RZP = 104,
CZ = 285/(.75 - VCZ)'5 + 2.67xl06(JZ + 4.6x10~9),
JZ = 4.6xl0"9(e(29-7)VJZ - 1),

JZB = Table 4.13b.

PNP Transistor Tl. The bipolar model is shown in Fig. 4.7c, and

the circuit elements are defined by

RBB = .00182,

RCC = io'\
RE = 1.99xl06,
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TABLE 4.13 Tabular set of points describing the current source JZB
for zener Z1 (a), and zener Z2 (b) for the power supply
regulator circuit of Fig. 4.7.

(a)

VJZB = -VCZ JZB

-3 -io4
-1 -6xl03

-.8 -500

-.6 -50

-.5 -2

1 CO -10~6

0 LO'6
1 .01

3.3 .01

3.35 1

3.44 20

3.46 50

(b)

VJZB = -VCZ JZB

-3 -104

-1 -6xl03
-.8 -500

-.6 -50

-.5 -2

-.48 -lo"6
0 >—* O

1

1 10 4
6.2 10-4
6.25 1

6.35 20

6.4 50
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RC = 1.89xl06,
CE =

496 -9
83.8/Ü.63 + VCE) + 105(JE+ 3.56x10 *) ,

CC = 72.7/(.936 +VCC) ,361 + 475(JC+ 1.44x10_6) ,

JE = -3.56xl0~9(e“(33)VCE - 1),

JC = -1.44xl0-6(e-(23-9)VCC - 1),

JA = -(.952)JE,

JB = -(.667)JC.

NPN Transistors T2, T3, and T4. The bipolar model is shown in

Fig. 4.7c, and the circuit elements are defined by

RBB == .01,

RCC == .001,

RE = 5xl05,
RC = 6xl06,
CE = 54.6/(.713 - VCE) '323 + 56.5(JE+ 2.19xl0~6) ,

CC =
4 46 -6

2690/(1.68 - VCC) + 258(JC+ 2.26x10 ),

JE = 2.19.1<f6(e<32)VCE - 1),

JC = 2.26x10-6(J32'i')VCC - 1),

JA = (.988)JE,

JB = C.833)JC.

We must now express the design objectives in terms of a scalar

performance function. The input waveform is defined by

VIN =10 + 2 sin(2irt/100)

which is a sine wave centered at 10 volts. For VIN = 10 v., the ouput

voltage, VOUT, is approximately 7.5 v. at the initial guess given below

The design objective is that VOUT varies from 7.5 v. as little as

possible in a transient analysis from t = 0 to t = 100. This variation
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may be expressed by

100 2
DIFF = / (VOUT - 7.5) dt

0

Since it is also desired to reduce the power dissipation, the minimi¬

zation problem is defined by

100
4 ?

minimize f(x) = / [(10 )DIFF + (IIN) ] dt
x 0

where IIN is the current into the network, and the independent variables

or designable parameters are

x = (Rl, R2, R3, R4, R5, R6, C1)T
'Xi

All that remains is to specify the box constraints on the independent

variables, which are given by

1 £ Rl £ 100,

.1 £ R2 £ 100>

5 £ R3 £ 100,

1 < R4 < 100,

1 £ R5 £ 100,

.5 £ R6 £ 100,

100 £ Cl £ 106.

The initial guess to the solution is

x° = (5, 1, 30, 6.5, 5.25, 1.25, 5xl04)T
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at which point, DIFF = 147.96, and

f(x°) = 1.6437 x 106
'Xi

f'(x°) = (-6xl04, 2.7xl05, -2xl04, -103, 9xl02, 4xl04, -2xlO_2)T.^ 'Xj

The AOP program [28] with the minimization algorithm proposed by Cullum

[12] requires 8 iterations 11 gradient and 56 function evaluations to

obtain

x8 = (72.53, 14.2, 100, 1 26.73, .5, 5.32xl04)T

f(x8) =1.108 x 106

f'(x8) = (-103, 103, -102, 2xl04, -36.3, 5xl05, -4xlO~3)TOi %

and DIFF = 95.763. The AOP program with the VO algorithm requires 4

iterations, 42 gradient and 57 function evaluations to obtain

x4 = (81.48, 16.47, 100, 1, 100, .5, 5.23xl04)T
%

f(x4) = 1.0999 x 106

f'(x4) = (-103, 2xl03, -105, 2xl04, -2.76, 5xl05, -4xl0~3)T ,

and DIFF = 95.125. The computer times required by AOP were approxi¬

mately 3.2 minutes with Cullum's algorithm and approximately 4.5 minutes

with the VO algorithm. Cullum's algorithm solved this problem more

efficiently than the VO algorithm. Observe that Cullum's algorithm
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solved this problem in eight iterations, which is the number of design-

able parameters (or the number of independent variables) plus one. Due

to the overhead in the VO algorithm of approximating the hessian by

differences when the hessian is not supplied, the VO algorithm may be

generally less efficient than other algorithms for problems which are

solved by the other algorithms in a small number of iterations. This

observation is generally supported by the comparison with seven other

algorithms given in Section 4.6.6.

4.7 Summary

In this chapter the VO algorithm was successfully implemented,

and extended to practical problems that occur in computer-aided opti¬

mization of circuits. Numerical results on several problems were given.

Comparison of the VO algorithm with published results of seven other

popular algorithms on solving five of the test problems indicates that

the VO algorithm is more efficient in solving four out of the five

problems. In addition, the VO algorithm was shown to be very effective

in avoiding convergence to the saddle point of one of the tested prob¬

lems, even when the initial guess was very close to the saddle point.

As long as errors that may be present in the evaluation of the function

and the gradient values supplied to the algorithm can be estimated and

kept small, numerical results given indicate that the VO algorithm may

still be used effectively. Due to the hessian being approximated by

differences when it is not supplied, the results also indicate that the

VO algorithm may be less efficient than other algorithms for problems

that can be solved in a small number of iterations by the other algo¬

rithms .



CHAPTER 5

APPLICATION OF THE VARIABLE-ORDER CONCEPT TO CIRCUIT ANALYSIS

In this chapter, we discuss the application of the principles

behind the VO algorithm to generate a class of iterative methods for

solving nonlinear systems of equations of the form

• is-»

where F:En 4 En is a nonlinear vector function. In most computer-aided

design and analysis procedures problem (5.1) is solved many times (the

number of times may be in the thousands). Thus small improvements to

existing methods for solving (5.1) may translate into substantial

savings to the overall design or analysis procedure.

The class of iterative solution methods is based on the infinite

series representation of a solution to a system of nonlinear equations

derived earlier in Section 3.3. By suitable selection of the arbitrary

vector function that appears in the series, particular infinite series

representations of a solution to (5.1) are obtained. Iterative methods

are obtained by truncation of the resulting series. Many of the itera¬

tive methods obtained in this manner, such as Newton's method, are well

known. However, the derivation technique appears to be both novel, and

capable of yielding any number of new iterative methods.

If a good initial guess to a solution of (5.1) is available, then

one iterative method which uses the variable-order concept introduced
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in Chapter 3 appears to be very promising. This Variable-Order (VO)

iterative method was implemented in the transient analysis portion of

an already very efficient circuit analysis program improving its effi¬

ciency still further. It is estimated that only a very small effort is

required to implement the VO iterative method in most existing circuit

analysis programs.

If the initial guess to a solution of (5.1) is poor, experimental

evidence is given that indicates the desirability of initially using

an iterative method which depends on the behavior of each function in

F. The class of iterative methods derived in this chapter is suitable

for, in effect, tailoring the iterative method to F. However, only

general guidelines are given, since a general algorithm does not seem

possible at this time.

This chapter begins with a brief review of general approaches that

have been proposed for solving (5.1). In the second section several

iterative methods are derived, including the VO method, that are ob¬

tained from infinite series representations of a solution to (5.1). In

the third section we consider the implementation of the VO method in a

transient analysis program for the simulation of electronic circuits.

Finally, the fourth section gives guidelines in solving (5.1) when the

initial guess is poor, as in dc analysis of electronic circuits, using

a class of iterative methods derived from infinite series representa¬

tions of a solution to (5.1). Examples are given which illustrate the

techniques.

5.1 Approaches in Finding a Solution

The problem to be solved may be expressed by
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F(x) = O
a v o. (5.2)

where F:E° -+ E° is a nonlinear vector function of x e En. We wish to'Xj Oi
* n *

find a point x e E , such that x = x satisfies (5.2). It is assumedr
V 'Xj <\j

that such a point exists; however, it is important to recognize that

for general problems a point satisfying (5.2) may not exist, or alter¬

natively, there may be many points that satisfy (5.2) [38].

There are two practical approaches for finding a solution of (5.2)

The first approach converts the problem into an unconstrained minimi¬

zation problem which may then be solved by a minimization algorithm.

The second approach is to use a more efficient, but perhaps less stable

iterative method derived directly for the solution of (5.2).

5.1.1 Equivalent Unconstrained Minimization Problems

Let the vector function F(x) have component functions given by% 'Xj

f.(x), i = 1, ..., n. That is, define F(x) by
1 % 'Xj V j

F(x) =
% 'Xj

(f (x), f„(x) ,
1 r\j Z r\j

T
f(x))1
n ^

(5.3)

Then the class of unconstrained minimization problems given by

minimize f(x) = £ (f.(x))^m , (5.4)
x i=l
Oi

where m is a positive integer, is equivalent to problem (5.2), provided

that a global minimum point of f(x) is computed [38]. For example, for

m = 1, problem (5.4) may be expressed by
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minimize f(x) = F(x)^ F(x) . (5.5)
X
o»

A necessary condition for a solution x of an unconstrained minimiza¬

tion problem was given in Section 3.1 to be that the gradient of f(x),

at x = x , vanishes. For (5.5) this condition yields the system of

equations

f' (x) = 2F’ (x) F(x) = 0
Oj "V % % a. 'Xj

(5.6)

where F’(x) is called the Jacobian matrix of F with (i,j) element given
O/ 'Xj %

by

[F’(x)]
3f.(x)
l 'b

9x.
J

(5.7)

Equation (5.6) vanishes at points that are solutions of the problem

(5.2) being solved. However, the major difficulty is that (5.6) may

also vanish at points for which F(x) is not zero. Therefore since
'b •b

unconstrained minimization algorithms, including the VO algorithm de¬

rived in the preceding two chapters, compute local minimum solutions,

the computed solution of (5.4) may not be a solution of (5.2). In
*

addition, when a good initial guess to a solution x of (5.2) is avail-

able, iterative methods discussed in the next section are generally

more efficient. On the other hand, the availability of general mini¬

mization algorithms, such as the VO algorithm, allows for an easy

method of solving the general problem (5.2) via (5.5), if we are willing

to perhaps try several different initial guesses until the computed

minimum satisfies (5.2).
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For example, the VO algorithm for unconstrained minimization given

in Section 4.5 was used to compute the saddle point of Wood's function

given in Section 4.6.4. The saddle point was computed by solving the

unconstrained minimization problem

T
minimize f’(x) f'(x) ,'v a. <v 5

x
'b

where f(x) is the gradient vector of Wood's function. The VO algorithm
'l/ 'Xj ^

was used with an initial guess near the saddle point. Unless the ini¬

tial guess was very close to the saddle point, Newton's iteration,

described in the next section, failed because the Jacobian, which is

the hessian of Wood's function, is singular and near singular at several

points in the neighborhood of the saddle point.

5.1.2 Iterative Methods

Iterative methods for solving (5.2) may be thought of attempting

to approximate the behavior of F(x) in the neighborhood of a point x
% 'Xj f\,

by a simple vector function. An iterative method follows by finding
k+1
x as the solution of the simpler problem, and repeating the process

[38].

Probably the most basic iteration, certainly the most popular in

circuit analysis programs [e.g. 3,6,9,13,17,27,52], is Newton's method:

k+1
x
'b

k , k. -1 k.
x — F'(x ) F(x )
^ ^ %

(5.8)

This iteration has some important advantageous properties: 1) when it

converges, the order of convergence is two for most problems [38], and
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2) the elements of the Jacobian matrix F'(x) have natural circuit com-
"V/ 0/

ponent interpretations and therefore the iteration can often be written

by inspection [18]. On the other hand, the disadvantages are, 1) it

may not converge for poor initial guesses [38], 2) the Jacobian matrix

is required, and 3) often a large system of equations must be solved.

These disadvantages are explored in more detail below.

The most severe problem with Newton's iteration is its generally

poor behavior when x is not in a small neighborhood about a solution

x (other methods [38] however, encounter similar difficulties). In'Xj

fact, the problem of solving (5.2) with poor initial guesses, generally

manifested in the dc analysis of nonlinear circuits, is a problem which

has not been satisfactorily solved, and an entirely satisfactory solu¬

tion is not offered. Some modifications of Newton's iteration have

been proposed that "damp" the iteration by

k+1 k
vi/ k -1 w kx =x - p F (x ) F (x )

o, 'va. 'V'V
(5.9)

where p is arbitrarily specified to be less than one initially while
k * k *

x is far from x , and set to one when x approaches x L3,18j. OtherrL* 'X; Oí 'Xj

methods, called continuation methods by numerical analysts [38], may

be described as converting the dc problem into a transient problem

where the dc solution is approached asymptotically as the variable time

becomes large [52]. A previously unreported method is described in

Section 5.4, which combines the basic idea of these two methods with

the variable order concept. However, while encouraging numerical re¬

sults are given, no definite theoretical results appear to be possible.
2

The Jacobian matrix has n elements which must be determined. This
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disadvantage has been effectively eliminated. In circuit analysis, a

large number of these elements are zero and many of the nonzero elements

are constant. In addition, the nonzero elements that are not constant

are computed by difference approximations with excellent results [52].

In order to take advantage of the fact that many of the Jacobian ele¬

ments are zero, and the fact that many of the nonzero elements are

constant, several sparse matrix methods of implementing the iteration

(5.8) have been proposed [27,52]. A brief description of these imple¬

mentations is given later.

5.2 Infinite Series Representation of a Solution

In Section 3.3 we derived an infinite series representation of
A

the point x at which the gradient of a scalar function is zero. This
&

result is directly applicable for a solution x to (5.2), and it is

given by

a It k *
x = xK + X'(zK)(z
'Xj ■v %

k r- k * k * k
z ) + (l/2)[X"(z )(z - z1C)](z - zV...,
m m m m m m m

(5.10)

where

x = X(z),
^ ^ O»

F(X(z)) = G(z),
^ ^ ^

A _ 1
z = G "(0),
O, O» 0*

zk = G-1(F(xk)),
O» Oy 0/ 'Xj

X' (Zk) = F' (xk) 1 G' (zk) ,
'Xj % 'Xj 'Xj 'Xj 'Xj
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X"(zk) =F'(xk) 1[G"(zk) - [F"(xk)X*(zk)]x'(zk)],
'Xj 'Xj 'Xj 'Xj 'Xj 'Xj 'Xj 'Xj 'Xi % 'Xj 'Xj

with any higher derivatives of X(z) evaluated at z = z obtained by'll 1/ 'V

further differentiation and the use of the chain rule. Under the

assumption that all the required derivatives and the inverse of the

Jacobian F'(x ) exists, a selection of a function G(z), which should
'Xj 'Xj 'Xj 'Xj

be simple to invert, yields a particular form of the series. We now

consider two possibilities of generating iterative methods from (5.10).

5.2.1 A Class of Iterative Methods

If only two terms are kept in the infinite series (5.10), a class

of iterative methods results which may be expressed by

k+1 k . _. , k. -1 „ . . k. , * k.
x = x + F (x ) G' (z ) (z - z )
'Xj 'Xj 'Xj 'Xj 'Xj 'Xj 'Xj 'Xj

(5.11a)

where

zk = g'1(F(xk))
'V. 'U (5.11b)

and

* _ 1
z = G (0)
a. 'u a,

(5.11c)

Newton's method is obtained for

G(z) = (zv z2, ’ Zn> (5.12)

* k k
since z =0, and z = F(z ) . Also, the function

'Xj 'Xj 'Xj 'Xj 'Xj
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G(z)
'X/ 'l;

^>T
n

(5.13)

yields the "damped" Newton's iteration given by

k+1 k k.-l k.
x = x - p F'(x ) F(x ) . (5.14)

^ Oj ^ ^

It is often beneficial to choose a G(z) which resembles the be-
% %

havior of the function being solved. For example, consider the scalar

problem

f(x) = x - 3 + l(f 12(ex/'°26 - 1) = 0 , (5.15)

which results

series with a

10-U(eX/.°26
iteration for

from a simple circuit composed of a 3-volt battery in

100-ohm resistor and a diode whose current is given by

- 1), where x is the voltage across the diode. Newton's

solving (5.15) is given by^

\n • *k - £<\,/f,(xk> (5.16)

From the initial guess x^ = 2, (5.16) yields x^ = 1.974, and computing
the solution x^ = .7396105 requires over 40 iterations. The excessive

number of iterations is due to the fact that Newton's iteration assumes

the function to be linear at each x^, while (5.15) has an exponential
behavior for the initial guess given and over most of the iterations.

The iterative method given by

f(x ) + 1

xk+l = xk “ f' (xk) ^l1 + ’ (5.17)
^
Note the use of subscripts for scalars.
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is obtained from (5.11) for the g(z) function given by

g(z) = eZ - 1 . (5.18)

From Xq = 2, using (5.17) for problem (5.15) yields x^ = .7184066. If
we then switch to Newton's iteration, since x, is close to x. , conver-

gence is achieved in 5 iterations. It might be concluded that g(z)

should be selected according to the behavior of the function about the

current estimate of the solution x. . We will return to this conclusion
k

later.

Extending the preceding example to n dimensions, one could select

each individual function in G(z) according to the behavior of its cor-
'Xj 'Xj

responding function in F(x). We will call these methods tailored
r\j f\j . - —. . - ■

iterative methods. For example, a two-dimensional equivalent of problem

(5.15) is

f,(x) = x + 100 x - 3 = 0 , (5.19a)1 'b I ¿

_14 V-026
f„(x) = 10 4(e - 1) - x = 0 , (5.19b)
¿ r\j ¿

where x^ is the voltage across the diode, and x^ is the current in the
* a * T

circuit, and the solution is x = (x,, x„) = (.7396105, .0226) .*1/ 1 A

0 T
Using Newton's method with the initial guess x = (3, 0) , yields

'b

1 -4 T
x = (2.974, 2.6x10 ) , and over 50 iterations are required to con-
'Xj

•k

verge to x . If we select

2

G(z) = (z e 2 - 1)T , (5.20)
'Xj 'Xj L

the iterative method that results from (5.11) is given by



where

F(xk) = (f.(xk), [1 + f (xk)]ln|l + f (xk) |)V Oí i ¿ % ¿I\j

For the initial guess x° = (3, 0)T, (5.21) yields x* = (.83814, .02162)T,% 'Xj

1 *
and then since x is now close to x , after switching to Newton's

method convergence is achieved in less than 10 iterations. Therefore,

similar improvements are possible in n dimensions.

In principle, one could select an appropriate G(z) function at each
V 'Xj

iteration. It does not seem possible however, that a general algorithm

can be developed to achieve the appropriate selection in an automatic

0 T
way. For example, in problem (5.19), at the initial guess x = (0, 0) ,

a.

the second function (5.19b) does not have an exponential behavior. In

fact, the behavior of both functions in (5.19) is linear about this x^.
Thus it would seem that Newton's iteration is appropriate. However,

IT sV
Newton's iteration yields x ^ (3, 0) , which is farther from x than

'Xt rXj

0 * 1/A Tx is. Since we know the solution x for this problem, G(z) = (z^ ,z^)
for example, would have been an appropriate G(z) for the initial guess

0 TxU = (0, o)1.
u

5.2.2 The Variable-Order Iterative Method

In this section the Variable-Order (VO) iterative method is derived

*
which is mainly suitable when initial guesses to the solution x of

(5.2) are close to x . The method is based on the infinite series that

results for the G(z) function given by'Xj 'X»
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G(z) = (z ,
'X» 'X* 1 2 ’ Zn}' (5.22)

For this G(z) function, (5.10) becomes
0, 'Xj

*
x
a.

x
a. ?2 A (5.23a)

where

D1' = F' (xk)_1 F(xk) , (5.23b)
'XjZ o, o, o, o,

= (1/2) F'(xk)-1 [F"(xk) Dk] Dk , (5.23c)
v a, a, a, o,^ o,^

Dk = F’(xk)_1 [[F"(xk)Dk]Dk - (1/6) [[F’" (xk)Dk]Dk]Dk], (5.23d)0,4 o, % o, o, o,2 0,3 o, o, 0,2 0,2 0,2

are called the second-, third-, fourth-, etc., order corrections respec¬

tively. As stated in Section 3.3, this infinite series is a well known

and extensively studied result [19,47,39,50] extended to n dimensions.

The important property of (5.23) is that iterative methods obtained

from the series have increasingly higher order of convergence, for most

functions [47,39,50], as more terms are retained from the series. For

example,

k+1
x x

'V £ (5.24)

obtained from (5.23) by retaining the first two terms is the well-known

Newton iteration which has second-order convergence. The iteration
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k+1
x
o,

k
x
O, t ?3 (5.25)

obtained from (5.23) by retaining three terms, has third-order con¬

vergence. Retaining four terms yields

k+1
x
o,

k k k k
* ”

o2 " °3 ~ °4 (5.26)

which has fourth-order convergence. Clearly any iterative method with

even higher order can be obtained similarly, assuming all the higher

derivatives and the inverse of the Jacobian exist. However, it was

determined experimentally that both, due to errors in computing (or

approximating) the corrections of order higher than four, and due to

no observed improvement in efficiency, iterative methods of order higher

than four need not be considered. The third-order correction may be

approximated by

Dk % F’(xk) 1 F(xk)o,3 o, o, o, o,2 (5.27a)

where

k k k
x = x - D_
o,2 o, o,2 (5.27b)

is the second-order point (or Newton point). This approximation fol-

1c tclows from the Taylor series expansion of F(x„) about x as was shown in
'b 'XjZ *b

Section 3.3.1. Similarly, the fourth-order correction may be approxi¬

mated by (see Section 3.3.1)

Dk = F’(xk)-1 F(xk)a.4 0.0, o. 0,3 (5.28a)

where
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k k k k
x„ = x - D- - D
^3 v ^2 ^3 (5.28b)

is the third-order point. The iterative methods (5.25) and (5.26),

using the above approximations, can be thought of as Newton's iteration

without evaluating the Jacobian matrix at each iteration. Traub [50]

proposed and studied a similar iterative method derived differently.

It can be shown that the order of convergence for the iterative methods

still remains the same even with the preceding approximations [50,38].

The VO Iterative method for solving (5.2) may be briefly described

as follows (a more detailed implementation is given later):

STEP 1:

STEP 2:

STEP 3:

STEP 4:

STEP 5:

STEP 6:

STEP 7:

STEP 8:

Set k = 0, and obtain x .

Compute D^.'X/Z

If || d!J II is small, go to STEP 5.
k+1 k k

Set x = x - p D„, for some 0 < p < 1, also set
^ 'Xj —

k = k + 1, and go to STEP 2.

If || || is sufficiently small to satisfy a convergence

k+1 k k
criterion,set x = x - D„, and go to STEP 8. Other-o, a. ^2

wise set r = 3 and continue.

Compute or its approximation.

If D^H is sufficiently small to satisfy the convergence
k+1 k k k

criterion,set x = x - D„ - ... - D , and go to STEP 8.a. a. ^2 tr

Otherwise set r = r + 1, and if r £ 4, go to STEP 6;

otherwise go to STEP 2.
* k+1

Done. Approximation to a solution x of (5.2) is x
% %

The basic idea of the above algorithm is the following. Use Newton's

iteration or its "damped" modification (5.14) or a tailored iterative
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method as described in Section 5.2.1, until x is close to x . Then’
% 'Xj

A

higher-order corrections are computed until x is approximated to the

desired accuracy. The assumption underlying the VO iteration is that

the higher-order corrections are more efficiently computed than the

second-order correction D . This assumption is justified next.r\j¿

Since we wish to implement this method in a circuit analysis pro¬

gram, the way Newton's iteration is normally implemented will be briefly

reviewed now. The vector function F(x) for circuit analysis applica¬

tions normally has three partitions given by

F(x) = (F (x), F (x), F (x))
'u vH 'u 'uL % n,N (5.29a)

with F a linear and homogeneous partition given by

F (x) = J xvH o. vH %
y (5.29b)

and a linear partition given by

F (x) = J x -
'XiL 'Xj n/L <\j o.L (5.29c)

where and JT are constant and sparse matrices, and cT is a constant'uL vL

vector, and where F„(x) are the nonlinear functions in F(x). If F(x)

represents the circuit equations, the number of functions in F^ is
usually very small compared with n, where n is the total number of

functions in F(x). Newton's iteration is rarely implemented as written'Xj /\»

in (5.24). Most texts recommend solving the system of equations given

by

, k, . k k,F (x ) Ax = -F(x )
% <\J V o« <v (5.30a)
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where

k+1
x
Oi

X
% (5.30b)

k+1
Then (5.30b) may be used to obtain x . If F(x) is given by (5.29),

then (5.30) becomes

1 1 r
•

EC*n<?
I

4 1II
¿X

<1 T k*
vL

/—>xe—■fci?
1

F,.(xk)'vN a.

(5.31)

However, using (5.30b), we can write (5.31) as follows

11

£

4
k+1
x =
% 4

i 1

F'(xk)OiN ^

k
x -
a, FM(xk)vN <v>

(5.32)

which is computationally more efficient than (5.31), if both the number
1c Ic

of functions in Fix) is small, and the product F'(x ) x can be evalu-

ated taking into consideration the sparsity of F^(:¡{ ). Modern circuit
analysis programs implement Newton's iteration by (5.32) [27,52]. In

the solution of (5.32), advantage is taken of both the zero elements

and the constant elements in the system of equations. While (5.32) will

suffice for our purposes in this chapter, additional partitions can be

introduced which, when taken advantage of, make the iteration extremely

efficient [27,17], The system of equations (5.32) may be expressed as
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0

k
J x„ = c

^2

FA(xk) r*t/kN k . k,.F'(x )x - F (x )0/N n* ''v roN',v '

(5.33)

where xis the second-order point (5.27b). The second-order correction

is then given by

k
_ k k

4 " S “ S2 (5.34)

The third-order point, x 9 is defined in (5.28b). Using (5.27b),

equation (5.28b) solved for x and substituted into (5.33) yields

1

1

o¿>
1

4 , k k.
*3 + 4 £l

. &<sk> _

Using (5.23c) we have

(5.35)

1

02

1

0
%

4 ^k = r^ - 0

i
& s—s

< (1/2)tÍN<ík> D2
—

(5.36)

Note that for the partition of F(x) in (5.29) we have

F"(x) = (0, 0, F"(x))v ■v % <vN % (5.37)
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Substitution of (5.36) into (5.35) yields the third-order point as the

solution of

1

C><U 3:
1

a

4
k
4 4

4^ ^ ~ 4(Sk) - (1/2>[^(^k)S2]á.
(5.38)

Then

k
_ k k

^3 ^2 £3

lc lc Ic
If the term (1/2) F^(x )D^ can be computed efficiently by taking
into consideration the sparsity of F^(x )> setting-up and solving
(5.38) can be done more efficiently than setting-up and solving another

second-order point by (5.33). The reason is that the factorization of

the Jacobian in (5.38) is identical to (5.33) and most of the right-

hand side is also the same. The fourth-order point given by

k k k k k k „k
x = x - D - D - D = x - D
n.4 <\j 'lo n/t 0/3 n/4

(5.39)

can be similarly derived to be the solution of

"

j
‘

0

k

0/

4 x. =
0.4 4

. , k.
F’(x ) B
'vN 'u 'U

(5.40)

where



+ (ík)R.2]Ü2]á
Then

k k k
D. = x_ - x.
^4 ^3 o4

If the number of nonlinear functions in Fix) is small and if the added
oN v

term in the right-hand side of (5.40) can be computed by taking into
1c ic

consideration the sparsity of F"(x ) and F"' (x ), the fourth-order

point may be computed more efficiently than a new second-order point.

If instead of computing the exact third-order correction we use

the approximation (5.27), the third-order point can be derived in a

straightforward manner to be the solution of

“

J, 0

4 X^ Ít" £l

pi/ k. kF'(x )x„ -
'vN 'v

(5.41)

Clearly, setting-up (5.41) and solving it for can be done more effi-
1c

ciently than setting-up (5.33) and solving it for an entirely new

(that is, a pure Newton's iteration). The approximate fourth-order

point, using (5.28), can also be derived in a straightforward manner

to be the solution of
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$

ÍL x^ ^£4 °° %

_ SÑ(£k). F'
_

, k. k
(x )x -
o ^3 ^

(5.42)

We can now give the computationally efficient VO iterative method

for solving (5.2) with F(x) partitioned as in (5.29).
a. %

VO Iterative Method.

STEP 1. Set k = 0, obtain x^, e and e used in the convergence

yj 3
tests (typically e = 5 x 10 , and e = 5 x 10 gave

ca cr b

good results), and MAXIT (the maximum number of iterations

to be done whether convergence is achieved or not).

STEP 2: Evaluate the Jacobian and the right-hand side in (5.33)

at the point x .

STEP 3: Compute the LU factorization of the Jacobian [33]. This

step and the preceding one can be made extremely efficient

if the factorization is partitioned so that the constant

part of the factorization is done only once in STEP 1,

and if the generally numerous zeros in the Jacobian are

taken into consideration [27].

STEP 4: Compute the second-order point x„ by forward and back

substitution. If the nonlinear functions only depend

on a subset of the unknown vector x, then the back sub-

stitution can be designed to take advantage of this fact

[27].

If |d£ I = |xj " *2 I - eca + ecr ^ for a11 1 = l> •••>
1 1

k *
n, then it is assumed that x^ is an approximation to x ;

STEP 5:
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STEP 6:

STEP 7:

STEP 8:

STEP 9:

STEP 10:

STEP 11:

STEP 12:

STEP 13:

STEP 14:

k+1 k
thus set x = x„ and go to STEP 15.

% ^2

> 0.5 |x^|, for any i = 1, ..., n,
If |d£ I > 0.5 and |d£

1 *
k *

then it is assumed that x is far from a solution x ;

k+1 k
thus set x = x„ and go to STEP 14.

Evaluate the right-hand side of either (5.38) or (5.41)

which defines x^ or its approximation.
Compute x^ or its approximation by forward and back sub¬
stitution of (5.38) or (5.41). See STEP 4 for an appli¬

cable comment.

If lD3 I = lx2 ~ x3 I - Eca or l°3 I - -01 l°2 I’ for1 1 1
k 1 1 *

all i = 1, . . . , n, then x^ is an approximation to x ;

thus, set xk+1 = xk and go to STEP 15.

if ¡D* I > Eca and Id*
1 1

> .1 |D I , for any i = 1,
i

then it is assumed that the infinite series (5.27) is not

k+1 k
converging; thus set x = x„ and go to STEP 14.'b *\0

Evaluate the right-hand side of either (5.40) or (5.42)

which defines x^ or its approximation,
k

Compute x^ or its approximation by forward and back sub¬
stitution of (5.40) or (5.42). See STEP 4 for an appli¬

cable comment.

If l°4 I = lx3. ~ x4.l - eca °r l°4 I < ,01 l°3 J ’ fori i i
k ^ *

all i = 1, ..., n, then x^ is an approximation to x ;
k+1 k

thus set x = x. and go to STEP 15. Otherwise set
'u »\»4

k+1 k ,

x = x, and continue,
a. ^4

Set k = k + 1, and if k <_ MAXIT go to STEP 2; otherwise

convergence could not be achieved in MAXIT iterations,

thus exit with error.
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STEP 15: Done. The point x should be an approximation to x .

The VO iteration is ideally suited for solving the nonlinear equations,

which arise at each step, when implicit integration methods [25,4,51]

are used in the solution of nonlinear differential equations. As will

be shown, these problems can supply good initial guesses to the solu¬

tion of the nonlinear equations.

5.3 The VO Iterative Method in Transient Analysis

As shown in Chapter 2, the circuit equations may be conveniently

expressed by a system of algebraic and differential equations given by

Hu* %• = £* = So (5.43)

where w(t) is the vector of branch voltages, branch currents and node
%

voltages, q(t) is the vector of capacitor charges and inductor fluxes,
%

q(t) is the time derivative of q(t), and t is the independent variable
'V.

time. The vector function F comprises Kirchhoff's voltage and current
'Xj

law equations, and the branch constituitive equations.

The transient analysis of the circuit equations is defined to be

the procedure by which the vectors w(t) and <j(t) are computed to satisfy
(5.43) for all values of time in the interval t^ _< t <_ T. For a large
number of circuits, the differential equations in (5.43) are stiff

[8,18,25]. That is, the time constants of the circuit are widely separ¬

ated. This stiffness has forced most recent transient analysis programs

to use implicit numerical integration methods [27,3,8,52] in computing

approximations to w(t) and c[(t).
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In general, the solutions w(t) and g(t) are approximated at dis¬
crete values of time t = t., t., t„, where tw > T. The approxi-U 1 M M —

mation is accomplished by the discretization of q(t) at each time step
'b

t = t^. This discretization generally consists of approximating each
component q^it^) by a polynomial passing through the past values of

q^Ct). For implicit integration methods, the time derivatives are

generally discretized by

q. (t ) = S(q (t ), q (t .),
i m i m i m-1 » q,. (t ), h , h , .x m-r m m-1 *•* V-r+l5»

t ll
where h = t - t is called the m step size, and the function S

m m m-1

depends on the integration method. For example, the backward Euler

discretization method [18,8] is given by

Thus at each time point t = t , after the discretization of each com-
m

ponent of q(t ), the circuit equations become
Ou m

F(w(t), q(t )) = 0 , (5.44)
<\j X. m % m 'v

which is a nonlinear system of equations to be solved for w(t ) and

q(t ). For sufficiently small h , the solution of (5.44) at each timerC m m

step is in general very close to the solution of (5.44) at the preceding

time step (except perhaps at the first time point, which is considered

in Section 5.4). Therefore, very good initial estimates of a solution

of (5.44) can usually be obtained.

There are many algorithms for determining the number of past values
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of q(t) to use in the discretization of q(t ) (the order of the approx-'v 'x, m

imating polynomial), and for determining the step size to insure

accuracy [25,4,51]. The algorithms can be generally described by the

following general transient iteration.

General Transient Iteration.

STEP 1: Obtain t~, h (the initial step size), T, q (the initialU i 'VjU

conditions, which generally require a dc analysis). Set

m = 1.

STEP 2:

STEP 3:

STEP 4:

STEP 5:

STEP 6:

STEP 7:

Set t = t , + h .
m m-1 m

Discretization of q(t ). This step depends on the im-
'V/ m

plicit integration method being used.

Extrapolate from the previous time step values to obtain

an initial guess to the desired solution of (5.44).

Solve (5.44) for w(t ) and q(t ). Normally a maximum of^ m ro m

five iterations are done in attempting to solve (5.44).

If the convergence criterion is not met, then set h =h /2
m m

and go to STEP 2. Otherwise continue.

Estimate the truncation error in the discretization. This

step also depends on the integration method as STEP 3

does. If the truncation error is too large, then set

h = h /2 and go to STEP 2. Otherwise determine what the
m m

next step size h^+^ should be.
Display and/or save requested outputs at the current time,

t . If t < T, then set m = m + 1 and go to STEP 2.
m m

Otherwise the transient analysis is complete.

Most existing implementations of this general transient analysis
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iteration use a Newton-like iteration to solve (5.44) at STEP 5 [3,6,9,

13,17,27,52]. We propose to use the VO iteration given in Section 5.2.2.

Based on experimental evidence, it is conjectured that the computer time

spent in STEP 5 is from 10% to 80% of the total computer time. The

actual computer time depends on many factors such as, 1) the computer

time in STEP 5 is directly proportional to the efficiency of the imple¬

mentation of both the LU factorization of the Jacobian, and the forward-

back substitution of the solution to the linear system of equations,

2) the computer time in STEP 5 is inversely proportional to the amount

of requested output in STEP 7, and 3) the computer time in STEP 5 is

directly proportional to the complexity of the circuit, represented by

the circuit equations. For the AOP program, which uses an extremely

efficient Newton's iteration at STEP 5 [27,17], the measured computer

time spent in STEP 5 was from 14% to 45% for the examples reported in

the rest of this chapter.

The AOP program does a maximum of five Newton iterations before

the step size is reduced, as noted in STEP 5. It was experimentally

found however, that if the second-order or Newton correction, D„, was

ever large, it was best to not continue with the iterations (i.e.,

reduce the step size right away). This check is implemented in STEP 6

of the VO iterative method described in Section 5.2.2 as follows. In¬

stead of going to STEP 14 as indicated, if |d^ | > 1 and |D^ | > |x^|,
i i 1

for any i = 1, ..., n, then a signal to reduce the step size is made;

otherwise go to STEP 14.

In the following, the AOP program results with Newton's iteration

at STEP 5 are labeled AOP; the results for the AOP program using the VO

iteration with exact corrections are labeled AOP-VO; and the results for
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labeled AOP-VO-A. In trying to make a definite statement about the

improvements in efficiency we are again faced (see Section 4.6.2) with

the fact that intervals of time cannot be measured accurately in the

IBM/370 Mod 165 computer used [243, perhaps because of the multipro¬

gramming environment. As will be seen, several inconsistencies in the

measured computer times make conclusions based solely on this figure

somewhat dubious. However, most measured computer times, which are in

seconds, indicate savings of 25% in STEP 5 on average. An interesting

result was that the total number of second-order or Newton corrections

in AOP, which is equal to the total number of passes in the language

of the program, were approximately equal to the total number of the sum

of second- third-and fourth-order corrections in AOP-VO and in AOP-VO-A.

That is, the VO iterative method reduced the computational cost of

obtaining many of the corrections; it generally did not reduce the

number of them.

5.3.1 MOSFET Nand Gate Example

The simple nand gate described earlier in Section 4.6.11 and in

Fig. 4.6 is the first example. The two inputs are now set to a time-

dependent trapezoidal curve, instead of being constants of -6 volts as

in Fig. 4.6. Each input is initially constant at -6 volts. Then the

rise begins at 5 nsec, until 25 nsec., at which point they stay at 0

volts until they begin to fall at 1025 nsec, until 1045 nsec, when they

stay at -6 volts. The transient analysis was from 0 to 1500 nsec. The

device models were as described in Section 4.6.11, with the exception

that the substrate terminal was not included and thus a constant
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threshold voltage of 2 volts was used. A function subprogram was used

to supply the drain to source current and the appropriate partial

derivatives.

The results for AOP and AOP-VO are summarized in Table 5.1. Ob¬

serve that while this is a relatively small transient analysis problem

by today's standards, 19% savings in the measured computer time of

STEP 5 resulted. Note that AOP-VO required 10 more time steps than

AOP. As will be seen, in other examples AOP-VO required less time steps

than AOP. In numerical integration, slight differences in the solution

to the nonlinear equations in one time step causes different subsequent

time steps to be taken. However, the solution of both AOP and AOP-VO

were in agreement to three significant digits as expected.

5.3.2 MOSFET Buffer Examples

The next two examples are MOS buffers shown in Figs. 5.1 and 5.2

[24]. The input voltage, VIN, is a trapezoid with initial level at

-6 v.; the rise begins at 5 nsec, until 25 nsec., at which point it

stays at 0 v. ; then it begins to fall at 725 nsec, until 745 nsec, when

it stays at -6 v. The MOSFET device models are the same as the ones

described in Section 4.6.11 with the following widths (w), and lengths

(Z) in units of mils: Tl, w = 88.9, Z = 5.08; T3, w = 12.7, Z = 7.62;

T4 and T5, w = 10.76, Z = 10.16; T6, w = 10.16, Z = 7.62; T7, w = 7.62,

Z = 35.56; T9, w = 72.39, Z = 5.08; T10 and Til, w = 152.4, Z = 5.08.

The nonlinear drain to source currents are functions of three

voltages, and therefore there are several nonzero second partial deri¬

vatives. It was determined that in this case computing the exact

fourth-order point by (5.40) was not efficient. Thus AOP-VO did not
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TABLE 5.1 Results of transient analysis for two input nand gate of
Fig. 4.6. Percent savings are given in parentheses.

Counters AOP AOP-VO

Time Steps 83 93

rid
2 Order Corrections 180 110

rd
3 Order Corrections 0 57

til
4 Order Corrections 0 10

STEP 5 Computer time 1.03 .83 (19%)

STEPS 1-7 Computer time 3.30 2.96 (10%)
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B — C

Figure 5.1 (a) Nine-device MOS buffer circuit analyzed. (b) Circuit
diagram of the buffer block. Resistance units are in KÍ2,
and capacitance units are in pf. The MOS device model is
given in Fig. 4.6b.
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VIN O

Figure 5.2

-14.5 V

Eighteen-device MOS buffer analyzed. The circuit diagram
of the buffer block is given in Fig. 5.1b.
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obtain the fourth-order corrections. However, all of the higher order

corrections can always be approximated efficiently.

The results of a transient analysis from 0 to 1500 nsec, are sum¬

marized in Tables 5.2 and 5.3. Observe that these two experiments

indicate that the savings tend to be larger as the size of the circuit

increases as it was suggested earlier.

5.3.3 ECL Gate Examples

This is a bipolar example consisting of an ECL gate [37] shown in

Fig. 5.3. The nonlinear capacitances (in pf.) and current sources

(in ma.) of the device model shown in Fig. 5.3b are given by [26]

T_ , .-.-13. (39)VCE ..JE = 1.61 x 10 (e - 1),

JC-7.2x10-12(e(34)VCC- 1),

CE = 1.2/(.9 - VCE)'14 + 6240(JE + 1.61 x 10~13),

CC = 1.5/(.9 - VCC)/15 + 2.72 x 106(JC + 7.2 x 10 12)

The three inputs, VI, V2, and V3 are each set to a trapezoid function

of time. The initial level was 3.5 v.; the rise begins at 5 nsec, until

30 nsec., at which point the level is 5.2 v.; the fall begins at 80

nsec, until 105 nsec., when the level is again 3.2 v. The transient

analysis was from 0 to 200 nsec. Two runs were made which are summar¬

ized in Tables 5.4 and 5.5. The second run differed from the first one

in that all of the capacitor equations in the models were multiplied by
3

a constant factor of 10 . These larger capacitors produce a much more
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TABLE 5.2 Results of transient analysis for 9-device MOS buffer of
Fig. 5.1. Percent savings are given in parentheses. AOP-VO
results are for using the second and third order corrections
only, as the fourth-order exact corrections were too costly
to evaluate.

Counters AOP AOP-VO AOP-VO-A

Time Steps 113 115 115

nd
2 Order Corrections 227 134 130

rd
3 Order Corrections 0 98 97

4t*1 Order Corrections 0 0 5

STEP 5 Computer Time .55 .42 (24%) .53 (4%)

STEPS 1-7 Computer Time 3.84 3.64 (5%) 3.75 (2%)

TABLE 5.3 Results of transient analysis for 18-device MOS buffer of
Fig. 5.2. Percent savings are given in parentheses. AOP-VO
results are for using the second and third order corrections
only, as the fourth-order exact corrections were too costly
to evaluate.

Counters AOP AOP-VO AOP-VO-A

Time Steps 428 430 435

2nc* Order Corrections 844 449 452

rd
3 Order Corrections 0 398 406

til
4 Order Corrections 0 0 3

STEP 5 Computer Time 3.79 2.47 (35%) 3.39 (10%)

STEPS 1-7 Computer Time 15.48 14.32 (7%) 15.03 (3%)
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5.2V

Figure 5.3 (a) ECL gate analyzed. (b) Bipolar device models.
Resistance units are in KÍ2.

9
+
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TABLE 5.4 Results of transient analysis for 6 transistor bipolar ECL
gate of Fig. 5.3. Percent savings are shown in parentheses.

Counters AOP AOP-VO A0P-V0-A

Time Steps 112 113 110

2n^ Order Corrections 255 158 136

rd
3 Order Corrections 0 119 119

til
4 Order Corrections 0 8 18

STEP 5 Computer Time 1.53 1.06 (31%) 1.20 (21%)

STEPS 1-7 Computer Time 3.80 3.23 (15%) 3.22 (15%)

TABLE 5.5 Results of transient analysis for 6 transistor bipolar ECL
gate of Fig. 5.3, but with the nonlinear capacitor equations
multiplied by 1(P. This makes the circuit harder to analyze.
Percent savings are shown in parentheses.

Counters AOP AOP-VO AOP-VO-A

Time Steps 195 171 164

nd
2 Order Corrections 488 295 250

rd
3 Order Corrections 0 195 178

til
4 Order Corrections 0 11 5

STEP 5 Computer Time 2.90 1.89 (35%) 2.21 (24%)

STEPS 1-7 Computer Time 6.44 5.19 (19%) 4.41 (31%)
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difficult transient analysis. Observe that the savings were larger

for the more complex analysis as was suggested earlier.

5.4 The VO Iterative Method in DC Analysis

The dc analysis of a circuit represented by the circuit equations

(5.43) yields the values w and g for which g = 0 in (5.43). Thus dc
analysis consists of solving the system of nonlinear equations (5.43)

with q = 0, that is
'V; 'b

F(w, q,
'b O) o»

o,
'b V -2 (5.45)

The difficulty in solving (5.45) is that normally the initial guess

of a solution is poor.

The AOP program and other programs [52] use a pseudo-transient

analysis technique for solving (5.45). The method stems from the fact

that dc analysis may be defined as the behavior of a circuit under time-

invariant sources after such a long period of time that all voltages

and currents are constant. Thus, if any time-dependent sources of the

circuit are held constant at their t = t^ value, a transient analysis
of (5.43) until q is small normally approximates the solution of (5.45).

'b

This pseudo-transient analysis is of course not concerned with inter¬

mediate results, and thus truncation errors are allowed to be large in

order to use larger pseudo time-steps. These methods, called continu¬

ation methods by numerical analysts [38], are quite reliable but in

general they converge to the dc solution very slowly.

We can of course add the VO iteration, as done in the last section,

to this pseudo-transient analysis method, and, as will be shown, similar
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improvement as those reported in the last section are obtained. How¬

ever, an iterative method was also used, with good results, which

combines the pseudo transient analysis method, the VO iteration, the

damped Newton iteration, and the tailored iterative method described

in Section 5.2.1.

The underlying idea of this combined iteration is to do a pseudo

transient analysis with very large pseudo time-steps. Clearly, the

larger the pseudo step size is, the smaller q becomes and the more the

solution of (5.45) is approximated. Thus, we can still describe the

entire procedure by the general transient iteration given in Section

5.3. The only exception is that the termination of the procedure is
•

not at some fixed value of time, but by testing the smallness of q at
't;

each time step as done in [52]. The STEP 5 of the transient iteration,

which is where the nonlinear equations are solved at each time step, is

once again the VO iterative method as described in Section 5.2.2 with

the following modifications. In STEP 2 of the VO iteration, where

the right-hand side of (5.33) is evaluated, if any of the nonlinear

functions has exponential behavior, then its corresponding G(z) function

is selected appropriately as illustrated in Section 5.2.1. The effect

of this selection is a tailored iterative method illustrated in (5.20)

and (5.21), and can be done straightforwardly in the function sub¬

program which supplies the nonlinear function values and their partial

derivatives. The second modification to the VO iteration is in STEP 6

where it is established when the second-order correction is large. If

the second-order correction is large, instead of going to STEP 14, a

damping parameter is automatically computed given by

p = min{l, .5 max[l, |x^|D/||> i = 1 n} . (5.46)
i
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Then set

k+1
x
'V (5.47)

and go to STEP 14. Note that this is an automatic "damp" Newton itera-

k+1tion. The damp (5.46) insures that any component of x is different
'h

k
from x by at most 50% (or .5 if the component is less than 1).a.

Tables 5.6 and 5.7 summarize the results for two of the circuits

used in the last section. The A0P-V0-A+ column is for the combined '

iteration described above. The combined iteration worked very well,

with similar results, for all the circuit examples of the last section.

For the 18-device MOS buffer, it was found that the dc solution given

by AOP was not as accurate as the dc solution obtained with the combined

iteration. Thus, the comparison of the results of Table 5.7 must take

this discrepancy into consideration (i.e., AOP should have done a much

longer pseudo transient analysis for the equivalent accuracy of AOP-

V0-A+).

5.5 Summary

In this chapter an algorithm based on the variable order concept

introduced in Chapter 3 was implemented to solve the nonlinear equations

that arise in transient analysis of circuits. Comparisons with an

existing and already very efficient method show modest improvements in

efficiency. Additionally, a combined iteration suitable for dc analysis

of circuits was able to solve several examples more efficiently than an

existing method based on solving the dc problem by a pseudo-transient

analysis.
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TABLE 5.6 Results of dc analysis for 6 transistor bipolar ECL gate
of Fig. 5.3.

Counters AOP AOP-VO A0P-V0-A+

Time Steps 96 93 5

2n<^ Order Corrections 155 no 17

r(J
3 Order Corrections 0 43 5

th
4 Order Corrections 0 7 0

STEP 5 Computer Time 1.01 .72 (30%) .15 (85%)

TABLE 5.7 Results of dc analysis for 18-device MOS buffer of Fig. 5.2.
It was found that the solution computed by AOP was in¬
correct, thus this must be considered when interpreting the
results.

Counters AOP AOP-VO-A A0P-V0-A+

Time Steps 78 78 6

nd
2 Order Corrections 147 92 92

rcj
3 Order Corrections 0 61 11

fch
4 Order Corrections 0 7 0

STEP 5 Computer Time .63 .64 (-2%) .54 (14%)



CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH SUGGESTIONS

In this chapter the contributions of this research will be out¬

lined. The problems and shortcomings of the proposed new algorithms

and techniques are described, and some suggestions for their solution

and for further research are offered.

6.1 Conclusions

The main contribution of this research is the Variable-Order (VO)

algorithm for the minimization of a function of several variables de¬

rived in Chapters 3 and A. The VO algorithm has two distinctively new

features: the order of convergence is variable as high as four, and the

scalar problem in each iteration is based on the principle of moving as

far away as possible from the present point.

The order of convergence is an intrinsic property of the trans¬

formation function. It was shown in Chapter 3 that the VO algorithm is

based on truncations of a Taylor series expansion of a point satisfying

a necessary condition for a solution. The general derivation of this

series appears to be novel, although particular forms of the series have

been previously obtained as was mentioned. Most existing algorithms

have order of convergence less than or equal to two, while the VO algo¬

rithm can converge with order as high as four.

The scalar search sub-problem was defined in two ways. First, when
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the guess to the solution is very poor, the principle proposed was to

move as far away from the present point as possible, as long as the

function being minimized decreases in value. This principle seems to

be novel, and it might be useful in other existing algorithms. Second,

when the guess to the solution is very good or when the points generated

by the VO algorithm approach the solution, the usual principle of scalar

minimization is used.

The major features and properties of the VO algorithm may be sum¬

marized as follows:

1) A novel derivation based on a Taylor series expansion of a point

satisfying necessary conditions.

2) A novel scalar search problem at each iteration. The scalar

search may also be along curved trajectories in the space of

the independent variables, instead of always along straight

lines as in all published algorithms.

3) Since the order of convergence may be as high as four, extremely

accurate solutions may be found requiring reasonable computer

time.

4) Numerical results indicate that the VO algorithm may be generally

more efficient than other algorithms for minimizing functions

that are continuously twice differentiable. The VO algorithm

may also be more successful than other algorithms in avoiding

convergence to saddle points.

5) Extensions to include box constraints on the independent vari¬

ables and to obtain approximations of high-order derivative

terms make the VO algorithm potentially very useful.
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On the other hand, several shortcomings of the VO algorithm can be

readily identified:

1) The function to be minimized must be quite smooth to obtain the

improved behavior of the VO algorithm. It was shown that the

algorithm was globally convergent for twice continuously dif¬

ferentiable functions. The numerical results show that for

functions not meeting these continuity conditions, the VO algo¬

rithm may be generally less efficient than other algorithms.

2) The function, the gradient and the hessian values are required.

The hessian requirement severely limits the usefulness of the

algorithm. Wiile this requirement was partially relieved by

approximating the hessian by differences, this scheme has three

disadvantages. First, for problems that can be solved by other

algorithms in a number of iterations about equal to the number

of independent variables, the VO algorithm is likely to be less

efficient, as was indeed the case with some numerical examples

given. Second, for problems with a large number of independent

variables, other algorithms may yield better approximate solu¬

tions in a fixed amount of computer time. Third, obtaining an

accurate hessian approximation by differences requires even

smoother functions than twice continuously differentiable.

3) Computer storage requirements are greater for the VO algorithm

than for most other existing algorithms.

These disadvantages of the VO algorithm must be considered when using

it to solve a given class of problems.

Another contribution of this research is the VO iterative method

when applied to transient analysis of circuits as described in Chapter 5.
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Modes t savings were realized in an already extremely efficient general

purpose program. It is estimated that the savings to other existing

transient analysis programs could be very substantial. If an existing

program does not use sparse matrix methods in the implementation of

Newton's iteration, it is conjectured that implementing the VO itera¬

tion could produce savings of similar magnitude to those obtained by

implementing sparse matrix methods, and the VO iteration should require

less effort to implement than a sparse matrix method.

Other minor contributions of this research may be summarized as

follows:

1) A new method for describing minimization algorithms to accom¬

modate the curved trajectories of the VO algorithm. Some of the

existing theorems were extended to the new description.

2) An apparently novel scheme for approximating the first and

second derivatives, the gradient and the hessian, of a scalar

function. The proposed scheme takes into consideration errors

that may be present in the function values used in the approxi¬

mations .

3) A modification to an existing procedure for computing the

Cholesky factorization of the hessian [36] which changes the

hessian in a minimal manner when it is not positive definite.

4) A potentially useful Taylor series expansion of the solution

point of a system of nonlinear equations. Different forms of

the series, when truncated, yield different iterative methods

which were called tailored iterative methods. A tailored itera¬

tive method was shown to be very useful for some problems.
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6.2 Future Research Suggestions

The derivation of the Taylor series expansion of a solution in¬

volves an arbitrary function j>(z). In the VO algorithm for minimization,

the g(z) function used wasK v

g(z)
% 'll

= (z r 2’ (6.1)

It was also shown that other ^(z) functions produced different Taylor
series. For example, for p = 1 the ^(z) function (6.1) produces the
well known Euler series [19]. It was also shown in Chapter 5 how other

functions produce iterative methods which were sometimes useful. Can

other j^(z) functions be found that are more useful? For example, in
minimization the g(z) function given by

PtuT
Zn > (6.2)

would yield not a scalar problem at each iteration as (6.1) does, but

rather a problem in p., p„, ..., p space. The minimization problem

might be solved in this new space in a simpler manner, however.

It appears to be Impossible to eliminate the smoothness conditions

of twice continuous differentiability to insure global convergence of

the VO algorithm. However, perhaps other hessian approximation tech¬

niques can be used. Attempts at using the Fletcher and Powell [22]

rank-2 method of approximating the hessian inverse did not prove suc¬

cessful as reported in Chapter 4. Other quasi-Newton methods, such as

[7,21], are also likely to be unsuccessful. However, perhaps the

difference approximations to the hessian can be improved. For example,
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a scheme might be devised to update only those parts of the hessian

which are changing the most from the last iteration by using information

from the third-order and the fourth-order derivative terms which are

obtained as part of the algorithm at each iteration.

Finally, it may be possible to combine the VO algorithm with other

minimization algorithms to obtain a better overall algorithm for some

classes of functions.



APPENDIX I

DESCRIPTION OF COMPUTER PROGRAM IMPLEMENTING
THE VARIABLE-ORDER ALGORITHM

In this appendix the program, written in FORTRAN IV, which imple¬

ments the Variable-Order (VO) algorithm and three other algorithms is

described. A description of how to use the program is given first,

followed by a brief description of each subroutine, the principle ar¬

rays, variables and the common blocks in the program.

1.1 Using the Program

First a subroutine must be written to supply the function, the

gradient and the hessian, or the function and the gradient, or only the

function (it is recommended that if possible both the gradient and the

hessian be supplied). The program calls subroutine FUNC as follows

CALL FUNC(X, F)

to obtain the value of the function in F at the point x, denoted by the

array X. When the gradient is supplied, the program calls subroutine

GRAD, when it requires the function and the gradient, as follows

CALL GRAD(X, F, GF)

where GF is the array to contain the gradient. When the hessian is
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being supplied, the program calls HESS to obtain it as follows

CALL HESS(X, G2F)

where G2F is the array to contain the hessian stored row-wise beginning

each row with the diagonal; thus the number of elements of G2F to be

supplied is equal to n(n + l)/2, where n is the number of independent

variables. An example of how a subroutine may be written to satisfy the

above call statements is shown in Fig. 1.1 for Rosenbrock's function

which is given by

f(x) = 100(x - x2)2 + (1 - xi)2 ,^ ¿ 1 I

with its gradient given by

f' (x) = (-400x1(x2 - X2) - 2(1 -Xj), 200(x2 - x2))T

and its hessian given by

f"(*> =

1200x^- 400x2 + 2

-400x,

-400x1

200

Observe that the variable ITCNT, the iteration counter, can be accessed

via the common block OPINDI; in Fig. 1.1 this variable is used to print

a heading. Any of the other variables in the common blocks to be

described later can of course be similarly accessed for any other pur¬

pose. While it is convenient to make HESS an entry instead of a separate
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SUBROUTINE GRAD(X, F, GF)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z)
REAL*8 X(2),GF(2),G2F(2)

C NOTE, ABOVE DIMENSIONS ARE DUMMY
COMMON/OPINDI/IDUM(3),ITCNT

C THE ABOVE ALLOWS THE MONITORING OF ITCNT TO PRINT HEADINGS
ASSIGN 120 TO IG
GO TO 110
ENTRY FUNC(X, F)
ASSIGN 150 TO IG

110 IF(ITCNT.EQ.0) WRITE(6, 115)
115 FORMAT('1 ROSENBROCK PROBLEM'//)

U = X(l)**2
T = X(2) - U
F = 1D2*T*T + (IDO - X(l))**2
GO TO IG,(120, 150)

C THE GRADIENT ALSO DESIRED...
120 GF(1) = -(4D2*T*X(1) +2D0*(1D0 - X(l)))

GF(2) = 2D2*T
GO TO 150

C THE HESSIAN ENTRY
ENTRY HESS(X, G2F)
U = X(l)**2
G2F(1) = 12D2*U + 2DO - 4D2*X(2)
G2F(2) = -4D2*X(1)
G2F(3) = 2D2

150 RETURN
END

Figure 1.1 Example of subroutine to supply the function, the gradient
and/or the hessian to the VO algorithm. Note that in the
ENTRY HESS any variables that are defined in the other
entries must not be used. For example, the variable U
defined after statement number 115 must not be used in

evaluating any of the G2F elements without defining it
again.
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subroutine, it should be treated as a separate subroutine. This means

that any variables defined during the course of evaluating the function

and/or the gradient in the entries FUNC and/or GRAD should not be

assumed defined in the entry HESS. Finally, if the hessian is not to

be supplied, the entry HESS should still be defined to avoid errors with

the linkage editor (i.e., only the entry statement is entered without

any G2F statements under it); the same is true when only the function

values are to be supplied.

Once the subroutine supplying the information about the function to

be minimized has been written, it must be compiled and linked along with

the rest of the program. Figure 1.2 shows a typical deck setup for

compiling, loading and executing the program in a typical IBM computer.

More efficient repeated executions are possible if the program is com¬

piled once and the object deck saved in a permanent file. The input to

the program is by the use of a NAMELIST named &IN illustrated in Fig.

1.2. If a different input format is desired the MAIN program must be

changed; also the program has a limit of 10 in the dimension of the

independent variables, thus the dimensions will have to be changed to

increase this limit.

Most of the various options and variables to execute the VO algo¬

rithm were given in Section 4.5; there are some additional options and

variables as follows:

IDBUG (default is 0) debug switch. When set to -1, almost every

subroutine prints information about its inputs when called,

and the function, gradient, and hessian values are printed

every time an evaluation is obtained, etc. When set to +1,

even more debug output is obtained; for example intermediate
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//ROSEN JOB (...Installation accounting...),JIMENEZ
//STEP1 EXEC FORTGCG
//FORT.SYSIN DD *

(FORTRAN IV subroutines with VO algorithm)

SUBROUTINE GRAD(X, F, GF)

(subroutine like the one in Fig. 1.1)

/*
//GO.OBJECT DD *

(object deck of NTIMEU, the assembly language function)

/*
//GO.SYSIN DD *
&IN NX = 2, X = -1.2, 1, MAXAV = 3, &END
/*

Figure 1.2 Typical setup for executing VO algorithm in an IBM
computer with standard catalog procedures.
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results of the factorization of the hessian are displayed.

MAXORD (default is 4) The maximum transformation order to use

(must be less than or equal to 4). When the algorithm selected

is the Davidon-Fletcher-Powell (by setting IDFPSW = 1), see

below), if MAXORD is greater than 2, the VO algorithm is used

every n + 1 iterations (i.e., on the assumption that an

approximation of the hessian inverse is available); however,

it is recommended that MAXORD be set to 2 if IDFPSW = 1 when

the DFP algorithm is desired.

IPRSW (default is 1) print switch. Normally after each iteration

the value of the function, the gradient and the independent

variables are printed along with the principal counters. If

IPRSW is set to 0 only the initial and final values are

printed. If IPRSW is set to -1, the value of the gradient

is not printed at each iteration.

IDFPSW (default is 0) switch to use the Davidon-Fletcher-Powell

algorithm when set to 1 (see MAXORD above for related vari¬

able) . The variable RELSCH controls the accuracy of the

scalar search (see Section 4.5).

ICONJG (default is 0) switch to use the conjugate gradients algo¬

rithm of Fletcher-Reeves of the steepest descent algorithm.

If ICONJG is set to 1 and MAXORD is greater than 1, then the

Fletcher-Reeves algorithm is selected. If ICONJG is set to 1

and MAXORD is equal to 1, then steepest descent is selected.

The variable RELSCH controls the accuracy of the scalar search

(see Section 4.5).

ISEED (default 12748) general purpose variable which is in common
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block OPINDI to be used by the user subroutine for any purpose.

For example, in implementing Rosenbrock's problem with

errors in the function and the gradient as done for the problem

in Section <4.6.9, this variable was used to set the seed for

the random number generator.

The program loops to read more input if there is any more after it

finishes with a set of data; this allowed the testing of several options

in one execution for the results given in this research. Some examples

of possible input data are the following:

&IN NX = 2, X = -1.2, 1, MAXAV = 2, B0X(1,1) = -1.3,
B0X(3,1) = .5, B0X(1,2) = 0, BOX(3,2) = 2, &END

0 Twhich specifies the dimension as 2, the initial guess x = (-1.2, 1) ,/\/

that the function and the gradient values are supplied, and the box

constraints are -1.3 _< x^ £ .5, and 0 _< x^ £ 2;

&IN NX = 4, X = 1, 1.5, 1.5, 1, MAXAV = 2, FABS = 5D - 5,
FREL = 5D - 4, GFABS = 5D - 5, GFREL = 5D - 4, BOX(l,l) = .1,
B0X(3,1) = 10, B0X(1,2) = .1, B0X(3,2) = 10, B0X(1,3) = .1,
B0X(3,2) = 10, B0X(1,4) = .1, B0X(3,4) = 10, &END

which specifies a four-dimensional problem with initial guess

0 T
x = (1, 1.5, 1.5, 1) , that the function and the gradient are supplied

but with errors, both absolute errors are 5 x 10 ^ and both relative

-4
errors are 5 x 10 , and with the box constraints on all the independent

variables the same, . 1 <_ x^ <_ 10, i = 1,2,3,4. Observe that in namelist
input the &IN must begin in column 2 of the card or line, and column 1

must be blank on all cards or lines.
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1.2 Description of the Program

There are three common blocks, OPINDI, IPINDR, and OPDATA. The

common OPINDI contains integer variables and it is defined as follows:

COMMON /OPINDI/ IDBUG,NX,NG2F,ITCNT,MAXAV,MAXORD,MAXIT,IORD,
* IP(10),NFS,NGFS,NHESS,NBOUND,IDFPSW,ICONJG,IRESET,ICOORD,ISEED

where most of the variables have been previously explained. The ones

that have not been explained are the following: NG2F is the number of

elements in the compressed hessian which is stored in G2F, it is

(NX*(NX+1))/2; IORD contains the transformation order used at each

iteration; IP(10) is the permutation used at each iteration in the

factorization of the hessian; NFS, NGFS, NHESS are the counters for

the number of function, gradient and hessian evaluations; NBOUND con¬

tains the number of independent variables at their boundaries for the

last point used; IRESET is used in resetting the conjugate gradients

algorithm of Fletcher-Reeves; ICOORD contains the last coordinate

direction used, or zero if the last iteration was not a coordinate

direction.

The common block OPINDR contains the real, double precision,

variables and it is defined as follows:

COMMON /OPINDR/ PREL,PABS,STPEPS,P,PMIN.G2F(45),C(10,4),BOUND,
* POS,FREL,FABS,GFREL,GFABS,PHREL,PHABS,HG2FII(10),PERT(10),
* SPERT(IO),STPAPS,RELSCH

where most of the variables have also been defined and explained pre¬

viously. The ones that have not been explained previously are the

following: P is the step-length in the transformation functions at
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iteration; PMIN is used to save the value of the p which minimizes the

function in the scalar search to be used in any subsequent iterations;

C(10,4) is used to contain the transformation function coefficient

vectors; BOUND contains the distance of the projection transformation

form the actual transformation when the trajectories fall outside the

box constraints, thus it is a measure of how much the actual transfor¬

mation is being projected; POS contains the maximum norm of the diagonal

matrix D obtained in the factorization of the hessian (see Section

3.5); HG2FII(10) contains the diagonal elements of the hessian whenever

the hessian is being approximated by differences; PERT(10) contains the

perturbations used for the last gradient approximation, whenever only

function values are supplied; SPERT(IO) is a temporary array to hold the

perturbations in some instances (see subroutine 0PXKP1); STPAPS is set

to the square root of STPEPS which is used in the convergence tests as

the relative constant.

The last common block is DPDATA and it is defined as follows:

COMMON /DPDATA/ B0X(3, 26)

where BOX contains the box constraints as previously described. The

dimensions of BOX were defined as shown because that is the way they are

defined in the computer program AOP where the VO algorithm replaced its

minimization algorithm. In order to be consistent, BOX should be de¬

fined B0X(3, 10); then any increase in the number of independent vari¬

ables could be achieved by increasing all the dimensions of 10 in the

common blocks, the dimension of G2F should become n(n + l)/2, where n

is the maximum number of variables, and there are two other dimension

statements that need to be changed, one in the MAIN program and another
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in subroutine 0PXKP1, both from 10 to whatever number of variables are

desired.

We can now describe the function of each of the subroutines in the

program. Each subroutine will be described by first briefly stating its

function, and then listing the subroutines that call it, and the sub¬

routines that it calls.

MAIN - This is the main subroutine which reads the data, determines

when the algorithm has converged and prints the results. It

calls NTIMEU, OPGRAD, 0PXKP1, OPFXGF, OPGFCIC, OPEVX, and

OPCOOR.

0PXKP1 - This subroutine computes the transformation functions and

returns the next point which reduced the function being mini¬

mized. It is called by the MAIN program. It calls OPEVX,

OPFXGF, OPORDH, OPGRCK, OPORD2, OPCNJG, OPGRAD, OPFUNC, OPHESS,

and SFBSUB.

OPDFP - This subroutine handles the Davidon-Fletcher-Powell algo¬

rithm. It is called by OPHESS. It calls OPBDRY, OPFUNC, and

OPEVX.

OPCOOR - This subroutine handles the selection of coordinate search

directions. It is called by the MAIN program. It calls

OPEVX, OPFUNC, and OPBDRY.

k+L
OPEVX - This subroutine evaluates a point x given a value of p,

and it takes care of in effect projecting the transformation

when the point falls outside the box constraints. It is called

by almost every subroutine. It does not call any subroutine.

OPGFCK - This function computes the maximum norm of the gradient

without taking into consideration those coordinates that are
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at the boundary. It is called by MAIN, and OPXKP1. It does

not call any subroutine.

OPORD2 - This subroutine handles the second-order transformation

scalar search. It is called by OPXKP1. It calls OPEVX,

OPBDRY, OPFUNC, and OPGRAD.

OPORDH - This subroutine handles the scalar search for the third

and fourth order transformations. It is called by OPXKP1.

It calls OPFUNC, OPEVX, and OPBDRY.

OPBDRY - This subroutine solves the scalar minimization problem

for the Davidon-Fletcher-Powell, the conjugate gradients, and

the steepest descent algorithms. It is also called when the

transformations are projected, and when coordinate searches

are used. It is called by OPDFP, OPCNJG, OPORD2, OPORDH, and

OPCOOR. It calls OPEVX, and OPFUNC.

OPCNJG - This subroutine handles the conjugate gradient and steep¬

est descent algorithms. It is called by OPXKP1. It calls

OPBCRY, OPEVX, and OPFUNC.

OPGRAD - This subroutine and its entry OPFUNC handle the calls to

the user-written subroutines to evaluate the gradient and the

function. It also approximates the gradient whenever it is

not supplied (MAXAV =1). OPGRAD is called by MAIN, OPXKP1,

0P0RD2; OPFUNC is called by almost all the subroutines. Sub¬

routines called are FUNC, and GRAD.

OPFUNC - See OPGRAD.

OPHESS - This subroutine handles the evaluation or approximation of

the hessian and its factorization, or the hessian update

whenever the Davidon-Fletcher-Powell algorithm is being used.
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If the hessian is not supplied with the VO algorithm, it also

handles its approximation. It is called by OPXKP1. It calls

HESS, OPGRAD, OPFUNC, SFAC, and OPDFP.

OPFXGF - This subroutine corrects the forward difference gradient

by adding the term equal to one half times the hessian dia¬

gonals, times the perturbations used (see Section 4.3.2). It

is called by OPXKP1 and MAIN. It does not call any subroutines.

SFAC - This subroutine handles the factorization of the hessian as

described in Section 3.5. It is called by OPHESS. It does

not call any subroutines.

SFBSUB - This subroutine handles the forward and back substitution

for the higher-order correction and if the Davidon-Fletcher-

Powell algorithm is being used, it multiplies the approximate

hessian inverse times the gradient. It is called by 0PXKP1.

It does not call any subroutines.

NTIMEU - This is a function written in IBM/370 assembly language

which returns the elapsed time. It is called by MAIN. It

does not call any subroutine.

All of the above subroutines require approximately fifty kilobytes when

compiled and linked with all the required FORTRAN IV built-in functions.

It is estimated that by eliminating the options and the required sub¬

routines for the Davidon-Fletcher-Powell and for the conjugate gradient

algorithms, and by eliminating the numerous print statements used for

debugging output that the storage requirements could be cut by one

third.
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1.3

Listingofthe
Program

ALJJIMENE7-4/78
MAINPROGRAM IMPLICITREAL*a(A-H,0-Z) REAL=r3X(10),GF(10),TIMERS/2o.041660-6/ COMMON/GPINDI/IDbUG.NX.NG2F»ITCNT,MAXAV,¡«IAXÜHD«MAXIT,IO*D,

*IP(10)iNFS,NGFS,NHESS.NdüUND,IOFPS*,ICúNJG,IRESET,ICOOP.D, *ISEED COMMON/OPINDR/PRELiPASS>STPEPS.P.PMINtG2F(45),C(
4POS«FRELrAbS,GFREL,GFABS.PHREL,PHAbS,HG2FII(1

*SPERT(10),STRAPS,HELSCH COMMON/OPDATA/'JOX(3«25) NAMELIST/IN/NX,IDEUG.MAXAV.MAXÜRD.MAXIT,STPEP3,
*X<BOX»IPRSW,IDFPSX,ICCNJG.FREL»FAES»GFREL»GFAO *RELSCH NAMEL1STISUSECFORINPUT.THEVARIADLESAR. NX,THENUMBEROFINDEPENDENTVARIADLES IDbUG,0-NODEBUGOUTPUT,-1SOMEDEdUoOUTPUT, +1MOSTClüUGOUTPUT

MAXAV,1ONLYFUNCTIONVALUESSUPPLIED,2FUNCTIONAND GRADIENTVALUESSUPPLIED,3FUNCTION,GRADIENTAND HESSIANVALUESSUPPLIED
MAXÜRD,MAXIMUMORDER.IFIDFPSw-1ANDMAX0KD=2,THEDFP ALGORITHMISUSED.IFIDFPSVt=lANDMAX0RD=4,DFPPLUS VUALGORITHMISUSED.IFICU.NJG=1ANDMAXURD.GE.2, THEFRALGORITHMOFCONJUGATEGRADIENTSISUSED.IF ICONJG=1ANDMAXORC=l,STEEPESTDESCENTISUSED.

MAXIT.MAXIMUMNUMBEROFITERATIONS STPEPS,ABSOLUTECONSTANTUSEuINTESTINGFOR CONVERGENCE.RELATIVECONSTANTISDSQRT(STPEPS)
PREL.PAES,CONSTANTSUSEDINAPPROXIMATINGTHEGRADIENT ANDTHEHESSIANWHENMAXAV=1.PADSISALSOUSEDAS THESMALLESTALLOWEDCHANGEINANINDEPENDENT

10.4),BOUND. 0),PERT(1C), PRc.L»PAbS,ISEED»i
S,PHREL»PHAbS»

rO

N3

I
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c
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c

c

c

c
c

c
c 100 110

EACHITcHATÍJN• THEFRUGkAM.MAYBE
USEDBYJSSRWRITT; aJX(1,1)THELU.VL

variableat
ISEED,NOTUSEDIN SUSRGUTINE.

X,THEINITIALGUESSTOTHESOLUTION aox,MAYqESETTOTHEbCXCONSTRAINTS AND60X(3•I)THEHIGHLIMIT
IPRSW,SWITCHTOCONTROLAMOUNTOFPRINTING ITERATION.

IDFPSW,ICÜNJGiSbEMAXÜHDAnUVE. FREL.FABS.MAXIMUMRELATIVEANDABSOLUTEERROR VALUESSUPPLIEDTOTHEPROGRAM GFKEL.GFAOS,MAXIMUMRELATIVEANDABSOLUTEERRORINEACH COMPONENTOFTHEGRADIENTSUPPLIEDTOTHEPROGRAM PHREL.PH48S.CONSTANTSUSEDINAPPROXIMATINGTHEHESSIAN WHENFUNCTIONANDGRADIENTVALUESARESUPPLIED.
RELSCH,ACCURACYOFSCALARSEARCHWHENMINIMIZINGALONG DFP,FR,STEEPESTDESCENT,COORDINATE ORONTHEBOUNDARYOFBOXWITHVO

ATEACH INTHE

INTEGER
IPRSW'=1 NX-=0

I5EED=12748 MAXAV=2 MAX0KD=4 IDBUG=0 MAXIT=50
LINESFOR SEARCHES, ORD(4)

FREL=0DO FABS=0DO GFREL=ODO GFA6S=0DO IDFPSW—0 ICCNJG=0 RtLSCh=5D-2 DO1001=1,26 BOX(1,1)=-1D40 dOX(3,1)=1D40 PMIN=-l00 ITCNT=0 3TPEPS=ID—3
RELSCH=DA6S(RELSCH) SX=10 PREL=5D—6

PABS=QDO PHREL=1D-4 PHABS=ODO ICCORD=0 IRE5ET=0 IORD=0

N IMIT
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PüS=lDS P=1 DQ1121=1.4
112GRD(I)=O NFS=0 NGFS=0 NHESS=0 NBOUND=O READl5»IN»END=aOO) 0011201=1»NX TEMP=BOX(3,1)—BOX(1,I)

IF(TEMP.GT.105,ük,TEMP.LT.1O-5)TEMP=IDO
1120BOX(2,I)=TEMP*TEMP STPEPS=DMAX1(STPEPS.GFABS+GFABS.1D-15) IF(PABS.Ea.ODO)PA65=DMAX1(lü-13,STPEPSA1D-1) IF(PrlADS.EQ.ODO)PHABS=ONAX1(10-13.5TPEPS*1D-1) IF(IC0NJ6.LT.0)ICONJG-0 IF(IOFPSW.NE.O)IDFP5w=1 IF(MAXAV.GE.3)GOTO114 IF(MAXAV.LE.l)GOTO113 PHREL=DMAX1(2D2*6FREL,PHREL) PHAB5=DMAX1(202*GFABS,PHADS) Pr<EL=OMAXl(PREL,2D2*FREL) PABS=0MAX1(PAbb».202*FAiiS) GOTO114

113PREL=DMAX1(PREl.202*FREL) PABS=DMAXl(PAaS.2D2FFA3S) STPEPS=DMAX1(STPEPS.FADS+FAOS)
114CALLUPGRADIX.F..GF.SGF) IF(PREL.GT.1D-1)PSEL=10-1 IF(PHREL.GT.1D-l)PHREL=1D-1 IF(PADS.GT.50-1)PAbS=5D-l IF(PHAdS.GT.5D-1)PHABS=5D-1 STPAPS=DSQRT(STPEPS) IF(IPRSVb'.EQ.0)GOTO117 *RITE(6•115)MAXAV,MAXQRD,MAXIT.STPEPS.IDFF'SutIC-lNjG.REL5OH,

*ISEED.FREL.FABS,GFREL.GFAoS.PKEL.PAoSiPhRELiPHABS
115FORMAT(//2X*■MAXAV•*13»5X.•*MAXÜRD•.I3.4X,•,MAXIT*.I5.4X, *»,STPEPS*,1PG9.2,•,IDFPSw*,13.4X.•,ICONJG•.I3.4X,•,REL5CH*.

*GS.2,•,ISEED*.Ill *//2X,•FREL*.GS.2.*.FAb3*.G9.2,*.GFREL*.G9.2,*,GFAOS*.
*GIG.2.*.PREL•.G9.2.•.PAbS•,G9.2.•.PHREL•,G10.2.•,PHA^S*. 4G9.2/1 WRITE(ó.lló)(I.büXl1,I).SGX(3,I).I=1,NX)

116FORMATÍ//'BOXCü\lSTRAINTS'/(/•X1,12,1P2G1b.o)) WRITE(6»130)
117NG2F=(NX*(NX+1))/2 *RITE(6,119)F.(X<I),I=1,NX)
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119

F•,1PG20.3//•
X*,1P5G20.9/

FÜKKAT(//'INITIALVALUES'/'/‘
*!1PG23.9,1P4G20.9)) WRITE!c,120)(OF!I).1=1,NX)

120FORMAT!/*GF•.IP5G20.9/(1PG23.9,4G20.9)) WRITE!6,130)
130FURMATÍ///) ITIM=NT1MEUÍ0)

C

.BEGINLOOPTGMIMMI¿E...........
C 200ITCNT=ITCNT+1 FS=F

CGETNEXTESTIMATEOFSOLUTION CALLOPXKP1íX.F,GF,5GF,SX) ICOQRD=0
210IFíIPRSW.EÜ.0)GOTO240 WRITE!6,220)ITCNT,NFS,NGFS,NHE3S,IGRO.P,F,{X(I),

220FORMATí/IX,I3,■,CNTS*,I5,I4,I3,*,CRD*,12,*,P* *G13.5,*,X*.5G12.4/íG75.4,4G12.4)) CALLOPFXGF!GF,C!1,3),SGF) IF!IPSS..GT,0)W.RITE!6,230)íCÍI.3),1=1,NX>
230FORMAT!/61X,»GF*,1P5G12.4/(G75.4,4ol2.4)) 240ORDlIORD)=ORDlIORD)+l CCHECKNCRMOFTHEGRADIENT TEMP=OPGFCK(X,GF) IFÍTEMP.LE.STPEPS-AND.POS.EU.ODO)GOTO300 IFÍTEMP,LE.STREPS)GOTO24o IríTEMP.LT.ID-2)RELSCF.=-CAOS!RELSCN) IFIP.EO.ODO)GOTO246 TEiMP=STPEPS+STRAPS*DMIN1!DAJSíFS).CABSIF)) IF!CABS!FS-F).GT.TEMP)GOTO285 DO24b1=1,NX TEMP=STPEPS+STRAPS»DMINliCAcSiC!1,1)),DAJSíXíI)) IF(DABS!X!I)-ClI,1)).ST.TEMP)GOTO235

245CONTINUE IF(POS.EQ.ODO.AND.P.GT.1D-1)GOTO300
246IFíICÜÜRD.NE.0)GOTO300 CCOORDINATESEARCHESNCTDCNEANDREOUIRED IF(ITCNT.GT.1)GOTO270

CINITIALVALUEMAYHAVEBEENASADDLEPOINT CPERTURBIT. A8SMX=1D1*DMAX1ÍSTPEPS,PASS,PHABS) RELMX=1D1«DMAX1(STFAPS,PREL,PHREl) DO2601=1,NX
260CÍI,2)=ABSMX+RELMXWDABS!C!1,1)) IQRD=0 SXK=OPEVX(IDO,X) IFíSXK.EQ.ODO)SXK=UPEVXÍ-1DO,X)

=1,NX)
1PG12.4,•



CALLOPGfiAD!X,F.CF.SGF) WRITc(ó»263)
263FORMAT!//'******SINCEINITIALGUESSMAYBEASADULE*• ***ITWILL3EPERTURBED.*//) ITCNT=2 P=0D0 WRITEíó.220)ITCNI,NFS.NGFS.NHESS.IORDiP.F.(X(I),I=1,NX) WRITE!6.230)(GF<I),I=1,NX)

IRE5ET=0 IF(ICONJG.LT.0)ICONJG=0 IF(ICFPSW.NE.0)IDFPSW-1 GOTO200
CUNDERTAKECuORDINATESEARChES 270RELSCH=—CAB5(RELSCP) P=0

ITCNT=ITCNT+1 IORD=1 FS=F DO2601=1.NX
230C(I.1)=X(I) CALLQPCOOR(X.F.GF.SX) IF(P.NE.ODO)CALLUPGRAD(X,F,GF,SGF) GOTO210

235IF(ITCNT.LT.MAXIT)GOTO200 C cendofloop
c

ITIM=NTIMEU(1) WRITE(6.290)
290FORMAT!//*MAXIMUMSTEPSREACHED'/) GOTO320 300ITIM=NTIMEL!1) WRITElÓ,310)

310FORMAT!//*****CONVERGENCE****•/) 320TSEC=ITIM*TIMERS WRITE!6,330)ITCNT.NFS,NGFS.NHESS.TS£C
330FORMAT(1X,13.•STEPS.',15.'FUN,*,I4,'gRAD,*,I4, **HESS,SECONDS=•,1FG20.9/) wRITE(6,340)F,ORÜ.ÍXÍI),1=1.NXJ

340FORMAT!'F*.1PG20.9.*,ORDERCNTS*,414//'X*,bG20.9/ *íG23.9,4G20.9)) CALLOPFXGFÍGF.CÍ1.S),3GFJ WRITEÍ6.120)(C!I,3),1=1.NX) GOTO110
400STOP

EN0
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SUBROUTINEOPXKFl(XK,FK,GF,SGF,Sx)
CALJJIMENEE-4/76 C CCOMPUTETRANSFORMATIONSANDEVENTUALLYRETURNTHE

CNEXTPOINTANDTHEFUNCTIONANDTHEGRADIENTATTHECNEXTPOINT IMPLICITREALMS!A-H,C-2) REALC8XK(10),TP(1C).GF(10) COMMON/OPINDI/IDOUG.NX,NG2F.ITCNT.MAXAV.MAXORD,MAXIT,IORD,
♦IP<10).NFS,NG~3,NHESS.NuCUND.IDFPSA»ICONJG.IRESET■ICOORD COMMON/OPINDR/PREL.PASS,STPEPS*P,PMIN.G2F(45),C(10.4).DJUND,

♦POS•FREL,FABS,GFScL,GFAriSiP.IhEL,PHABS.HG2F1I(10).PERT(10), ♦SPFRT(10) COMMONI/DPDATA/BOX(3.26) IF(ICONJG.EO.O)GOTO100
CCONJUGATEGRADIENTSOnSTEEPESTDESCENTINUSE10 IF(ICONJG.GT.0)GOTO90VCALLOPFXGF(GF»TP,SGF) GOTO92

90DO31I=1,NX 31TP(I)=GF(I) 92FKSAVE=FK
COBTAINNEXTPOINTFCRSTEEPESTDESCENTORCJALGORITHM CALLUPCNJGIXK,FK,TP.SGF.SX) IF(ICONJG)93.100.250

93POS=ID5 IF<ITCNT.EG.-ICONJG)GUTU96 IF(FKSAVE-FK.GT.ID-1*DABS(FK3AVE))GUTO95 DO951=1,NX IF(DABS(XK(I)-C(I.1)).uT,5D-2*(100+DABS(C(I.1))))JOTO96
95CONTINUE GOTO250

96ICONJG=0 IF(IRESET.LE.ITCNT+1)GOTO250 DOQ81=1.NX
9tíC(1.4)=C(1,2) GOTO250

COBTAINHESSIANrACOTRI/ATIONORNEXTPOINTIFDFPCALGORITHMISINUSE(BYUSINGNON-STANDARDRETURN) 100IGF1=0



102CALLÜPHESSÍXk.,Hk.GF,Tp.SGF,SX,¿250) IF(MAXAV.Nc.l)GOTO104 CALLÜPFXGFÍGF,GF,SGF) DÜ1031=1.NX
103PERTH1=000 CCOMPUTESECOND-CKDERCORRECTION 104CALLSFOSUBÍG2F.IP.GF.Ct1.2)) GP0=0 DO1061=1.NX C(I.1)=XK(I) IF(NuOUND.EO.O)GuTü10S

IF((GFCD.LT.O.ANO.XK.(I).GE.BOX(3,I)).OP.
*(GF(I).GT.O.ANO.XK{I),Lc.BOX(1,I)))GOTO106

105GP0=GP0-GF(I)=C(I,2) 106CONTINUE STF=OPGFCK(XK.C(1.2)} IFIGPO.LT.O.AND.(5TP.GT.STPEPS.OP.NO3UND.EJ.0))
*GüTO115 IF(GP0.LE.0.AND.NdCUNC.NE.O)GOTo115

CNEWTON•SOIRECTIONGIVESNODESCENT,SWITCHTOCG IF(IDFPS*•Eü•C)GOTO111 IDFPSW=1 GOTO102
111IF(IORD.EQ.1)GOTC112 ICONJG=—(ITCNT+NX) IRESET=0 GOTO90

112IF(IHESET.GT.ITCNT)GOTO113 ICONJG=-(ITCNT+NX) IORD=2 GUTO90
113001141=1.NX 114C(I.2)=C(I,4) IC0NJG=1-1PE3ET GOTO90

115IFCIORO.NE.l.OR.IRESET.LE.ITCNT)GuTO117 INDPOS=1 GOTOIIS
117INDPOS=0 116IQRD=2 CEVALUATEXK-D2K SX=OPEVX(-100,XK.)

CEVALUATEF(XK-02K)ANDGF(XK-D2K) CALLÜPGSADÍXK.FI,TP,STP) P=1 IF(STREPS.GE.UPGFCK(XK,TF).AND.F1.LE.FK)GOTO600 IP(rI•Gc»PK«0R«MAALJV'<C«£.vj)«2*ÜR»üUUiM0«Gll*SX)GUTU220 SP=DAdS(C(1*1))
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i-nnon

5D-DAyS(XK(1)) DO120I=2,NX SO=DMAX1(SD.DAoS(XK(I)))
120SP=DMAX1(SP.DAcS(C(l.l1)) SP=CMAXl(oD-l,SP*7.50—1,80*7.50-1) FIS—F1 IGF1-1 J=3

3EGINLOOPTJCOMPUTETHIRDANDFOURTHuRJLR CüphrClIUNs
30CALLUPFXGFITP,X<,STPJ STPT=STP

CCOMPUTETHIRDJRFOURTHORDERCORRECTION CALL3F05U6(G2F,IP,XK,C(1,J)) 5D=DA5S(C(1,J)) DO140I=2.NX
140SD=DMAX1(SD.DAoSÍC(I,J))) IF(MAXAV.ME.1)GOTO143 JO1421=1,NA

1425PEKT(I)=PcFT(IJ 143IF(SD.lT.SP)GOTO200 IQRD=J 3XT=GPEVX(-1C0.XK) IF(J.LT.MAXORD)GOTOloO IF(PMIN•N£.1.UR.5GF.LE•STP•UR•NÍ3UUNO•NE.C)GOTO153 IF<IDFPSW.NS.0)GOTO155 CALLUPGRADÍXK,F,G2F,STP) IF{STREPS.LT.OPGFCKtXK.,G2F).DR.F.GT.F1JGOTo153 FK=F SGF-STP IORD-J DO1521=1.NX
152GFlI)=G2F(I) GOTO000

153IF(F.GE.FK)GOTO200 F1=F 031541=1.NX
154TP(11=G2F(I) IF(MAXAV.cO.l)CALLOPFXGF(TP,SPERT,STP) GOTO100

155CALLOPFUNC(XK.F) IGF1=0 GOTO170
160CALLOPGRAC(XK,F,Ctl.J+l).STPT) IF(STPtPS.LT.-JPGFCK(XK.C(1.J+l)).GR.F.ÜT.FI)GOTO170 IORD=J
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SGF=STPT SX=SXT
Fis.—F J=JF1 001t>51=1.NX

1t>5jF(i)=C(IiJ) GOTO900
170IF(F.GT.F1S.UR.5CUND•Gc«¿XT)GOTO200 F1=F STP=STPT SX=SXT IF(J,tQ.MAXÜRO)G’JTC190 J=JF1 100180I=1.NX

180TPÍ1)=C(I,J) GOTO130
CTHIRDOkFuUHIHORDERTRANSFORMATIONSELECTED 190IORD=J 195CALLQPORDH(FK«Fl»GF»TF»3GF»STP.GPG»IGFl»Xrs»SX.G'JOO) IF(IDFPSM.EO.0)GoTO250 IDFPSm=l GOTO2S0

CSECOND-ORDERTRANSFORMATIONSELECTED 200I0PD=J—1 SX=OPEVX(-1DO,XK) 1F(MAXAV.NE.1)GCTO210 DO205I=1.NX
205PERT(I)=SPERT<I) 210IF(IORO.GT.2)GOTO195 220FKSAVE=FK CALLOPFXGFITP,C(l,3),STP) CALLÜPQRD2(FK.F1,GF,C(1*3).SGF.STP.GPO.Xk.SX.IGFI,0800,0900)

IF(IDFPSW.N5.0)GOTC250 IF(DABS(P).GE.2D-1)GOTC250 IF(P.EQ.OOO)GOTO224 DO2231=1,NX IF(0A3S(XK(I)-C(I,1)).GT.1D-l*(1D0FDAÓ31C(I,1))))GOTO2=>0
223CONTINUE IF(FKSAVE-FK,GT•20-3*0AtíS(FKSAVE))GOTO245

CMODIFIEDNEXTUNGAVESMALLOESCENT.SWITCHTOCGNeXT 2241=(INDPOS.EO.O)GoTO230 FK=FKSAVE SX=OPEVX(ODO,Xis) DO2251=1,NX
225C(I.2)=C(I,4) ICCNJG=1-IRESET GOTO90

230ICUNJG=—(ITCNTtUX+1)
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IRESET=0 IF{P.ME.0U0)GJTJJoG ICONJG=ICONJG+I IFlMAXAV.Nc.l)GJTO90 DO2J5I=1,NX
235PERT!I)=ODO GOTO90 245ICCNJG=-(ITCNT+1+NX) IRESET=0

C

CCOMPUTEFANOC-FATTHENc.VPOINTC 260STP-SGF IF(P.EO.ODO)GOTO500 IF(ICONJG.GE.O)GUTO270 IF(HAXAV•NE.1.OP.ICRO.Lc.l)GOTO2o5 DO2601=1.NX
260PF.ilT(I)=0D0 265CALLGPFXGF(GF,SP5P.T,STP) 270CALLUPGRACIXN,FK,GF.SGF) IF(.'<1AXAV.EQ.1.OR.ICONJG.LT.0)CALLUPFXGFIuF,TP,5GF)IFIICONJG.GE.0)GOTO700 J=0 DO4001=1,NX IF(DAoS(SPERT(I)-TP(I)).GT.I0-1*DAbS(SPERT(I)>+1DO)GOTU410IF(DABS(SPERT(1)).Gc.lDl*DA8S(TP(I)))J=J-t-1

400CONTINUa IF{J,NE.NX)GOTO700
410ICCNJG-0 IF(PRESET.LE.ITCNT+1)GCTC700 DO430I—1.NX

430C(1,4)—C(1.2)
700IF(P.NE.PMIN)GOTO900 IF(PMIN.GT.ODG.AND.STP.LE.1D2*5uF)P.-iiN=-100GOTO900

800IF(IURD.LE.2.OR.luFPSw.EQ.C)GuTO808 DO8051=1.NX
305C(I.4)=GF(I) 80803alOI=1.NX 810GF(I)=TP(I) FK=F1 IF(PMIN.GT.ODG.AND.SGF.LE.ID2*STP)PMIN=-100SGF=STP

900IF(IoaUG.EQ.0)RETURN K=MAX0(2.13RD) WRITS(6.9910)IURD,((C(I.J),I=1,NX),J=1,N)
9910FORMAT(•UPXK»,1P10GI2.4/(G20.4,9G12.4))RETURN
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nnnno

¿NO

C

c
315 320 330

SUckuUTINEQPDFP(X>F,GF»TS*SX*4) A|_JJ1M2NSZ-4/7Ó
DAVIDON-PLETCHER-POviELLUUA5I-i\Erf.TONALGORITHM

v*ITHRESTARTSEV-RYNX+1ITERATIONSIFPROGRESSIS SLOW IMPLICITREALMS!A-P.O-Z) REAL*óX(10),GF(IO).TS(IO) CQMMÜN/0P1NOI/IObUG,NX,NG?.F,ITCNT..MAXAV.MAX3RD.MAXIT,IORO.
*IP(1C).NFS.NGF3.NHESS.NBOUND.IOFPSw»¡CüNJüiIRe.SET•ICUURt) COMMON/DPINDR/PREL,PABS,STPEP3,P,PMIN,G2F(4b),C(10,4),SOUND,

4POS COMMON/DPDATA/00X13.26) LOGICALrlloHEF 10R0=1 IF(IDFPSW.GT.ITCNT)GOTC370 IF(P.LT.10-1,JR,IDFPS'.v.LE.I)GOTü315 DONOTRESETTPISTIMEASSCHEDULED
IDFPSw=IDFPSW+1 UQTO370 RESETALGORITHM

IDFP5W=ITCNT+NX+1 K=NG2F-1 DO3201=2.K G2F(I)=OD0 M=1 DO330I=1.NX G2F(M)=60X(2.1) M=M+NX+1-I IF(IDOUG.NE.0)WRITE(5,D312)(G2F(I).1=1,NO2F) P=1D40 GP0=0DO DG3401=1,NX IF(GF(I).NE.000) *P=DMINI(P,CMAX1(1DO,DA05ÍXII)))/(2*OAdS(GF(1)))) C(I,1)=X(I) C(I,2)=—GF(I)
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C(I,4)=GF(I) IF(iNBüUNÜ•EQ•C)5JTO33b IF((GF(I).LT.O.AND.X(I)•GE•OCX(3.1)).UR.
*(GF(I).GT.O.AND.X(I).Li.JOX(1.I)))GOTO340

33bGPG=GP0-GF(I1**2 340CONTINUE FSAVE=F GüTO500 370IF(P.LE.ODC)GüTtJ315 CUPDATEHESS¡ANINVERSE... DENO1=000 DO3301=1,NX TS(I)=GF(I)-C(1,41 C(1.4)=GF(I)
C(I,3)=X{I)-CtI.1)

360DEiM01=DENÜl+TS(I)*C(1,3) M=1 DENO2=0D0 DÜ4101=1.NX HI=0DO K.=I DO400J=1.NX HI=HI+TS{J)íu2r(K.) IF(K.LT.M)GUTD390 K.=K41 GOTO400
390K=K+NX-J 400CONTINUE M=K C{I,1)=HI

410DENU2=DEN024HI*TS(I) IF(DENOl.EO.ODO.OR.DfcNG2.EG.01GOTO513 IF(IDoUG.Nr.01wSITE(ó,991¿IDENU1.DENO2,(TStl).1=1.NX).
*IDFPSa.((C(I.J).1=1.NX),J=1,4} DENC1=1DO/DENOl DENO2=1D0/DENÚ2 P=1D40 GPC=ODC M=1 HIGHt3=.TRUE.

CIrMAXÜRD.GT.2USEVOAFTERNX+1ITERATION^ 1F(IDFPSW.NE.1TCNT+1.GR»MAXüRJ.Ll.2
*1HIGH5R=.rALSE• DO4701=1.NX T1=C(1.3)*DENUl T2=C(1,1)*DENú2 G2F(V)=G2F(M)+C(I,3)*Tl-C{I,11*T2 MSAVE=M
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IF(I.EO.NX)GOTO44C K=I+I 00430J=K.,NX M=M+1
430G2F(M)=G2F<M)+C<J,3)*T1-C(J,1)*T2 M=M+1

440IF(HIGHER)GOTO470 C(I»1)=X(I) HI=0D0 K=I DO460J=1.NX HI=hI—GF(J)*G2F(K) IF(K.lT.MSAVE)GOTO4h0 K=K+1 GOTO460
450K=K+NX-J 4ó0CCNTINUE C(1.2)=HI IFiHI.NE.000) Í--DMINI(P,DMAX1(IDO,DA55(X(I)))/(2*DAD5(HI))) IF(N3DUNO.EG.C)GOTU465 IF((GF(I).LT.O.AND.X(I).Gd.oGX(3.I)).ÜK.

4(GF(I).GT.O.ANO.X(1).LE•oOX(1.I)))GOTO470
465GP0=GP0+GF{I)*H1

470CONTINUE IF(IOriUG.NE.0)WRITE(6,9912)(G2F(I),1—1,NG2F)
9912FORMAT(*DFPH•,IP10G12.4/(G13.4,9G12.4)) FSAVE=F IF(HIGHdR)GOTO7OC IF(GPC.GE.ODO)GOTO315

C
500IF(P.GT.IDO)P=1DC IF(IDFPSvi.EO.ITCNT+1)I0RD=2 5X=0PEVX(P,X) CALLOPFUNC(X,FP)

CSOLVESCALARMINIMIZATIONPKGOLEM CALLOPODRY(F,GF,GFO,-1,FP,P,X,¿X) IF(FSAVE-F.LT.1D-2*UA8S(FSAVE).AND.IURU.NE.1)IDFP'3ft=l RETORN1
700RETURN END
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SUbRÜUTINtQPCOORfXK,FK,GF,SX) ALJJIMENEZ-A/76 UNDERTAKECOORDINATE;SEARCHESUNTILSUFFICIENTDESCENT ISOBTAINED IMPLICITREAL*ri(A-h,0-Z) REALMSXK(10),GF(10) COMMON/CPINDI/IDBUG.NX,NG2F.ITCNT,MAXAV,MAXORD.MAXIT.LORD.
*IP(10)»NFS»NGFS*NHE5SiNOLUNDiIDFPGw,ICüNJG,IRliSET,ICOOKJ COMMON/GPINDR/PREL,PA3S.STROPS,P,PMIN,G¿F(45).C<10.4),UOUNO

4POS»FREL«FAbS.GFREL.GFASS.PHREi_»PriABS,hG2rIIC10),?c¡1T{10) *SPERT(10).STRAPS.RELSCF COMMON/ÜPDATA/BOX<3.2b)
CCOORDINATESEAPCh,FINDLAKoESTGRADIENTTERM GFMAX-000

IGF.MAX-1 FK.SAVE=FK TEMP=STPEPS4-STPAP5ADASS(FKSAVt) NUMC=0 DO4001=1,NX C(I,3)=C(I,1) NOMC=NUMC+1
IP(iMUMC)=I 11~((GF(I).LT.O.AND.C(I,1).Gc.oJX(3,I)).OR.

7(GF(I).GT.O.AND.C(I,1).LE.BOX(1,I)))GoTO400 IF(GF(I).EO.0D0)GUTO400 IF(GFMAX.GE.DAdS(GF(I)))GOTO400 CFMAX=DABS{GF(I))
IGFMAX=I IP(NUMC)=IP(I) IP(1)=I

400CONTINUE IF(NUMC.Lb.0)GOTC710 IF(IGFMAX.NE.ICOOKC.OR.NUMC.i_E.l)GOTO430
IGFMAX=IP(NUMC) IP(NOMC)=IP(2) IP(2)=IP(1)

430IC0CRD=IGFMAX GFMAX--1D70
C

DO4601=1,NX IF(I.EG.ICGQRD)GOTO460 C(I.2)—OD0 GOTCJ460
450C(I.2)=—GF(I)



IF(C<I,2).Eü.CDO)C(I,2)=STPEPS GP0=—GF<I)*C(i,2) P=OMAXI(1DO,OAuS(C(1,1)))/(2*0AuS(C(I,2))}
460COMINUE CLOOPTOCYCLtTHflCUbHCOORDINATEDIRECTIONS 470IF(P.GT.IDO)P=1D0 PALSX=CDO IP((FREL.EQ.DDO.AND»FAtíS«cO.JüüJ.OP,

-F(P•NE«IDO.AND*KELSCh.GT.GOO))GOTOECO P=PAÜS/DASS(ClICOORD,2)) PAobX-P
600IF(ICBOG.NE.OI.’JRITc(6,9912)ICOJRD»(<C(I,j).1=1.NX),J=1,2) 9912FORMAT!•COOR•,1P10012.4/ÍGlá,4,9012,4)) SX=ÜPEVXlPtXK) IFISX+lD-d,GE.PAdS)GOTü520 IF(IGFMAX.EQ.O)GOTO700 GOTO620

520CAU.OPFUNC(XK.FP) IF(FP.LT.FK)GOTOcOO IFtIGFMAX.EG.C)GOTO700 IF(P.LE.PA5SX)GOTO620
600CALLOPBDRYIFk.GF,GPO,-1,FP,P,XK,SX) IFtP.GT.ODO.OR.IoFMAX.EQ.O)GOTO600

CNODESCENT,TRYNEGATIVEDIRECTION 620C(ICOURQ.2)=-C(ICOORD,2) P=PAdS/DAB5(C(ICÜORD,2)) IGFMAX=0 GOTO500
CNODESCENTATALL... 700XK.tICOORD)=C(ICOORO,I) 710P=0D0

C

300IF(P.GT.GFMAX)GFMAX=P IF(NUMC.Lc.1)GOT0900 IF(DAcSlFKSAVE-FK).GT.Ttf*P)GOTO900
CSMALLDESCENT.TRYANOTHERCOORDINATE... C(ICUOPD,2)=ODO C(ICOORD,1)=XK(ICOORD)

ICOORD-IP(NUMC) IGFMAX=ICOORD NUMC=NUMC-1 C(IGF.MAX.2)=*(jF(IGFMAX) IF(C(IGFMAX.2J.EJ.0D0)C(IGFMAX,2)=STPEPS GP0=-GF(IGFMAX)*C<IGFMAX,2) P=O.MAX1(1DO,DAOS(C(IGFMAX.1)))/(2D0ADAdS(C(IGFMAX.2))) GOTO470
C

900P=GFMAX
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noon

IKESET=0 IF(ICFPS*.NE.0)K)FPSW=1 IF(ICQNJG.LT.0)ICCNJG-0 □09101=1,NX
910C(I,1)=C(I.3> HETURN

END FUNCTION0P5VXCPX,X) ALJJIMENEZ-A/7b EVALUATEPOINTINXGIVENAVALUECFP POINTXISPROJECTEDONTOTHEbUXCONSTRAINTSIFNECESSARY IMPLICITREAL*d(A-P,3-Z) PEALFbX(10) COMMON/UPIN01/IDüUG,NX,NG2r,ITCNT,MAXAV,MAXÜKD,MAXIT.KURD.
*IP(10).NFS,NoFS.NHESS,NBOUND.IDFPS*,ICONJo,IRESET,ICÜÜP.D COMMON/OPINDR/PREL,PA3S.STHEPS,P,PMIN,G2F(45),C(10,4),SOUND COMMGN/DPDATA/tiOX(3,20) IORO=MAXO(2,KURD) N30UND=0 BOUND=ODO SDX-0 IF.(FX.EQ.IDO)SOTO150 IF(PX.EQ.-IOO)GOTOIriO I0R0M2=IORC-2

CLOOPFORÜA0S(P).NE.l 00120I-l.NX S=C(I,ICRD) IF(I0RDM2.LE.0)GOTO115 DO110J=1,1ORDM2
110S=S*PX+C(I.IOR0-J) 115S=S*PX SX=5+C<1,1) IF(SX.LT.QCX(3,I))GOTG110 BOLND=l>VAX1(BOUND,SX-BCX{3,I}) SX=BOX(3,1) S=SX-C(1,1) NaUJNO-NBÜUND+1
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GOTO117
116IF(SX,GT.BOX(1,I))GoTU117 UOUND=DMAXI(BOUND,LUX(1.I)-SX) SX=BOX(1.I) S=SX-C(I.1) N3CUNU=NaüUNO+1

117SDX-QMAX1(SUX,UAu5(6)) 120X(I)=SX GUTO260 ..LOOPFURP=1
150DO1701=1iNX S=C(I«2) IF(IÜRC.EG.2)GOTO162 DL1160J=3,IOPÜ

1óCS=S+C(IiJ) 162SX—S+C(I»1) IF(SX.LT.30X(3.I))GOTOlo3 bCUi\D=OMAx1(BOUND.5X-BGX(3,1)1
SX=¿OX{3,1)

S=SX-C(1,1) NOOUND=NdOUND+1 GOTO165
lo3IF(SX.GT.8UX(1,I))GOTOle>5 BQUND=DMAX1(BOUND.BOX(1.I>-6X) 5X—dOX(1,1) S=SX-C(1,1) NdOUND=NdOUND+l

1ó5SCX=D.vtAX1(SOX,DAU5ÍS)) 170X(I)=SX GOTO250
CLOUPFURP=-l 130DC210I-l.NX S=-C(I»2) IF(IORO.Eu.2)v.0TO192 DO190J=3,IGRO

1905=5-C(I,J) 192SX=S+C(1,1) IF(SX.LT.ÜCX(3.I))GOTO194 UOUND=DMAX1(BOUND.iX-HÜX(3.1)) SX—BOX(3.1) S=SX-C(1,1) NBCUN0=NBG'JND+-1 GOTO200
194IF(SX.GT.BOX(1.I))GCTO200 bOUND=DMAX1(BOUND.BOX(1.I)-SX) 5X=BOX(1,1) S=SX-C(I.1) NBCUNU=NBOUNO+l
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non

2C0SDX=DMAX1(SDX.OA3S(S))
210X(I)=bX 250PT=PX OPEVX=SOX IF(IDduG.EC.0)RETURN ARITE(6.9^11)PT,SDX,NOüONü»üuUND.(X[I),I=1,MX)

9911FORMAT('EVX•.1P2G17.9,I3,G14.4,4^17.9/{G23.9.oGl7.9))RETURN END FUNCTIUNOPGFCNIXX,GF) ALJJIMENEZ-4/76 COMPUTEMAXNORMOFGRADIENT IMPLICITR^AL*8(A-H,G-Z) REAl*8GF(1C).XK(10) COMMON/OPINDI/IDOUG.NX,NG2F.ITCNT,MAXAV,MAX3RD,MAXIT,IURD,
*IP(IO).NFS.NGFS.NHtSS.ABOUND.IDFPSV*.ICONJG,IRESET,ICOORJCOMMON/CPINOR/PREL.PABS>STPEPS.P,PMIN>G2F(4-51.C(10•4).uGUNO.

*PUS,FREl.FAÓS.GFREL.GFActs.PHREL.PH40S*HG2FII(10),PERT{10)COMMON/OPDATA/BOX(3,26) LOGICALMo?AV HG2AV=.FALSE. IF(MAXAV.EG.1.AND.IOFPSv..Eu.C.AND.ICONJG.LE.C)MG2AV-.TRUE.SG=0 DO2001=1.NX T=GF{I) IF(HG2AV.ANO.DABS(PERT(I)).LT.1DO)T=T-hG2FII(I)«PERT(I)IF((T.LT.O.AND.XK(I).GE.JGX{J.I)).OR.
*(T.GT.O.AND.XK(I).LE.OOXI1.I)))GOTO200SG=DMAX1(SG,ÜA3SÍT))

200CONTINUE OPGFCX—SG P.ETORN END
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SUS^uJTIN¿0PÜRD2(FX,F1*GFiTP*3GFiGTPióPJ»XKiGXîIjKc11*»t) ALJJIM¿NEZ-4/7b jxzcot:scalarsearchforsecond-ordertransformATIUN IMPLICITK£ALÍÜ(A-H.U-2) REAL*6GF(10),TP(10),XK(10J COMMQN/OPINO1/ID5UG,NX,NG2F,ITCNT,MAXAV,MAXORD,MAXIT,IPRO,
*IP(10)»NFS.NGFS,NHESS.NU3UND,IDFPSA.ICUNJG.IRESET,ICOORO COMMON/OPINDR/PREL,PA3S,£TPEPS»P,PMlN»G2F(45)*C(10*4)>SOUND COMMON/DPDATA/oOX(3,26) IF(ID6UG.EQ.O)GOTO110 WRITE(6,9911)FK,F1,(GF(I),I=1,NX),(TP(I),1=1,NX),

*(XK(I),1=1,NX).SGF.STP,ICK2,GPO
9911FORMAT!1ORU2•,1P10G12.4/(G16.4,5G12.4)) 110GP1=0D0 ■DO1201=1,NX IF(NBOUND.EQ.0)GOTO115 IF((TP(I).LT.O.AND.xX(I).GE.3uX(3,I)).JR.

*(TP(I).GT.Q.AND.XK(I),LE.dUX(1.I)))GOTO120
115ÜP1=GP1-TP<I)*C<I,2) 120CONTINUE SG=DMINl(SGF,SIP) IF(GP1.LT.0)GOTO400 IFÍF1.LT.FK.AND.N3CUND.EG.G.AND.SG.GT.1D-2)GoTO31s

CCOMPUTEMINOFCUBIC Z=GPl+GP0+3*(FK-Fl) W=DSQRT(Z*Z-GP1*GP0) P=l-(GPl+*-Z)/(GP1-GPO+aI+a) IF(SG.GT.1D-l)P=DMAX1(1D-l.P+DMIN1(P,1D0-P)*bD-I) IF(F1.LT.FK.AND.SG.GT.1D-2.AND.NBOUND.EQ.O)GOTD300 IF(DABS(P-l).LT.2D-2.AND.F1.lT.FK)GOTO315 I=NBOUND SXP=OPEVX(-P,XK) IF(DADS(SXP-SXK).LT.10-2.AND.FI.LT.FX.AND.i.EÜ.0)GOTO310 CALLOPFUNC(XK.F) IF(I.EQ.O)GOTO140 FI=F J=-l GOTO475
140IF(-.LT.FX.AND.5G.LT.ID-2)GJTO250 PS=(PX£P-(FK-F1)+F-FK)/(2*(P*(FK-F1)+F-FK)) IF(5G.GT.IÜ-1)P5=CMAX1(EC~2,P3+DMINI(PS,P—PS)75D-1)
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IF(PS.Lc.10-2)GUTO240 SXPX=0PEVX(-PSiXK)
IF(F,Gt.FK.OR.S*j.L-.10—2•Ok•OAO¿{SXr^j-SXP)*'jT•1D*2)G‘JTO1a SXP=CJPEVX(-P,XK.) oUTO250

155CALLOPFUiMCÍXt\,FP) IF(FP.LT.FK)GOTO155 IF(PS.GT.P)GQTO170 Z=PS PS-P P=2
Z=SXPS SXPS=SXP SXP=Z Z=FP FP=F F=Z

170IF(FP.GE.FK.Ok.F.LT.FP)GOTO200 CTHREEPOINT(PiF)i(PS.FPJ,(1,F1) PP=lPS<tPS*(F-Fl)+P<:P*(Fl-FPJ+FP-F)/(¿Í(PS*(F-r1)+Pv(F1-F2)+rP-F)) SXPP=UPEVX(-PP,XK) IFtüAÜS(SXPP-SXPS).GT.10-2.CP.SG.LE.10-2)GOTO150
18CSXPS=UPEVX(-PS.X.K) ldáP-PS

5XK=SXP5 FK-FP GOTO5C0
140CALLOPFUNC(XK..F) IF(F.GT.FP)GOTO180

155P=?P
GOTO250

CTHREESPOINT(3.FK).(P.F),(PS.FP)
200PP=(P*Pí(Fk-F?)+PS*PS*(F-FlJ)/(2*(P^(FX-FP)+PS*{F-FK))) PP-OMAX1(PP,Pt2.5U-1) SXPP-OPEVX(-PP,XX) IFIF.GT.FK,•OR.SG.LE.1D-2.JR.ÜAo5(SXPP-5XP).GT.1D-2)

*GOTO220
210SXP=OPEVX(—PiXK) GOTO250

220CALLÜPFUNCtXK.Fl) IF(Fl.GT.FK)GOTO250 IF(Fl.GT.t-)GOTC210 F=F1 GOTO155
230IF(F.LT.FK)GOTO210 IF(PP.GT.P)GOTO240 P=PP

r —F1
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C(Otf-K),(O.V.PO),(P,F) 240PS=(P*P*GP0)/(2*(P*GP0+FK-F)) P=OHAX1(PS,P*2•50—1)
2455XP=0PEVX(-P.XK) CALL.ÚHFUNCÍXK,F) IF(F.LT.FK)GOTO250 IF(P.LE.IQ-2)GOTC247 P=P41D-1 GOTO245

247P=0
SXK-QPEVX{P.XK) GOTO500

250FK=F
SXK=SXP GOTO500

CFI.LT.FK 300IF(DAdS(P-l>.LE.20-2)GOTO315 SXP=Q?EVX(-P,XK) IF(JAOS(SXP-5XK).GT.ID-2)GCTO320
310SXK=OPEVX(-1DO.XK) 315P=1

GCTOoOO
320CALLOPGRAO(XK,F,GF,SGF) IF(F.6T.FK.OR.F.CT.F1)GCTO310 FK=F GOTO700

CGP1.LT.O 400IF(Fl.LT.FK)GOTO410 P=1 F=F1 GOTO240
410PS=2

IF(NoGUND.NE.0)GOTO470 IF(I0K2.ECJ.0)GOTO46C Z=GE(1)*C(1.3) OG4301=2,NX
430Z=Z+GF(I)*C(1,3) L—GP0/Z

IF(Z,GE.0.AND.Z.LT.4)GCTO4oG W=D5QkT(1-4/Z) IF(Z.LT.0)GOTO440 PS=C.5*Z*(1+W) GOTO450
440P5=C.5*Z*(1-W) 450IF(PS.LE.l.0200)GOTO315 460SXPS=GPEVX(-PS.XK) IF(M30UND.FQ.G)GOTO465 3XK=OP2VX(-lDO.XK)
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GUTO470
65IF(OABS(SaPS-SXK).LT.10-2)G(JTC310CALLüF'FUNC!XK.*FP) IFÍFP.Lí.Fl•OR»(FP.LT.FK.ANO.IDK2.NE.0))GOTOlfcoP=(Fl-f-P-.5íGPlí(1-PS*P¿))/(Fl-FP-GPl*(l-PS))

IF(SG.GT.100)P=P+DMIN1(PS—P.P—11/200IF(DAOS(P-l).LT.20-2)GúTU3103XP=OP£VX(-P,Xn) IF(UAdS!3XP-SXK),LT.10-2)GJTU310CALLÜPFUNC(XK.F) IF(F.LT.FK)GUTU250 GOTO310
470P=1

J=1

475Oü4GC1=1,NX 430C(I«2)=-C(1.2) CALLOPtíDRYÍFK.GF.GP0.J.F1,P,XK,3XK.)
c 500RETURN 500RETURN1 700RETURN2 END

3UcJRUUTíNEOPUF'DHtFK,FI.Gr»TP,SGr.STP,GP0,1GF1»XK,5XK,4)
CALJJIMENEZ—4/75C CSCALARSEARCHFORTHIRDANDFOURTHORDERTRANSFORMATIONIMPLICITRtAL*8(A-h,C-Z) REAL*3GF(10),TP(10),XK(10)COMMON/OPINDI/IDdUL.NX,NG2F.ITCNT,MAXA\/,MAXORD,MAXIT,ICRD.

*IP(10),NFS,NGFS,NHEoS»NujCUND,IDFPSvv,ICUNJG■IRESET,ICQORUCUM.MON/OPINOR/PREL,PAdS.STPEPS.P.PMiN,G2F(45),C(10,4),dCJUNO,
4POS IF(IDdUG.EU.0)GOTO100 4RITE<-3,9910)FK,FI.(Gr(I).¡=1,NX),(TP(I),1=1.NX).

4(AK{I).I=1,NX).SGF,STP,POS,GP0.IGF1
9910FORMAT!'ORDHI•,1P1OG12.4/(u19.4,9G12.4))100IF(IOkD.GT.3)GOTC120 l)Q110I=1,NX
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ClI,3)=.50C*C(I,2)-C(I.3)
110C(I.2)=-C(1,2)*1.¿CO GOTO150

12000130I=lnNX ClI«4)=C(I*3)-ClI.4)-ClI.2)F.1--J00506066JU667D0 ClI*3)=C(I«2)—2DO»Cl1i3)
130Cl1,2)=-C(I>2)*1.33333333333333DC 150IF(nBÚUNú..ME.0)GOTO720 IF15TP.GE.IDO.OP.STP.GE.SGF.OK.3XK.GE.100)uüTOJO0 P=PMIN IF(P.GT.U)GOTO200

CNEArcSOLUTION...OPTAINISEEMPTOTICVALUEOFP 160P=2
FP=FK 5X=SXK

170SXP=OPEVX(P,XK) IF(OAbSlSXP-SX).LT.STPEPS)GOTC1^0 CALLOPFUI'JClXK»F) IFIF.6T.FI)GOTO180 P=P+IDO FP=F1
F1—r SX=3XP IFIP.GT.4)P—PFP GOTO170

CMINBRACKETED.COMPUTEMINOFDUmDkATIC IrtOIFlSTP.LT.lD-2)GOTO190 T=(FP-F1)AID-1 IFIT.LE.lOO)T=TA5C0 Q=F1+T IF(LABSlFI),GT.ID-1)GOTO152 T=2D0 IF(F1.LT.OOO)1=50-1 U=DMIN11G,TAF1)
162IFIP.GT.4)GOTO183 PS=P-IFP-4*F1+3*F)/1£*(FP-21+F)) SX—P—1DO GOTO187

183IFlP.GT.12)GOTU184 T=FP-2*F1+F PS=FAlFP-F1) PS=17.5D-1APAPS+P*T—FP+4AF1-3AFÍ/IPS+T+T) GOTO18o
184T=2.5D-1a(12AFP-15AF1+3AF) PS=4AFP-3AF1—F PS=(IP*T+PS)AP-4AFP+9AF1-5AF)/(2A{2+P)A(2#FP*3=¡=F1+F))

18oSX=5D-1AP—1DO 187IF{0A8SlPS—SX).LE•2D—2)GUTO189
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IF(¿TP.GE.10-1.AND.(F.LE.S.3*.P3.LT.Sx))GJTú169 3XK=CPeVX(PS.XK) CALLUPFUNC(XK.T) IF(T.GT.C.OS.(PG.LT.GX.AND.T.GT.F1))̂0Tu193 SX=JAEjS(CMINI(FP.F)-TJ+1D-1 IF(SX.Lc.1DO)SX=GXt5D0 SX—T+SX IF(0AÚS(T).GT.1J-1>GOTG138 SXP-2DC IF(T.LT.ODO1SXP=5D-1 SXP=DMIM(SX,sÁPfT)
133Q=OMlNl(Ü.5XP) IFIPS.LT.SX.AND»Fl.LT.O)büTÜ109 PMIN=AMAXO(1,IüInT(PS)) IFÍF.LE.G.AND,3TP.GE.1C-1)GOTO770 FK=T P=PS GOTO800

139IF(F.LE.O.AND.¿TP.Gc.lD-1)GOTO77G IF(STP.LT.1J-l)GüTÜ190 IFtP.GT.4)P=Pí5D-1 P=P-1DO GOTO155
19CIF(P.GT•4)P=P*5ü-l P=F-130 IF(5TP.L5.1D-1.AND.PÜS.EG.090)PMIN=P

195IF(P.LE.1.0200)GOTOÓ95 3XK=OPCVX(P,XK) IF(N8ÜUND.NE.0)GOTú730 FK=Fl GOTO800
200IF(PMIN.LE.1.0200)GOTO323 IF(P.LE.2.100)GOTO210 SXP=OPEVX(P-1,XK.) CALLUPFüNCÍXK,F) IF(F.LE.Fl)GOTO205 IF(P.GT.3.1DO)GüTO160 FP=F< P=2D0 GüTO130

205F1=F 210SX=OPEVX(P.XK) CALLOPFUNCtXK*F) IF(F.LT.Fl)GOTú220 P=P-1 PMIN=P SXK=OPEVX(PiXK) FK-F1

I

to -P~
U1

I



GUTO300
220SXrC=SX IF(DAbS(F>.GE.l00)GOTO230 IFtrK—F.l_£.102*0MIN1(DA33(F).DABS(Fi<.)

230FK=F
GÜTO800

C
CCURRENTPOINTFARFROMSOLUTION CCOMPUTEZEROSUFPCLYNGV.IAL3.STORE 300NRCUT=0 PMIN=-100 IF(FI.LT.000)GUTG30b Ü=DMIN1(101*F1.FK-(FK-F1)*1D-1) GOTO307

305G=DMINI{1D-l*F1.rK-(FK-F1)*1U-1) 307IF(IORÜ.GT.3)oüTC400 CTHIRDORDER SX=Gr(1)£C(1.3) F=GF(1)*C(1,2) DO310I=2,NX SX-SX+GF(IlidI»3)
310F=F+GF(I)4=C(1.2) PS=—F/(SXFSX) IF(PS.LE.O)GQTO320 NROOT=1 G2F(1)=PS

320IF(STP.LT.IDO)GOTG600 DO3301=1.NX F=-C(I,2>/(2*C(1.3)) Ir(F.Lfc.O)GOTO330 NRDOT=NROUT+1 G2F(NROOT)=F
330CONTINUE GOTObOO

CFOURTHORDER 400SX=GF<1)*c<1.4) F=GF(1)*C(1.3) PS=GF(1)*C(1,2) DO410I=2,NX SX=SX+GF(I)*C(I,4) F=F+GF{I)*C(1,3)
410PS=PS+GF(I)*C(i.2) SX=SX+SX+SX F=-F/SX SX=F*F—PS/SX

IF(3X)440,43Gi420
4205X=DSGRT(5X) P5=F-SX

)PMlN=P+2 ING2FFORLATE¬
OSE
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IF(PS.LT.O)GOTO430 NROOT=1 G2F(1)=PS
430PS=F+5X IFIPS.LT.O)GOTO500 NRQCT=NROOT+l G2F(NR00T)=PS GOTO500

440IF(F.Lt«0)GOTOa00 NSOOT=1 G2F(1)=F
500IF(STP.LT.1DO)GOTO600 DO5201-1,NX SX=3íC(I.4) F=-C(I,3)/SX SX=F*F-C(I.2)/5X IF(5X)620.510,505

505SX=DSORT(SX) T=F—SX IF(T.Lc.l)GOTO=>10 NRüOT=MROÜT+1 G2F(MROOT)=T
510T=FFSXrioIF(T.LE.l)GOTO520■> NRüüT=NROOT+1VG2F(NROOT)~T

520CONTINUE CSURTZEROS•K.EEPANY.Lt.bANO.GT.1 600IF(NROOT.l_F.0>GOTC74C IF(lUriUG.NE.0)WRITtlói9911)(G2F(I),I=1,NROOT)
9911FORMAT!•ORDH*,1P1OG12.4/(u1O.4•5G12.4)) IF(NROOT.EQ.1)GOTO645 J=NRCOT—1 DUo40I-1,J M=I SX=G2F(I) F=SX L—I+1 DO630K=L,NROOT IF(SX.LE.G2F(K))GCTOo30 SX=G2F(K) M=K

o30CONTINUE G2F(I)=SX IF(SX.LE.oD0)GOTO640 NRGOT=I GOTO645
640G2F(M)—F



043

PS=1 FP=F1 M=NROOT
CLOOPTOTRY¿EPOSASPOSSIBLEVALU-3OFP t>50P=G2F(NRjOT) 055IF(P.LT.1.0200)GOTOt90 IF(P•GT•6DC)GOTO053 SX=OPEVX(P,XK) IF(DAoStSX-SXK).LT.ID-2)GGTO69J CALLOPFUNC(XK.F) IF(F.LT.G)GOTO710

658NROOT=NRQOT-1 IF(NPOGT.LT.1)GOTO630 IF(P.Lt.6D0)GOTO670 IF(G2F(NROOT).GT.400>GOTuo50 P=G2F(NROOT)+-1DO NRQOT=NROUT+1 GOTO655
670PS=P-G2F(NROOT) IF(PS.LT.P*50-2)GOTO658 IF(PS.LE.G2F(NfiOGT))GOTO650 PS=P-1 SXK=QPFVX(PS.XK) IF(DABS!SXK-SX).LT.ID-2)GCTOo50 CALLGPFUNCIXK,FP) IF(FP.Gc.F)GOTO650 P=P+(F-Q)/(FP—F) IF(P.LE.G2F(NROOT))GOTC650 IF(P.LE.PS)P=(P+G2F(NROCT))*50-1 NROOT=NROOT4-1 GOTOo55

690IFIYI.EQ.I.AND.P.LT.I.0200)GOTO740 IF(P.GT.2.2D0)GOTO740
6<55SXK=CPfcVX(100,XK) P=1 FK=F1 IF(IGF1,Nt.O)GOTO630 GOTO800

710FK=F
SXK=SX GOTO800

720P=1 730CALLOPBORYCFK.OF,GPO.1.F1,P,XK.3XN) GQTÜ80Ú
CNONEOFTHEZEROSVUCRkEC.BRACKETDESIREDPANDFIT

C5TAAIGHTLI¡ME. 740P-2
F=F1
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750SXK=OPEVX(P.XM CALL3PFUNC(XK,rP) IF(FP■GE•Q)GüTÜ755 IFí(DAdS(FP-F),L=.STPEP5*DAES(r).AMD.FP.GE.F).0,-i.
vNdOUNÜ.EÜ.NX)GOTO7*3 P=P+1 IF(P.GT.4)P=PFP F=FP GUTO750

755IF(P.LT.bDO)GüTU760 PS—P+(J-PP)*(P+2D0)/(2O0*(FP-P)) SX=5D-1*P—1DO GOTO765
760P5=P+(U-FP)/(FP-F) SX=P-1DO

765IF(CAbS(SX-pS).LL.20-2)GCTC76b SXK=OPEVX{PS,XK) CALLOPFUNCÍXK»FP) IFIFP.LT.G)GOTO750
766P=SX 770FK-F

5XK=üPcVX(P,XK) GOTO600
780P=PS 790FK=FP C

300CONTINUE PETURN
820IF(ÜAB5ÍFI).GF_.1DO)GJTO830 IF(FK-F1.LE.ID2X=D.MIN1(DAlS(FK)«LAbSlFI)))PI*IN=PMIN+2

830RETOAN1 END SUdROUTINEdPbDRY(FK,GF,GPO,IFP,FP,P,XK,SXK)
CALJJIMENEZ-4/76 C CSCLARMINIMIZATIONALGNGTRAJECTORYUESCRI6EDINARRAYC IMPLICITHFAL*3(A-H.U-Z) REAL*dGF(IO),XK(10)
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9911 103 C

i?15 217 C 220 C

c ftOO

LOGICAL[MQK
COMMQN/UPINOI/I3dUG.NX,NG2F,ITCNT,MAXAV.MAXJR3,MAXIT»13RD.

*IP(1C)«NrE»NGF5iNFlES5,NBiiUNDiIJFPSv>iiCulOutIHEUcT,ICUuRO COMMON/JPINOP/PREL.PA3STFEP5•HZ.PMIN,G2F(45),C(10.4).ÜOUNOi
*PUS,FREL.FAAStGKKELiGFABS,PHREL.PHAd5.HG2FI1110),PEFT(13)»

4SPERT{10).STP4PS,RELSCH IF(I00UG•EQ•u)GOTO100 WPITE(o,9911)FK.,(GF(I),1=1,NX),GP9,IFP,FP,P FORM,AT('ODRY•,1P10G12.4/(01o.4,9o12.4)) PCT=RELSCH IF(PCT.LT.000)PCT-OABS(PCT)ilO-l PCT3=PCT MAX1=2 IF(IFP.LT.O)MAXI=4 SXK=3PEVX(P,XK) IF(FP.LT.FK)GOTO400 MINIMUMBRACKETtDiI-INODESCENTVALUEOr-P
T1-OPEVX(100,XK) PA6SX=PABS/(T1+30UN0) 1=0 T1=P*GP0+FK-FP IF(T1.EQ.000)GOTO215 PS=-(P*P*GP0)/(Ti+T1) PS=CMAX1(PS•ID-14P-) GOTO217 PS=1'0-1*P IF(I•GE•2)PS=lO—1tPS 5XPS=OPEVX(PS,XK) CALLOPFUNClXK.,F) IF(F.LT.FK)GOTO22C IF(PS.LE.PArtSX)GOTC540 SXK=SXPS P=P3

FP=F 1=1+1 GOTO215 (C,FK),(PS,F),(P.FF)
PK=0 FPS-FP FP=F PP=P P-PS PS=PP SXPS=SXK GUTO455 MINIMUMNEEDSTCFEBRACKETi'J T1=P*GP0
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T2-P*T1+FK-FP TI=T1*P PS=P+P PK=0
1=0 IFOABS(T2*PS*1D2).LT.DAbS(T1))GOTO410 PS=OMAXl(PS.T1/T2) GOTO420

410PS=PS*5Q0 420SXPS=QPEVX(PS,XK) CALLOPFUNC(XKiFPS) IF(NBOUND.FQ.NX.OF.(SXPS•¿0•SXK.ANO.
4DA¿JS(FPS-FP).Lc£.FAüS+STPEP3+(rn£L+lD—4)+DAd3(FP)))GOTO450 IF(FPS.GT,FP)GOTO*+55 SXK=SXPS PK=P P=PS FK-FP FP=FPS PS=PS+PS IF(I»G£.2)PS=PS41Cl

1=1+1 GOTO420
450IF(FP5.l£.FP)GOTC452 SXK=ÜPZVX(P,XK) FK=FP GOTObOO

452P=PS
SXK=SXP5

FK=FPS GOTO600
CPPLPAPEFUKLOOPTOZEROINONMINIMUM... 4551=0

Ir(SXPS.GT.101)MAXl=MAXI+2 IF(DADS(FPS-FK).GT.5DO*DAbS(FP-ÜMIN1(FPS,rK)))MAXI=MAXI+2
C(PK.FK),(P,FP),(PS.FPS) 4b0IF(DADS(FPS-FK).LE.500*0AHS(FP-OMIN1{FPS,FK)))oOTU4o3 IFlI.GE.MAXI)MAXI=I+1 IF(FK.GT.FPS)GOTO462

CFPSMUCHGREATERTPANFK IF(PS-P.LE.2D0=MP-PK>)GOTO4Ó3 pp=(FK-FP)*(PS-P)/(FPS-FP) PP=P+DMAX1(PP,200*(P-PK)) PP=OMINl(PF.50-1*(F+FS)) PP=DMAX1(PPiP+1D-1*(PS-P>) INTOK=.FALSE. GOTO4óS
CFKMUCHGREATERTFANFPS
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462 463 465 470
4ao 460 600 510

IF(P-PK.LE.2C0*(P5-P)1GGTO4b3 PP=(FPS-FP)*(P-PK)/(FK-FP) PP=P-OMAX1(PP,200=MPS-P)) PP=OMAXl(PF.5D-1*(P+PK)) PP=DMIN1(PFiP-10-1v(P-PK)) INTOK=.FALSE. GOTO465 INTCK=.TRUE. T1=PK*(FFS-FP) T2=Pi(FK-FFS) T3=P5*(FP-FK) T4-T1+T2+T3 IF(T4.EC.0DC)GOTO530 PP=(PK*T1+PíT2+P5ÍT3)/(2=XT4J IFIPP.GT.PS.OK.PP.LT.FK)GUTOo30 T4=DAaS(PP-P)~PCT»P IF(I.EQ.0)GOTO4b5 IFIT4.LE.0D0.AND.FTE5T.LE.0D0.AND SXK=OPEVX(PP,XK) CALLOPFUNC(XK.F) IF(fM60UND.E0.NX.AND.F.Lc.FPJGOTO FTEST=DABS(F—FP1—PCT3*CAaS(F) IFIT4.LE.000.AND.FTEST.Lt.COO.AnD IF(I.GE.MAXl)GOTG500 1=1+1 IF(PP.GT.P)GOTG460 IF(P.GT.FP)GOTO470 PS=P FPS=FP P=PP FP=F GOTO4b0 PK=PP FK=F GOTO4o0
IF(F.GT.FP)GOTO490 PK=P FK=FP P=PP FP=F GOTO460 PS-PP FPS=F GUTO4o0 IF(F.LT.FP)GOTG520 5XK=0PEVX(P.XK) FK=FP GOTO600

INTOK)
o20 1NTL1K)

GOTO530 ÜÜTO500
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uuu

52O 530 54O
C

600 9911 90 C

11O

p=pp FK=F GOTOcOO IF(F.NE«FP)GUTü510 FN=FP GüTO600
P=0 SXK=OPEVX(P,XK) RETURN END sUbwOUTIOPONJGÍXKiFK,GF,ooF,^>X) ALJJIMENEZ-4/71> CONJUGATEGRADIENTSANDSTEEPESTDESCENTALGORITHMS IMPLICITREALMS!A-P.O-Z) REAL+bXK(IO).GF(10) COMMON/üPINDI/1DbUC-iNX*NG2F,ITCNT.MAXAV,MAXURU»MAXIT,IJRD,

*IP(10).NFStNGFS.NHESSiNOÜUNO.IOFPSW,ICGMJG,'RESET,ICOORD COMMON/QPINDR/PREL,PABS,STREPS.P,PMIN,G2F(45),C(10,4),JQUNO.
*POS,FREL,FABS.GFREL,GFABS.PHREL.PHASS COMMQN/OPDATA/EOX(3,26) IF(IOBUG.EG.0)GDTO90 WRITE<o,9911)ICONJG,IRESET,FK,SGF,SX,(XK(I),1—1,NX),

AtGF(I),1=1,NX) FORMAT{•CNJG•,IP10G12.4/<G13.4,9G12.4)) IORD=l IF{IRESET.GT.ITCNT.AND.MAXORO.GT.1)GOTO3C0 RESETTHECONJUGATEGRADIENTALGORITHM
GP0=0 IRE3ET=ITCNT+NX+1 P=1D40 DO1301=1,NX

C(I,1)=XK(I) C(I.2)=-GF(I)*UUX(2,I) IF(GF(I).NE.ODO) *P=DMINI(P,DMAXI(100»DAfcS(XK(I)))/(2*DAdS(C(1,2)))) IF(NBUUNÜ.EG.0)GOTO120
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120 130 C

300 310 320 325 330 340 350 355 370 400

IF((GF(I).LT.3.AND.XK(I).GE.tíüXt3»I1).UR.
*(GF(I).GT.O.ANO.XK(l).LE.BOX(1,I)))GJTO130 GP0=GP0-C(I.?)**2 CONTINUE 6PK-GP0 GOTO350

GPK—0OC DG3201=1iMX IF(N6ÜUNU.EÜ.C)GOTü310 IF((GFCIJ.LT.0.and.XK(IJ.GE.3GXÍ3.I)).OR.
*(GF(l).GT.O.ANO.XK(I).LE.DOXl1,I)J)GÜTO320 GPK=CPK—(GF(I)'A60X(2,I)) CONTINUE BETA=GPK/GP0 GP0=0 P=1070 OG3401-1.NX C(I»1)=XK.(I) C(I.2)=t3ETA*C(1.2)-GF(I)43UXC2,I) IF(NüUUND.EO.0)GOTG325 IF((GF(I).LT.O.ANO.XK(I).GE.BUX(3.1)).UP.

*(GF(I).GT.O.AND.XK(I).LE.JÜX(1.I))}GOTO330 GP0=GP0+GF(I)*-)OX(2,I)*C(1.2) IF(L'ABS(C(I,2)).LT.STPEPS)GQTO340 P=DM1Nil(P,UViAXl(1U0,DAB3(XK(I)))/(2*OAdi(C(1.2)))) CUNTINUE
IF(GPO.GE.ODC)GJTO110 IF(P,GT.IDO)P=IDO

1=1 IF(NBGUNO.NE.C.OP.1CQNJG.GT.0)I=-l PABSX=0DO IF((FREL.EG.0DO.AimU.FADS.Eu.000).OR.P.NE.1D0)
*GÜTÜ355 SX=GPEVX(1CO.XK) P=PABS/(5X+30UND) PAd5X=P SX=GPEVX(P.XK) CALLGPFUNCCXK,FP) IFCFP.GE.FK.AND.P.LE•PA35X)GOTU370 CALLQPBDPYCFK,Gf-.GPO.I.FP.P.XK.¿X) óP0=GPK IF(P.EQ.OOO)IRESET-=0 GQTO400 P=ODO SX=GPEVX(P,XK) IRESET=0 RETURN
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nnnnn

END SUuRQoTINEüP&kAü(X>F,GF«SGi-) ALJJIMENEZ-4/76 DETERMINEGRADIENTAMDFUNCTIONATX ...SEEENTRYOPFUNC SGFISVAXnuRMOFGRADIENT IMPLICITRcAL*8(A-h,O-Z> REAL^SXC1O).GF(10) COMMON/GPINDI/1D0UG.NX«NG2F•ITCNT*MAXAV,MAXGRD»MAXIT»IÜK'D.
*IP(10).NFS.NGFS.NHES5.NBuUNO»I0FP5W•ICONJG,IRESET•ICGJRD COMMÜN/OPINOR/PREL.PAOS,STPEPS,P.PMIN,G2F(45),C(10,4),BOUND.

*P05«FREL,FAB3,GFREL,GFA0S,PHREL.PHABS,HG2FII(10),PERT(10), *SPEHT(IO) COMmON/OPDATA/60X(3,26) LOGICALNOERK.HG2AV INTEGERHIGH IF(MAXAV.GE.2)GOTO150
CGRADIENTNOTSUPPLIED.APPROXIMATEBYDIFFERENCES NOERK=.TRUE.

IF(rR£l.NE.0O0.OR.FAES.NE.COO)NUESk=.rALSc.« HIGH=0 LOW-0 IND=C CALLFUNCCX,F) IF(ITCNT.EQ.O)ITCNT=-l IF{IDFPSW.EQ.0.AND.ICONJg.EU.O.AND.ITCNT.GT.O)GOTO60 HG2AV-=.FALSE.
H=PREL*DA6S(F) GOTO70

60HG2AV=.TfiUE. H=PkEL*DABS(F)fPA3S
70DO1101=1*NX IF(ITCNT.LE.O)IND=I—3 S=X{I) HP=H IF(HG2AV.AND.DABS(HG2FII(IH.NE.ODO)HP=DSORT{Ft/DAB5(FIG2FII(I))) HI=PABSFOMIN1(HP,P«EL*(CAdS{S)tlDOn
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IF{LOW•£G.0)GuTO60 HI=HI+HI If(HI.LT•1D1*PAüS)HI=CMIM(5D-1.101íPA¿5)
80

X(I)=HI+S IF(X(I).LE.SOX(3,I))
GO

TC

90

90

HI=-HI X(I)=HI+S
IF(X(I).Gt.oOXd.1))
G0

TO

100

X(I)=60X(1,1) HI=X(IJ-S
IF(Hl.NE.0D0)GOTO
100

GF(I)=0DO GOTO110
100CALLFUNC(X,FH) GF(I)-{FH-F1/HI T=DAOS(GF(I)) IF(T.GT.IDO)GOTO1C1 IF(DA<3S(FIII.Ll.IOIíT•OR•(PAtíra.oc.T.ANOA0S(HI1.LT.PAijSFPAOS)1

*■GOTO103 HI=T*PPELFPAHS HIGH=HIGH+1 NfS=NFS+1 GOTO60
101IF(HG2AV•OR•ITCNT.GT.0.CR.INO.G£.I)GOTO103T=H/T IF(DAbS(HI).Gc.T)GOTC102 IF(X(I).Sfü.OÜXÍ3,I).OH.X(I).EC.6OX(1,I))GOTO106 NFS=NFS+1 Hi=T LQ:,»=LO'*FI INC=IND+1 IF(IND.EQ.I)IND=1+1 GOTO60

102IF(DAOS(HI).LT.1D2ST)GOTC102 NF5=NFSF1 HI=T*500 IND=INDF1 HIGH=HIGH+1
IF(IND.EO.I)IND=IFI GOTOSO

103IF(NOLPR)GOTO105 IF(IND.EQ.I.UR.DA05<Fi).GT.1DO>GOTj105IF(X(I).tfU.DOXOtI).OR.X(I)icQtüúXI1*1))GOTO105T=(FRELMDA351F)+DAbS(FH))FFABS+FAd5)/DAOS(HI) TM=5D-3*(DAdS(GF(I))F1D0) IF(T.LE.TM)GOTO104 LÜto—LOW+1 NFS=NFS+1
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INÜ=I Hi-nl+Hl IFIDACJStHI),LT.101*PA3S)HI—DMINI(50—1»IDl«PAu3) '30TObO
134IF(1D2*T.GT.TM»GOTO105 HIGh=hIGH+1

1C5X<I)=5 110PEATCI)=HI IP(LOW.LE.hIGh)GOTOIDO PR£L=0MN1<10-1,PREL*200) PAQS=DMIM(50-1,PAES+101) GOTO130
120IF{HIGH.LT.NX)GOTO140 PREL=DMAX1(1D-ó.PREL*50-1) PAüS=DMAXI(1D-l3,PABS*1D-1)

130IF(1D3UG.NE.0)í/PIT£(6,991A)LG/,,HIC.H,PP£L.PADS 991*FORMAT(•PCHNG*,2I5.1P2Gl6.d) 140NFS=NFS+NX+1 IF(ITCNT.LT.0)ITCNT-0 GOTO200
CGHiAOIEimTSUPPLIED*CALLUSER—a’RITTtN3UBROUTIMl 150CALLGRADCX.F,GF) HI=1 NFS=NFS+1 NGFS=NGFS+1

2005Gf=DAuS(GF(1)) 00210I=2.NX
210SGF-DMAX1{SGF,OAB5(GF(I))) GOTO300 C C

£NTNVOPFUNCCX,F)
CCALLU5£9-«RITTcNSUBROUTINETuUbTAINFUNCTIONVALUSi NFS=NFSM CALLFUNCCX,F) HI-0

300CONTINUE IF(I03UG.EU.0iRETURN
9910WkITECó,9911)F,{X(I),1=1,NX) 9911FORMAT!•F,X•,1PG17.9,6G1B.10/(G23.10,6G15.10)) 9912IF(HI.NE.0)MRIT=(6.9913)(GF(I).1=1,NX) 9913FORMAT{•GF•,1P7G17.9/(G21.7,óo17.9))RETURN END
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onoo

SUdi
:outiNE ALJ

OPHESS(X, JIM-N-Z-
F,GF 4/7ó

T5iSGF
SX

c

c

c
60 70 76 30

OdTAINHESSIANANDFACTORIZEIT,ORGdTAINNEXT POINTIFDFPALGORITHMISUSED IMPLICITREAL*3(A-H,U-L) REAL*BX(10),Gr(lO).TS(lO) COMMON/OPINDI/I03UG.NX,MG2F.1TCNT,VAXAV,UAXORO.MAXIT.IORD.
4IP(10).NFS,NGFS,NHESS,NBÜUND.IDFPS4.ICONJG.IRESET,ICOORD COMMON/OPINOR/PREL»PAHS.STPEPS•P.PMIN»G2F(45>.C(10,4).OOONÜ,

*POS.FRELtFAB3,GFRE|_,GFAB5.PHREL.PhABS•HG2FII(10)tPERTC10)» *SPEWT(10) CONMÜN/OPOATA/dUX(3,2ó) INTEGERHIGH LOGICALNOERR IF(ICFPSW.NE.0)GOTu500 VOALGORITHMBEINGUSED IFÍMAXAV.GE.3)GOTO300 HESSIANNOTSUPPLIED,APPROXIMATEIT
NOERR=.TRUE. HIGH=0 LOW=0 IF(MAXAV.tU.l)GOTO210 FUNCTIONANDGRADIENTVALUESSUPPLIED

Ir(FREL.N£.ODQ,Oh.FAaS.Nc.000.Oh.GFREl.NL.ODO.Ok.
*GFASS.NE.ODC)NOERR=.FALSE. IFCITCNT.GT.1)GOTO60 FI=PHRELUDAOSIF)+PHABS IR=t DO2001=1.NX 5=X(I) H-OAdS(GF(I)) IF(H.GT.IDO)GOTO70 H=PH3EL*H GOTO60 IF(ITCNT.GT.1.AND.DAOS(HG2rII(I)J.NL.CDO)GOTO75 H=Fl/(H*<IDO-GFREl)+GFA35) GOTO60 HI=PHABS+OMINI(H,PHREL*(CAdS(S)+1DO)) IF(LJW.EQ.O)GuTO90 HI=HI+HI
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Ir(HI.LT.1D1*PmAdS)HI=DVIM(50-1.1D1*PHA'JS)
90HI=0SIGN(HI,—GF(I)> X<I)=HI+S IF(X(I).LE,3GX(3,I))GCTG100 HI--HI X{I)=HI+•S

100IF(X(I).GE.SüXÍ1,1))GOTO103 HI=-Hl X(I)—S+HI IF(X(I).Lt.OÜX{3,I))GCTO103 HI=40-1»(HDX(5.I)~BOX(1,1)) ÍF(HI.NE.ODO)GGTC90 DO102J=1,NX
102TS(J)-9O0 HG2FII(I)=1D0 GOTO125

103CALLÜPGRAG(X,FP,TG,T) HII=100/HI IF(NOEKR)GOTG115 OIAG=(T5(I)-GF(I))ÍHII T=(GFkLL*(DABS(GF(I))+CAbS(TS(I)))+GFA05+GFA3S)íDAdS(niI) FP=SD-3*(1D0+GAdS(CIAG))
IF(T.L= .FP)GOTG112

CPELRTUREATIONOSEOWA5TOOSMALL Lü*=L0M-1 HII=HI X<I)=S-HII IF<X<I).Le.OGX(3.I).AI\C.X(D.oc.BGXll.I))GOTJIOS IF(HI.GF.,50-1)GÜTG113 HiI—HIFHI X(I)—S+HII IF(X(I).GT.bUX(3.I),GK.X(I).LT.dJX(1,I))GGTü113 CALLGPGRADtX,FP,TS,T) HIl-1DC/HI OIAG=(TS(I)—GF(I))$HII GUTü118
IOSCALLGPGRAD(X,FP,C(1,2)«T) HI=lD0/{Hl+hII) DÜ110J-l.NX

110TS(J)=(TS(J)-C(J,2))*HI HG2FII(I)=TS(I) GüTOl25
112IFC1DUT.LE.FP.OH.üABS(nI).oC.3D-1)H13H=nIOH+1 GGTG113

113HII=1D0/HI GGTO118 115DIAG=HII*HII*(6D0*(FP-F)-HI*2D0*ITS(I)+2D0*GF(I))) T=HII*(TS<I)—GF(I))
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11a

IF(OAláS<DIAG-T).GT.Tí5t-3)üIAG=T 00120J=1,NX IF(J,NE.I)GOTO119 TS(J)—DlAG GOTO120
119TS<J)=(TS(J>-GF(J))*HII 120CONTINUE HG2FII(I)=DIAG

125X(I)=5 OÜ130J=I,NX G2F(IR)=TS(J)
130IR=IR+1 IF(IU3UG.NE.0)WRITEI&.9912)1.[TS{J),J=1.NX)

9912FORMAT!*HESS•«I3.1P5G20.11/(G29.11,4G20.11)) IF(I.EG.1)GOTO200 M=I K.=I-1 DO140J—l|K S-DMIN1(QAb5(G2F(M)),OAoS{TS(J))) IF(G2F(M)*TS(J).GT.000)GOTO132 IF(S.LE.10-1*DMAX1(0A63ÍG2F(M)),DA3S(TS(J))))GOTO135 G2F(M>=000 GOTO140
132IF(DABS!G2F(M)-TS(J)).GT.S*PHREL)GOTu135 G2F(M)=(G2F(M)+TS(J))*5D-1 GOTO140

135IF{OABS(C-2F(M)).EG.S)GOTO140 G2F(M)=TSIJ)
14CM=M+NX-J 200CONTINUE GOTO240

conlyfunctionvaluesavailable 210In=1 IF(FRlL.NE.000.UR.rAES.NE.OUQ)NOERR=.FALSE. DO2201=1.NX 5=X(I) HI=PERT(I) IF(HI.FO.ODO)GOTO219 HII=—HI XII)=S+HII
IF(X(I).LE.aOX{3.I))GOTO212 HII=HI+HI IFÍ5.LT.QOX(3.I))HII=dOX(3»I)—S XCI)=S+HII

212IF(XiD.GE.düX(l,Il)GOTO215 HII=HI+HI IF(S.GT.80X<1,I))HII=BÜX(1,I)-S IFCDAdS(FI-HII).EÚ.ODO)HII=HI¥50-I
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x(:>=¿>+h11 IF(X(I).L£.dUX(3,I))GOTC215 HiI=5D-1*HI X(I)=S+HII
215FI=F+h1CbF(I) CALLOPFUNC(X,FP) X(I)=S TSlI)=F1 T=hI-HII T={T*F+HII*F1-rlI*FF)/(HII*T) HG2FII(I)=T/H1 G2F(IP)-2CO*HG2FII(I) IF(N-JEWR)GOTO2?0 T=FREL*(DABS(F*(HI-HII))+DABS(Fl*HlI)+QAuS(FP*HI)>

r=(T+3DO$FA33$0A5S(HI))/CABS(HII4=(HI-HII)) S=5D-2*(1UO+DAOS(G2F(IR))) IF<T.LE.S)GOTO2IB LOVi/=LOW+l GOTO220
218IF(1D2*T«LE.S,UR.DABS(HI).Cx.53-1JHIGH=HIGH+1 GOTO220

219G2F(IR)=10C HG2FII(I)=0D0
TS(l}=F

220IR=IR+NX+1-I
C

IF(IDUUG.NE.9)WRITE(b.9912)I.(TS(J).J-1.NXJ.
*(PERT(J)iJ-l.NX)i(FG2FII(J),j=l,NX)

CCOMPUTESOFF-DIAGONALS... K=NX—1
IR=2 DO235I=1,K. L=1+1 IF(PERT(I).NE.000>GOTJ223 DU222J=L.NX G2F(IR)=0D0

222IR=IR+1 GOTO235
2233=X(I) X(I)=S+PERT(I> DU230J=L.NX IF(PERT{J).ME.000)GOTO225 G2F<IR)=OD0 GOTO230

225T=X(J) X(J)—T+-PERT(J) CALLOPFUNCÍX.FPJ X(J)=T
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G2F(IR)=((FP-TSlI))+(F-TS(J)))/(P£RT(I)*PEAT(J))
230IA=IR+1 X<I)=S 233IR=IR+1 C 240IF(Lún.tü.OJGOTu245 PREL—DMINI(10-1,PREL*200) PHRELCOMINil10-1,PHREL42DC) PAB3-DMIM<5D-1,PAES*1C1) PHAbS=DMINI(50-1,PHAdS*1Ü1) GOTO250

245IF(HIGH.LT.NX)GOTO320 PW£L=DMAX1(lD-o.PREL*5D-1) PHREL=OMAXl(10-6.PhREL45C—1) PA0S=0MAX1(1D-13.PASS4ID-1) PHAuS=DMAX1(10-13,PHAbS*l0-1)
250IF(IOOUG.NE.0)*:RITE(6,99.13)LOri,HIGh,PREL,PA35,PFIREL,PHA55 9913FORMAT('PCHNG•,2I5,1P4G1ó.5) GOTO320

C CHESSIANSUPPLIED,CALLUSER-WRITTENSU3RÜJTINE 300CALLHESSIX,G2F) NH£SS=NHESS+1
320IF(IDRUG.EQ.0)GOTC400 9910«KITE(ó,9911)(G2F(1).I=1,Nu2F) 9911FORMATC*G2F■,1P5G2C.11/(G25.11,4G2C.11)) C

CFACTORIZETHEHESSIAN 400CALLSFACIG2F,IP,PCS) GOTO600
COAVIOON-FlETCHER-POWFLLMETHOD 500CALLÜPDFPIX,F,GF,T5,SX,POS.6700 600RETURN 700RETURN1 END SUdROUTiNtOPFXGFIGF,C-FFX,SGFFX) ALJJIMENEZ—4/76

C

C
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n
on

n

CCORRECTFORwARD-CIFFERENClAPPROXIMATIONTOTHEGRADIENT IMPLICITRÍAL*3(A-F.Ü-Z) REALF8GF(10),GFFX(10) CÜMMCN/OPINOI/IDUUG«NX«NG2F•ITCNT<MAXAV•MAXGrvDtMAXIT»IüRUi
*IP(10)«NFS>NGF3«NHESSiN3UUNO«IOFPSw«ICONJG»IRESET«ICLJU¡«¡L- COMMON/OPINDR/PREL«PASS.STPEPS.P.PMIN.G2F(4b).C(13,4).SOUND,

*PUS,FREL.FA6S.GFREL.GFAdS.PHREL,PHAoS.HG2F11(13),PERT(10) COMMON/DPDATA/3ÜX(3,2c)
C

IF(MAXAV.NE,1.OR.IDFPSd.NE.O.OR.ICONJG.GT.D)GOTO203 SGFFX=CD0 00100I=1,NX T=GF(I) IF(DAOS(PERT(I)).LT.ID0)T=T-HG2FIICI)*PERT(I) GFFX(I)=T SGFFX-DMAX1(SGFFX,DABS(T))
100CONTINUE IF(IOüUG.NE.3)WRITh(6,9911)(GFFX(I),I=1,NX)

9911FORMAT(•GFFX•,1P7G17.9/(G20.7,úG17.9)) GOTO300
C 200DO2101=1,NX 210GFFX(I)=GF(I) 300RETURN END SUBROUTINESFAC(SYN.IP,D) ALJJIMENEZ-4/76 SYMMETRICFACTORIZATIONOFAMATRIX(HESSIAN)WHICHIS MODIFIEDIFITISNETPOSITIVEDEFINITE IMPLICITREAL(A—F.O—Z) REALMSSYM(45),D.DT/lO-14/ INTEGcAIP(10) COMMON/OPINDI/IDdUG.N,NS

CINITIALPERMUTATION DO1101=1,N
110IP(I)=I CFINDMAXVALUE
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120 C

c

c 125 130
135 C

140 145 150 160 C

d=OAtíSíSYM(1)} DO1201-2.NS o=DMAX1(B.DAtSS(SYM(I1)) 5=DSOAT(a> D=0 IR=1 NP1=N+1 beginfactori¿aticnloop
DO400I=1,N NR=NP1-I

T=DABS(SYM(IR)) IF(I.hCliN)GOTO210 LK=I
FINDSTRCNGcSTdiaggnal...

U=1070 DO150J=l,N FIND.MAXIMUMUFF-CIAGONALINTHISROW
K=J-I M=IR+K P5M=—1D70 IF(K.cG.O)GUTd120 DO125L=1.K PSM=DMAX1<PSM,DA3S(SYM<Ml)> M=M+Nk-L TJ=DAOS(3YM(M))

K.=N-J IF(X.50.0)GOTU140 DO135L=1,K PSM=DMAX1(PSM,DAdS<SYM(M+L)1) PSMNOWCONTAINSTHEVALUEOFMAXQFF-DIAoONAL
IF(PSM.GT.000)GOTO145 T=TJ OFFMX=PSM MS=M LR=J GOTDloO USM=PSM/OMAX1(TJ,CT,0T*P5M) IF(USM.GT.U)GUTU150 ¡F(USM.EG.Ü.AND.PSM.C-E.OFFMX)GCTO1^0 T=TJ OFFMX=P5M U=GSM MS=M LR=J CONTINUE Ir(LR.ECUI)GOTC210 PRESENTDIAGONALISNUTTHESTRONGEST...INTERCHANGE

J=IP(I)
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IP(I)=IP(LR) IP(LR)=J J=5YM(IH) 5YM(IR)—5YM(MS) SYM(MS)=U IND=IR+LR-I I-(LR.EC.N)GOJÜ130 K=N-Lk DO170J=1,K U=SYM(IND+J)
5YM{IND+J}—SYMIMS+J)

170SYM(MS+J)-L 180K=LR-I-t IF(K.LE.O)GOTO800 DO190J=l,< IND=IND+NR-J U=SYM(IR+J) 3YM(IR+J)=SYM(INO)
190SYM(IND)=U 200IF(I.20.1)OüTO208 K=1-1 M—I IND=LR-l 0020dJ—1»K Ü=SYM(MJ SYM(M)=SYM(M+INO) SY«(MtINO)=0

205M=M.+N-J
203CONTINUE IF(IüoUG.LE.C)GUTO210

1001'.VRITEIó.lOO?)(IP{J),J=1,M 1004«IRITcId,1002)<3YM{J),J=1.NS) 1002FORMAT(1P1CG12.4) 210U=DMAX1(DT,T)-SYM(IR) PSM=1OC/DSQRT(SYM(IR)+U) IF(I.EQ.N)GOTO100
CIFDIAGONALISTOOSMALL,INCREASEIT...T=OFFMX*PSM IF(3.GE.T)GuTO250

CPIVOTTOOSMALL...INCREASEIT P5M.=PSM*B/T U=(100/(PSMB'PSM))-SYM(IR)
250<=NR—1 DO260J=1,K

260SYM(IR+J)=SYM(IK+J)*P5M CREDUCEELEMENTS3ELCWDIAGONAL M-IR+NR 1003IF(IDRUG,GT.0)wRIT£(6,1002)(SYM(JJ,J=1,NS),PSM
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DO290J=1,< T=SYM(IA+J) OQ230l=J,K SYM(M)-3YM(M)-r*5Y¡V(IR+L)
230M=M+1 290CONTINUE

300SYM(IR)=P3M IF(D.LT.U)0=U IR=IR+NR
1005IF(IDdUG.GT.0)«kITE(6»1002HSYMO),J-1,MS),O

V.

400CQNTinue
r~

L

IF(IDBUG.£C.C)RETURN WFITE(6,9915)0,(IP(I>•I=1.N),(SYM(I),I=1,NS)
9915FORMAT!*SFAC1,.1PI0G12.4/(G1d.4,9012.4)) RETURN END SUBROUTINESFBSUBtSYM,IP,O.X)

CALJJIMENEZ-4/76
r~

CFÜKWAÜANOBACK.SUBSTITUTIONAITHMATRIXFACTORIZED ĈYsfac.iftheinverseisavailableasinOFP
calgorithm,itmultipliesinstead. IMPLICITREAL*B(A—F,0—Z) REALMSSYM(45),c)(10),X(10) INTEGERIP(IO) COMMON/OPINOI/IDdUG,N,IDUNM(20).1DFPSW

C

IF(IDFPSW,NE.0)oüTO200 X(IP(1))=SYM<1)*3(1^(1)) DO1301=2,N K=I-1 M=I
T=B(IP(I)) DO120J=1,K T=T-X(IP(J))*SYM(M)

120M=iV,+N-J
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u
oj130X(IP(I))=5YMÍM)*T X(IP(N))=X(IP(N))*3YM{M) NP1=N+1 DO160K-2.N

I —NP1—K M=M-K T=X(IP(I)) L=K-1 DO150J=1,L
150T=T-X(IP(1+J))í5Y:«HM+J) 160X(IP{I))=T*SYM(M) C 6ÜTÜ300 INVERSEHESSIANAVAILABLEINSTEAD...

00M-1
on240I=1,N T—0D0 K=I DO230J=1«N T=T+d(J)*SYM(K> IF(K.LT.M)60TU.220 <=K+1 GüTO230M

220K=k+N-JO' 230CONTINUEV M=K

240X(I)=T
3C0IF(IOBUG.NE.O)wRITE(biSv01)(XtJ)iJ-l,N) 9901FORMAT!•SF3SU.3'.1P10G12.4) RETURN END

TITLE'TIMERUNITSFUNCTION...A.J.JIMENE2
*USAGEINFORTRAN, * *1)IU=NTIMEU(0) *

*
*

IU,WHICHISINTEGERS,<yILt_CONTAINTHENUMBEROFTIMER UNITS(26.04E-6SECONDS)ELAPSEDSINCETHELASTNTIMcJ(O)



# * *
*

NTIi-ttJ<1)

AkGUMcNTNOTZc.RO)
2)IU

(I•E.

IUA'ILLCONTAINTheNUMBEROFTIVERUNITSLLAP3Z0SINCl THELASTNTIMEU(O)¿XECUIION.
NTIMEUCSECT

SAVE

(1A,2)»«f
LS

2.1S

USING

NTIMEU,2
5T

13»SAVEARcA+4
LA

0.5AVEAREA
ST

0.3(0.13)
LR

13,0

L

l.OvO.l)
L

1.0(0.11
l_TR

1,1

BNZ

AP.GNOTZ

*ARGUMENTIS
ZERO

TM

STIMERFL,X•BO
OU

NOSTIMER
STIMER

TASK,TUINTVL=
MVI

STIMERFL,X*80
NCSTIMERTTIMER LNP

1,C

A

1.STARTT
ST

0,STARTT
LR

0.1

B

DONE

*ARGUMENTNOT
ZERu

ARGNÜTZTTIMER LNR

0,0

A

0,STARTT

*

DUNEL

13,SAVEAREA+4
L

14,12(13)
L

2,2d(13)
MVI

12(13),X'FF■
BR

14

*
SAVeASEADC

1dF■0'

STARTTDC

F•0•

TIMEDC

X'7FFfFFFF*

STIMERFLDC

X•00•

END

NTIMEU



SUPRQUTINsGHAD{XiF,GF)
CROSENtJROCK'5FUNCTION¿ANANAVALLEY CX0=(-1.2,1),X*=(1,1> IMPLICITREAL-T-ÓCA-F,O-Z) REAL*8X(10),G2F(45),GF(10) COMMON/OPINDI/IDUMMÍ3),ITCNT COVMON/OPINOR/OUMM(92>»FREL,FAGS.GFRLL.GFAbS INTEGERITCNTS/—100/ ASSIGN120TOIG GÜTO110 ENTRYFUNGIA.F) ASSIGN150TOIG

110IF(ITCNT.EO.0)».RITE(ó,11S) 115FÜRMAT(*1P.OSENBROCK••SFUNCTION,', A'STEEPBANANASHAPEDVALLEY'//) U=X(1) T=X(2>-U F=lD2*TíT+(lOC-XU))**2 IF(FREL,EQ.0C0)GUTOlió IF(ITCNTS.NE.ITCNT.AND.ITCNT,GE.0)CALLOPRAND{RELF,-FREL,FREL) F=F+RELF*DAOS(F)
116IF(FAbS.EO.ODO)GOTÜ117 IF(ITCNTS.NE.ITCNT.AND.ITCNT•GE•G)CALLOPRANDlA¿SFi_FAco,fAjo)F—F+A3SF

117CONTINUE uOTOIG,(120,150)
120GF(2)=2D2*T GF(1)=-(4D2*T*X(1)+2DO1C0-X(1))) IF<GFREL.EG.ODO)GCTO121 IF(ITCNTS.NE.ITCNT.AND.ITCNT,GE.0)CALLÚPKAND(RELG,-GFREL,GFREL)GF(1>=GF(1)+RELG*DABS(GF(1)) GF(2)=GF(2)+RELG?uASS(GF(2))

121IF(GpAbS.EU.0DO)GOTO150 IF(ITCNTS.NE.ITCNT.AND.ITCNT.GE.C)CALLOPRANO(AojG.-CFAOS,GFAbS)GF(1)=GF(1)+ABSG GF(2)=GF(2)+ADSg GOTÜ150 ENTRYHESS(X,G2F) G2F(1)^1202»X(1)**2+2D0—4D2-X<2) G2F(2)——4D2X̂(1)
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n
ninon

G2F(3)=2D2
150ITCNTS=MAX0(0>ITCNT) RETURN ZND SUbi<ÜUTINEUPKANLCRNUM.RLO-*»APIGH) ALJJIMENEZ-4/76 UNIFORMLYDISTRIBUTED.BETWEENRLÜWANDRHIGH,RANULM NUMBERGENERATOR.KANDuMNUMBERRETURNEDINRNUM IMPLICITRCALMlA-h,Ü-Z) COMMON/OPIND1/IOUVMM2Ó),ISEED

ISEED-lod07i\|QD(ISFED,21474B3o47) Ir<ISEED.LT.O)ISEED—IABS(I5EE0+2147463047) R=ISEED R=R/2.147463647D9 RNLM=RLOd+(RHIGH-RLC*)*R RETURN ENd SUBROUTINEGRADIX.F,GF) POWELL'SFUNCTIONOF4VARIA»Lt'S--SINGOLARHESSIANATX* X0=(3,-l,0,1).X*=(0,0.0,0J IMPLICITREAL48IA-F,C-Z) REAL4BX(10),G2F(45),GF(10) COMMQN/JPINDI/IDUMV(3).ITCNT ASSIGN120TOIG GOTO110 ENTRYFUNC(X.F) ASSIGN150TOIG
110IF{ITCNT.EQ.0)WRITEC6.115) 115FORMAT!'1ROWELL*'5FUNCTION.', *'HESSIANSINGULARATX#•//) A=X(1)+1O1*Xt2) o=X(3)—X(4) C^X(2)-2D0(3) 0=C*C F=X(1)—X(4)
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120

G=E*E F-A*A+5DOíe*d+D>íL:+101*GíG GOTOIG.(120,1d0) H=4D1*G*E
P=101*3 GF{4)--(P+H) Q=C*C GF(3)=P-dOOiQ GF(2)=2DKA+AOOiU GF(1)=A+A+h GOTOISO tNTKYHESS(X,G2F) A=120D0*(X(1)-X(<0)**2

C=1200*(X{2)-2D0*x(3))*72 G2F(1)=2D0+A G2F(2)=201 G2F(3)=OD0 G2F(4)=—A G2F(5)=2D2+C G2F(6)--(C+C) G2F(7)=0DO G2F(8)=101+4DO*C G2F(9)=—1O1 G2F(10)=1D1+A
150RETURN END SUHs'OOTINEGRAOÍX,F,GF)

CFLcTCHbRANDPOwELL'SHELICALVALLEYFUNCTION
CX0=(-1«0.G).X*=<1.0.0) IMPLICITREALMS(A-Fi,0-Z) RcAL*8X(10)•G2F(45).GF(10)»PI2/6.26318530717950/COMMON/OPINDI/IDoUG.IOOIVMI2).ITCNT ASSIGN120TOIG GOTO110 ENTRYFUNC(X,F) ASSIGN150TOIG

110IF(ITCNT.EG.0)WPITE(6.115)115FORMAT!•1FLETCHER-PO.vELL*'SHELICALVALLEY•//)
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THhT4=DATAN2(X(2),X(1))/F12 IF(THETA.LE.-2.5D-1)THETA=THETA+1DC T=X(1)**2+X(2)**2 RAD=DSORT(T) IF(IC3U3.NE.il)WRITE!6.5SIC)THETA,RAD
9910-ORMATCTHETA,RAD1P2G20.9) F=1U2*((X(3)-l'JlíThETA)-íí2+[RAO-IDO)**2)+X(3)**2 GOTOIG,(120,150)

120T1=2D3*<X(3)-1D1*THETA)/(PI2*T) T2=202*(RAÜ-IDO)/hiAD GF{1)=T1AX(2)+T2(1)
GF(2>=T2*X(2)-Tl?X(1) GFC3)=2C2D0AXI3)-2D3*THETA GOTU150 ENTRVHESS<X,G2F) THETA-DATAN2(X(2),X(1))/P12 IT{THETA.LE.-2.50-1)THETA=THETA+1DO T=X(1)**2+X(2) RA0=D5üRT(T) Tl=2D3*(X(3)-101iTHETA)/(PI2=fT) T2=202*lRAC-1DO)/RAO TJ=2D2/(RaCíT) T9=2D3/(PI2*T) T4=T9*T9*5D-3

T5—2D0*T1 T6=X(1)*X{2) T7=XCl)**2 ra=xt2)**2 G2F(1)=T2-T5*T6+T4*T8FT3*T7 G2F(2)=T1—T5£T8—T4£T6+T3*T6 G2F(3)=T9*X(2) G2F(4)=T2+T5tTo+T4*T7+T3*T8 G2F(5)=-T9*X(1) G2F{6)=202DC
150RETURN END

C

SUBROUTINEÚRAD(X,F WOOD•SFUNCTION—-
GF) SADDLEPOINTAáUuTF=8
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X*=i1.1.1.1)

CXC=-(-3«-1,-3,-1), IMPLICITReAL«3(A—H,O-2) REAL*»X(1C),(jF{10),G2F(4b) COMMÜN/GPINDI/IDUMMI3)»ITEM ASSIGN120TGIG GOTO110 ENTRYFJNC(X,F) ASSIGN150TOIG
110IF(ITCNT.EQ.0)WRITE(6,115) 115FORMAT(’1wOCC'SFUNCriON,•, *•SADDLEPOINTAüüUTF=ó•//) A=X(l)**2 b=X(2)-A D=X(3)$*2 C—X{4)—U F=lü2#d#ri+(100-X(l))**2+9D1*C*C+(1D0-X(3))**2 F=F+10,1DO*((XI2)-1DC)**2+(X(4)-1DD)**2) F=F+19,300*(X(2)—1C0)*{X(4)—IDO) GOTOIG,(120,150)

120GF(1)=2D0*(X(1I-1D0)-4D2*3*X(1) GF(2>=202*B+20.2D3±(X(2)-1DO)+19.3DO*(X(4)-IDO) GF(3)=2D0*<X(3)-lDC)-36Ol*C*X(3) GF(4)=1801íC+20,200*(X(4)-lCO)+19,auO*(X(2)-li;0) GOTO150 ENTRYHESSIX,G2F) A=X(1)**2 0=x(2)-A Q=X(3)**2 C=X(4)-D G2F(l)=2D0+dU2*A-4D2*a G2F(2)=-4D2*X(1) G2F(3)=OD0 G2F(4)•=0D0 G2FÍ5)=220.200 ^2F(o)=0D0 G2F{7)=1g.SDO G2F(S)=2D0+72D1-D—36D1*C G2F(9)=-JoülíX(3) *o2F(10)=200•2D0
150RETURN cND



on

5U3RDUTINEGRADÍX,F,gF) CkAGGANDLEVY.LQ60 X0=(1)»X̂(C.1.1.1)
IMPLICITP£AL*d(A-h.O—¿> HEAL*8X(1O),G2F{45),GF<1O) COMMÜN/UPIN01/IDUMMC3).ITCNT ASSIGN120TOIG GüTQ110 ENTRYFUNC(X,F) ASSIGNISOTQIG

110IF(ITCNT.EC.O)WKITE(ó,115) 115FOMATC1CRAGGANDLEVY''SFUNCTION'//)T1=DEXP(XI1)) T2=T1—X(2) T3=T2**3 T4=X(2)-X(3) T5=T4**5 T6=DTAN(X(3)-X<4)) T7=Tó**3 T6=X(1)**7 GüTOIG.(120,150)
120T3=4D0*T3 GFC1)=T1*T9+3DD*T8 Td-GD2*T5 GF(2)=TS-T4 TC=1L)0/OCÜS(X(3)-X(4)) TA=TC*TC*4Q0*T7 GF(3)=TA—TB GF(4)=2D0*(X(4)-1D0)-TA

GÜTO150 ENTRYHESSCX,G2F)TI=DEXP(X(1))
T2=T1—X(2) T3=T2*T2*4D0 G2F<1)=5oi)0íX(l)*i=6+T3íT2+3U0<=TJ»T1*T1 G2F(2)=-3D0+T5£T1 G2F(3)=0DO G2F{4)=0D0

T4=3D3*(X(2)-X(3)>**4 G2F(5)=3D0*T3+T4 G2F(ó)=-T4 G2F(7)=0D0 Tfe=DTAN(X(3)-X(4)) TC=100/DCOS(X(3)-X(4))



T7—Tó+T6 TS-TC*TC TA-l2DQ7*Tc?*Ttí+•69O*T7*T7í=Tti G2F(3)=T4+TA 62F(9)=~TA G2F(10)=2D0+TA
160•'■ib'TUFN ¿NO

I
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